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EDITORIAL

THE RECENT "population cxploslon" at Kearsney has its merits,
of course, but it also brings problems in its train.

It means a bigger inflow of capital and so more flexibility in
expansion of buildings and amenities. It means that more parents,
so minded, can enrol their boys with us. It means the added
prestige of the larger school, and the bigger opportunity to make
such impact upon the public life as we think fit to make.
But, for those steeped in the character of the school, it also

poses problems. In just over one year we have had 220 new boys
— over half the school — who naturally knew nothing of Kearsney's characteristics and traditions. It has become increasingly
diflicult to maintain those features of behaviour on which we have

always prided ourselves. It is idle to pretend that we have succeeded.
Influence cannot immediately be exerted over 400 boys as it was
gradually over 100. Growth has been too rapid for that. Courtesy,
properly controlled behaviour, consideration for others and the
property of others, appropriate restraint — these are the things
which matter. If we allow quantity to overrule quality we are
rendering a disservice to those who have passed through the
school and built up its traditions.
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SCHOOL NOTES

THE YEAR Opened with 420 boys, this being approximately 50
more than last year and 100 more than the year before.
There have also been numerous additions to the Staff, whom

we warmly welcome. They are:—
Messrs: J. D. Gertenbach, B.A., U.E.D. (Stellenbosch), J. L.

Hall, B.A., U.E.D. (Natal), J. A. Hewson, B.A. (Hons.), U.E.D.
(Rhodes), D. A. Hicks, B.Sc., U.E.D. (Rhodes), J. D. LewisWilliams, B.A., U.E.D. (Rhodes), W. E. Lundie, B.Sc., U.E.D.
(Natal), M. S. Mossam, B.Sc., U.E.D. (Rhodes), D. Walker, B.A.
(Hons.), U.E.D. (Cape Town) and G. A. Yates, B.Sc., U.E.D.
(Natal).
Also Matrons: Sister Brokensha (Finningley), Mrs. MacDonald

(Pembroke) and Mrs. Harris (Junior) and assistant housekeeper,
Mrs. du Plessis.

In addition, our Chaplain, Rev. A. R. Jennings, has come on
to the staff in a full-time capacity, having withdrawn from Circuit
work.

All the above have settled easily into the Kearnsey routine and
we look forward to long association with them.

The Headmaster has spent over half his time in Pretoria, serving
on the Executive of the Education Advisory Board. During his
absence the school has functioned smoothly under the hands of

Mr. Hopkins, who has acted calmly but firmly.
At the end of the half-year Mr. Hopkins retired from the house-

mastership of Finningley, where he has been in charge for 4^

years. It has been impossible for him to do proper justiee to his
dual role. He will live in a newly-built house opposite that of the
headmaster. The housemastership of Finningley will be under
taken by Mr. K. Fish.
Mr. G. Nel has been awarded a Science Institute Scholarship
in a South African-American Leader Exchange Programme, one

of only two awarded in this country. This takes him for over a
year to the University of North Dakota, Grand Forkes, on the
Canadian Border. Here he will study modern methods in science

teaching. Mr. Nel flies across in July with his wife and family and
should be back for Michaelmas 1964. We congratulate him on
this honour, and trust that he will have a beneficial time, if he sur
vives the cold. We all look forward to his returning with a new
accent.
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Mr. P. E. Metcalf will succeed Mr. Nel as permanent housemaster
of Pembroke.

We congratulate the following:—
Mr. & Mrs. Jennings, on the birth of Kevin Andrew;
Mr. & Mrs. Currin, on the birth of Carol Lesley;
Mr. Townsend, on his marriage to Miss Nan Metcalf;
Mr. Hall, on his engagement to Miss Pat McKowen.

We have been pleased to have Selby Smith with us on exchange
from America. Besides participating keenly in the life of the school
here, he has visited many other sehools, given numerous talks and
newspaper interviews, and taken a service at Kearsney. We wish
him a happy future back home and hope that we may sometimes
hear from him.

A. Eriksson eame third in the Republic (92%) in a Science
Examination, through which it is intended to select representatives
at an International Youth Scienee Fortnight to be held in London
in July. We hear he will be one of the lucky ones.
Building never seems to cease. This half year has seen the
eompletion of the Finningley wing of the Dining Hall, so that
henceforth Finningley and Gillingham will dine in separate wings,
while Pembroke and Junior share the main hall. The self-service

system appears to be working efficiently.
There has also been built a new master's residence near the

workshops. It is understood that there are now to be additions
to Junior House, and more classrooms to accommodate the extra

boys. Thus the process of enlargement goes on unceasingly.
German measles persisted throughout the second terra, causing
near panic when several actors went sick on the day of the play,
and later resulting in large numbers of boys having to sit their exami
nations in the sanatorium.

The cricket XI had its usual encounters with Springbok and
provincial cricketers — good for the experience but bad for the
averages! On the day after playing against us Carlstein made a
double century against Richie Benaud's Cavaliers. Among the
boys, Richards and Heath of D.H.S. were chosen for the S. African
team to tour England, the former being captain. The rugger results
do not look good on paper, but there are no weak sides among the

leading Natal schools, and the standard of rugby is very high. The
team was generally greatly out-weighted.
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CHAPEL NOTES

SERVICES this half year have been conducted by: Revs. A. R.

Jennings, J. W. Massey, A. G. Powell, F. M. Basel, A. P. Kluge,
I. Bellis, Archdeacon P. Russell; by Staff members, Messrs. J. F.

Reece, K. G. Fish, C. E. Jeannot, H. Thorpe, D. Lewis-Williams,
and by Messrs. R. Walker, D. Wayne, R. W. Hemson,and Master
J. Selby Smith.

We are grateful to Mr. and Mrs. Rodda, of Hill Crest, for their

gift of carpeting to extend between the choir stalls and up to the
chancel steps.

Mr. J. H. Hopkins and his brothers, Mr. W. C. Hopkins, who

is a member of our Board of Governors, and Group Capt. H. E.
Hopkins, now retired to Kloof, have generously donated the St.
Paul stained-glass window in memory of their parents, who died
within a few days of one another in 1945.

The question of accommodation in the Chapel is becoming
critical, especially on visiting Sundays. The possibility of a galleiy
is being considered.

Guild has been held every Thursday night, with up to 180 boys
participating. The Secretary is M. L. Griffiths.

Within the life of the Church, Rev. A. R. Jennings and Mr.
K. G. Fish have been appointed District Secretaries of Natal Youth
work, and Mr. Reece continues as District Treasurer of the Minis

terial Students' Fund, and Secretary to the Zululand Mission

Committee. Messrs. J. F. Hewson, and A. R. Jennings together
with several of the boys will be spending July with the Youth
building party in Maputaland. Several of the Staff receive regular
plannings for preaching appointments throughout the District.

APPOINTMENTS

House Prefects:

Finningley: R. J. Greene (left at Easter), R. D. Bickerton
(Head), G. J. Craven, A. Eriksson, M. L. Griffiths.

Gillingham: P. H. Bryan (Head), J. E. Anderson, F. A. Courie,
S. R. Gibson, A. S. Marr.

Junior House: J. Bester(Head),P. K. Cunnington,L. R. Nuting,
R. S. Rogers.

Pembroke: J. W. Shire(Head of School), P. Bland van den Berg,
H. J. Daykin, E. Rogaly, J. C. van den Berg, J. L. Wood.
The Head prefects and H. J. Daykin are also School Prefects.
Cricket Captain: R. D. Bickerton.
Swimming Captain: A. S. Marr.

Athletics Captain: J. E. Anderson.
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Rugby Captain: J. W. Shire.
Librarians: R. M. Crewe and M. A. Barnard.

Guild Secretary: M. L. Griffiths.
Parliamentary Prime Minister: R. M. Crewe.
Drum Major: J. E. Anderson.

Form I
IIA

VALETE
A. B. Pottow, R. J. Abdinor.
B. Armstrong, I. J. Goldberg.

IIB

E. Pike.

lie

L. F. Wills.

Ills

A. R. Crewe.

IIIA

P. Strydom, J. R. Young, R. A. Ross.

IIIB

A. R. T. Miller.

IIIC J. Hermer, R. S. Proctor, A. N. Wesson, A. N. Wilson.
IVB G. K. Brown, C. S. E. H. Dean, A. J. B. Lawrence.
G. M.Lindeque,C. E. Smith.

IVC D. E. Alcock, C. M. Ellis, M. J. Hancock, J. B. Kay, T. S.
Merrifleld.

IVD I. F. Bell, A. Harris, W. W. Currer, M. M. Dinkelman, A. S.
McEwan, G. C. Osborn, G. L. Pottow.
yc

B. R. Morel du Boil.

yiA

T. W. Beckett, M. O. Brutsch, A. I. Calderwood, B. G. Deane,
C. J. C. Dunscombe, L. Fienberg, A. O. M. Gordon, D. G. E.
Hardie, C. D. L. Hemson, I. C. Heron, M. A. Johnston, A.
Lowenstein, M. B. Lyons, S. E. Piper, K. O. P. Shires, H. A.
Tedder, E. von Maltitz, D. McC. Watson, B. G. Williams, M. R.

VIB

O. H. G. Beier, G. W. Brown, R. Doidge, D. F. Ford, T. G.
Goodricke, B. G. Harvett, R. K. Jackson, C. James, J. A.
Johnstone, J. S. Kaplan, C. C. Larsen, M. R. Macfarlane, D. W.
Roper, P. D. Smith, B. H. Todd, P. B. Walsh, E. G. Young-

Wood.

Thompson.
Post Matric: H. B. W. Hulett.

Also (1963): J. Plummer, R. J. Greene, D. I. Kelso, M. R. Cope.

EXAMINATION RESULTS 1962
SENIOR CERTIFICATE:

First Class: "B" aggregate (over 70%); A. I. Calderwood*

(Latin, Maths, Physical Science), D. M. Watson* (Latin,
Physical Science), B. G. Williams* (Maths, Physical Science).
"C"aggregate(over 60 %): M. O. Brutsch*, L. Fienberg*,
I. C. Heron* (Geography), A. Lowenstein* (Maths), M. B.
Lyons* (Maths), J. F. Plummer*, K. O. P. Shires, H. A.

Tedder* (Physical Science), E. von Maltitz* (Afrikaans).
Second Class: P. H. Bryan*, B. G. Deane,* C. J. C. Dunscombe*,
T. G. Goodricke*, A. O. M. Gordon*, C. D. L. Hemson*,
M. R. Macfarlane*, S. E. Piper*, D. W. Roper*, M. R.
Woods.*
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Third Class: T. W. Beckett, G. W. Brown, D. F. Ford, R. J.
Greene, D. G. F. Hardie, R. K. Jackson, C. W. James,
M. A. Johnston*, J. S. Kaplan, J. W. Shire*, P. D. Smith,
B. H. Todd*, P. B. Walsh.

*Matriculation exemption.

JUNIOR CERTIFICATE:

(Number of Distinctions — 80% — given in brackets).
First Class: "A" aggregate (over 80%): D. M. Barnard (6),
M. H. Fienberg (5), T. W. F. Smith (5).
"B" aggregate (over 70%): J. C. B. Balfe (1), P. H. Foster
(2), B. Q. Manieom (3), A. R. Melman (3), J. A. Perkins (4),
N. F. Pollard, R. O. Salvesen (1).
"C" aggregate (over 60%): M. S. Awerbueh, C. M.
Biggs, G. M. Colloty (1), J. M. Ginsberg, R. B. Hansen (1),
B. Hart, C. M. C. Hemson, J. K. M. Hemson, R. A. Meyer
(1), J. P. Muller, D. B. Paul, J. A. Pitout (1), J. L. RivettCarnac (1), C. D. van der Westhuizen (1), R. R. Wright.

Second Class: D. E. Alcock, D. W. Berry, J. R. Berry, G. K.
Brown, P. C. Cattell, W. M. S. Doubell, G. B. Dyer (1),
R. W. Groom, R. B. Heming, M. Kark, A. P. Kluge, J. E.
Little, G. M. Mail, T. S. Merrifield, I. G. Morgan, T. R.
Neill-Dore, R. Piper, S. S. Ryan, R. V. Salm, A. N. Schikkinger, R. G. Tapper, N. J. Tonkin, D. R. Walker, S. M.
Webb, D. A. Westgate.

Third Class: P. R. Aitcheson, M. G. Allen, D. C. Austin, T.
Coggin, G. E. Cox, C. S. E. H. Dean, T. H. W. Dowse,
C. M. Ellis, P. J. Engels, J. G. Frank, K. R. Gamble, M. J.
Haneock, N. J. Hermer, A. A. Hipkin, N. J. Hope, J. B,
Kay, F. A. L. Kennedy, M. J. Knott, B. N. Lawrenee,
G. M. Lindeque, G. L. Pottow, C. E. Smith, V. N. Stuart,
G. E. Tomlinson, R. A. Watts.

The following boys obtained a Provincial Bursary:—
J. C. B. Balfe, D. M. Barnard, M. H. Fienberg, P. H. Foster,
C. M. C. Hemson, B. Q. Manieom, A. R. Melman, J. P. Muller,
J. A. Perkins, N. F. Pollard, J. L. Rivett-Carnae, R. O. Salvesen,
T. W. F. Smith.

(The above over-all J.C. results, with their 36 distinctions and 13

Provincial Bursaries, are among the best in the school's history—Ed.)
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KEARSNEY PARLIAMENT 1963
Speaker

Reece, J. F. .,

Clerk
Prime Minister
Leader of Opposition
Publicity Officer ..

Biggs, C. M.
R. M. Crewe ..

Roodepoort
Bobbejaanskloof
Creighton

Broom, A. R.
Eriksson, A. J.

Eensgevouden

Brothers, D. J.

Boesmanskop

Hansen, R. ..
Courie, F.
Anderson, J. E.

Cato Manor
Alberton

Benoni

GOVERNMENT:

Foreign Affairs, Prop.,
Inf.

Finance, Commerce &
Mines
Justice
Defence and Interior

Heidelberg

Lands and Ag., Food &
Water

Hart, B.

Railways, Posts & Tel.

Nutting, L.
Bantu Administration.. Berry, D. W. ..
Educ., Arts & Science
Fienberg, M. H.
Health & Social Welfare Awerbuch, M. S.

Hottentots Holland

Nqutu
Babanango

Ficksburg
Amanzimtoti

OPPOSITION;

Deputy Leader .. ..

Murray, A. G. T. Magaliesburg
Barnard, D.
Bronkhorstspruit
Berry, J. R.
Banana Beach
Cox, G. W. .. Colesberg
Craven, J. G.
Clarence
Engels, P. J. .. Ermelo
Lindsay, H. S.
Lintzfontein
Manicom, B. Q. Margate

Press, E.
Pofadder
Plus 50 Cross Benchers
PROGRAMME

February 22nd: Motion of No Confidence in the Government. Proposed
by the Leader of the Opposition. No vote taken.

J^drch 22nd:

Government Motion: "That the Government is upholding

„'

the ethics of a Christian democracy". Proposed by the Mini
ster for Foreign Affairs and opposed by the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition. Motion won.

April i9th:

Opposition Motion: "That the Government places too much
emphasis upon defence". Proposed by Member for Pofadder
and opposed by the Minister for Defence. Motion lost.

May ird:

Cross-bench Motion: "That South Africa must educate its

entire potential for the development of the state". Proposed
by J. A. Perkins and opposed by M. Polti. Motion lost.

May Mfh;

Government Motion: "That South Africa should resign
from U.N.O." Proposed by the Minister for Defence and
Ppposed by the Member for Bronkhorstspruit. Motion lost.
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June Hth:

Government Motion: "That the South African races are
assured of peaceful co-existence imder the Apartheid policy".

Proposed by the Minister for Bantu Administration and
opposed by the Member for Banana Beach. Result, a tie.

Parliament has been disappointing so far. With the interrup
tions of other activities, it has never really got going. There have
been few outstanding speeches, and far too many unmannerly

interruptions of speakers; in fact a good deal of the dignity of
Parliament has been lost this year. Even question-time, normally

an interesting and entertaining period, has frequently fizzled out.
We sincerely hope that the second half of the year will bring Parlia
ment back to its former status — a society that trains public speak-

and increases political awareness, conducted with proper Parlia
mentary dignity

AFRIKAANSE VERENIGING

WERKSAAMHEDE Van die eerste halfjaar:—
15 Maart .. Verkiesing van bestuur vir 1963.
Voorsitter: P" B. J. Behr.

Sekretaris: A. P. Kluge.

Bykomende Lede: R. M. Crewe, J. F. Viljoen,
O. Toombs, R. L. Kluge.

1 Maart

.. Lesings:

B. Hart oor „Jag".
J. B. Milne oor „Die Suid-Afrikaanse
Walvisnywerheid".

A. P. Kluge oor „Die Vliegtuig as
Oorlogswapen".

15 Maart

.. Debat:

J. F. Viljoen oor „Motorwedrenne".
„Dat kosskool beter as dagskool is."
Meier: O. H. Martin.

Teenstander: S. S. Ryan.

22 Maart

.. Toneellesing: Twee Eenbedrywe is gelees: „Die
Storm" waaraan deelgeneem het, R. M. Crewe,
M. A. Barnard, S. M. Webb, S. S. Ryan en J. F.
Viljoen, en „Vrees" waaraan deelgeneem het B.
Hart, H. S. Lindsay, D. B. Paul, en A. P. Kluge.
26 April
.. Vasvrawedstryd.
10 Mei .. .. Lesings: M. Kark oor „Hout".
R. Salm oor „Onderwater-visvang".
D. Westgate oor „Portugese-OosAfrika".

21 Junie

Rolprentvertoning: „Rip van Wyk".
G. E, B.
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ARE WE USING THE HENDERSON HALL

23rd August, 1962, was the official birthday of our new Hall, the
day which saw the culmination of many months of carefully planned
construction. Now, nearly a year later, it may be of interest to see
how this addition to our school facilities has become a vital part
of the extra-curricular activities of the College.

For the official opening ceremonies, the Dramatic and Operatic
Societies combined to present "Trial By Jury" and also several
scenes from "Macbeth" and "The Tempest". These productions
were well received and have been reviewed in a previous issue of
the Chronicle. The Hall was then handed back to the builders and
sub-contractors who continued their labours for several months.

During this finishing period, however, we managed to hold the
Sixth Form Dance, Prize Giving and several film shows. Also,
towards the end of 1962, the Hall was used for a debate against

Estcourt High School, against the Durban City Parliament, for
public examinations and for the final assembly of the year.
During 1963 we have continued to obtain increasing benefit
from the Hall. Each class has a regular period of physical training,
and a gymnastic club is in operation; societies such as Parliament
and the Afrikaanse Vereniging are able to meet in dignified surround

ings; the Wesley Guild and the Exploration Society have both
arranged lectures, films and slide shows —•and even a variety con
cert to entertain elderly folk from the district; badminton has
been introduced as an optional form of recreation (?) for staff and
boys; on wet days, cricket practice (using plastic balls) has been
held on the stage and in the auditorium. We have heard talks on
"Sharks", we have written examinations, we have held another
Sixth Form Dance, we have seen film shows both instructional and
entertaining. Yes, the Henderson Hall is, indeed, proving a wonder
ful asset in many departments of our communal life.
However, there is yet another field in which the Hall is being
used, and one which seems to hold considerable potential for future
use. We refer to the field of drama. Our policy in this matter is
quite simple: we hope that our boys will become so thoroughly
theatre-minded that, when they leave the College, they will be eager

to support the dramatic societies in their home towns either as
actors, stage-hands or simply as appreciative members of an audience.
In short, we hope to show our boys that plays, far from being ana
chronisms in this age of the film and television screen, do in fact
offer enormous opportunities for creative expression and intelligent
audience participation.
To date, we have tried to foster this policy in two ways. By

taking part in our own production of "Morning Departure", a
number of boys were able to test their own abilities as actors (and
some of them discovered hidden talents which we hope they will
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continue to use). Others gathered useful tips about set construction

and stage lighting. And all the boys learned how well-disciplined
audience behaviour can add to the enjoyment of a "live" show.
Both cast and technical staff benefited from being able to work on
a proper stage, and the resulting performances were far more polished
than would have been possible under the makeshift conditions of
the old dining hall.
Our second method of making the boys theatre-conscious con

sists in bringing "outside" productions to the College. There have

been four so far. Last year, the Kloof Amateur Dramatic Society
gave an enjoyable performance of "The Shadow Witness".

A

fairly well constructed murder mystery, this play roused considerable
enthusiasm, particularly among the younger boys; yet it was
pleasing to hear how constructively some of the more sophisticated
young members of the audience criticised various aspects of the
production!
During the first quarter of 1963, and after successful runs in

Durban and Maritzburg, the Y-Club Reps staged "The Shop at
Sly Corner" at Kearsney. Again, "murder most foul" caught the
imagination of the boys, and they responded well to the experienced
acting of professional producer David Barnett. Many were intrigued
by the intricate setting, particularly by the moving fireplace.
The importance of clear diction and meaningful action was

admirably demonstrated early in the second quarter when, entirely
without the assistance of scenery, costume or lighting, a party of
students and staflF from the Natal University Department of Speech
and Drama presented a number of episodes from a "A Tale of Two

Cities". Although some younger members of the audience, not
having read this Dickens classic, found it rather difficult to follow

the story, all were caught up by the cleverly-created atmosphere;
it was almost possible to hear the rumble of the tumbrils and the

thud of the guillotine, so effectively did the actors use their voices,
their faces and their hands.

Perhaps the greatest dramatic treat which we have had in our

new Hall was the recent performance of"The Taming of'he Shrew"
by the Dramatic Society of the University of Natal in Pi efermaritzburg. Superb acting, colourful costumes and the cle'er use of

scenery and lighting combined to create an evening o drama at

its best — and undoubtedly persuaded many a youthful.ceptic that
Shakespeare was not a dull old man who wrote plays to be pre
scribed for English examinations I

What of the future ? We shall continue to invite other companies
to use our stage — in fact, we have another Shakespearean play
tentatively booked for 18th August. Plans are in hand for an

ambitious main production by our own Dramatic Society in 1964,

and we hope to stage a series of form plays later this year. We
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Me also working on preliminary plans for a holiday School of
Drama which we hope to arrange during 1964 to give promising
actors from schools throughout Natal an opportunity of working
together under first-rate producers.

In closing, may we invite any who have read this article and who
would like to receive notices of our future activities to send a note

to the Dramatic Society? We should be delighted to add their
names to the growing list of those who encourage drama at the
College.
P. E. M.

MORNING DEPARTURE
by KENNETH WOOLLARD

MEMBERS OF THE CREW OF SUBMARINE S.14

Lt. Cdr. Stanford {Captain of iS.H)
Lt. Manson (First Officer)

Lt. Oakley (Navigation Officer)
Lt. McFee (Engineer Officer)
Petty Officer Barlow
Leading Seaman Hillbrook
Stoker Marks

ALAN BROOM
RODNEY HANSEN
ALEX MURRAY
.. DAVID LANG
.. BRIAN HART
.. JOHN BERRY
HUGH LINDSAY

..

Stoker Snipe

ROBIN TAPPER
TYRONE TOOMBS

A/B Higgins (Mess Orderly)

MEMBERS OF THE SHORE STAFF

Cdr. Gates("N" Submarine Flotilla) .. ..
PETER BRYAN
Cdr. Whatley (Salvage Depot Devonport); .. FRANK COURIE
Capt. Fenton(Salvage Officer, S. & S.E. Areas) DENIS BROTHERS
Capt. Marshall (D.N.S., Admiralty)
n 11 (Civilian
;■ Clerk in D.N.S. Office)
BLAND VAN
BERG
Brackley
JOHNDEN
DICKENS
Telephone Operators (Day) .. .. MERRILL BROKENSHA

(.Night)
JOHN WOOD
THE DRAMATIC SOCIETY WISHES TO THANK . . .

Staff Wives, Matrons, Housekeepers and Masters who have devoted many
T
behind
departments'
Judy
Reece, who has
beenthe
in scenes
chargein
ofmany
painting
the set'

Royce Kmcaid (Pty.) Ltd., for the use of scaffolding;

effects°et(r''"® ''°ys who have worked on set construction, lighting, sound
Clive Biggs, Simon Webb, Garth Milne, Robin Crewe, Robin Tapper
Gordon Sink, Tony Stapelberg, Robert Piper, David Westgage.

Andre Schikkmger, Patrick Moore, David and John Berry, Hugh Lindsay'

^T^CF^nwFrTni^
STAGE DIRECTOR

• ' • ^R. DAVID
MR. LEWIS-WILLIAMS
PETER METCALF
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This is a suspense play, in places reminiscent of "Journey's
End", with the scenes set alternately in a submarine on the sea-bed,

and in the offices of the Admiralty above. As the scene adjustments
would have been impossible without a revolving stage, the produeer, Mr. Lewis-Williams, and the stage manager, Mr. P. Metcalf,
most ingeniously converted the large school stage into a doubledecker. This was quite a masterpiece. Scene-changing was ac
complished by blacking out and lighting up the appropriate de
partments, so that there was no break in continuity. The Admiralty
officials, each in his own alcove, conversed with one another by
phone, and only the speakers were lighted up. It was all very clever,
and tribute must be paid to the lighting operators for their splitsecond timing.
The play was very well presented, and was ample reward for the
long weeks of hard work put in by producer and players. Actors
sometimes find it easier to declaim Shakespeare's lines than to be
completely natural in a modern play, but little fault could be found

in this regard. The tension was admirably developed as hopes
rose and fell, and one did not feel certain one way or the other as
to whether the doomed crew would be saved — until the final scene

brought the realisation that, partly owing to Admiralty red-tape,
the surviving crew had to be abandoned. The end came quietly
and without panic.
The play was to a considerable extent held together by a sustained

piece of high-class acting by Alan Broom, as captain of the sub
marine. His moods ranged from violent anger to calmness and
reassurance, even tenderness, and every word was audible. He
never succumbed to the temptation to hurry on, where restraint

and dramatic pause was required. Tyrone Toombs, as A/B Higgins,
possessed of a most convineing Cockney accent, was a lovable and
devoted character, cheerful and irrepressible to the end. He was
an admirable foil to the greater sophistication of the officers. David
Lang, as the engineer, acquired a Scots accent which would have
deceived an Aberdonian, and a melancholy well suited to that dour
race. The other long submarine part was played by Rodney Hansen,
first officer, who revealed interesting shades of temper and tempera
ment.

The Admiralty officials up above had a less glamorous--but

very important — part to play. Their role was static for they were
glued to seat and telephone. Their effectiveness had to rely solely
on the clarity with which they got their words across. It was their

responsibility to show first the inexorability of Admiralty red-tape,
and then the energy with which operations could be conducted
once the tape was cut. Their tragedy lay in the fact that in the end,
after their best endeavours, the submarine had to be abandoned.
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The play was publicly presented three times, to full halls.
Tragedy nearly struck! On the second day two characters went
down with German measles and Paul Bland had to double up on

the part of Lt. Oakley. On the third day he himself and two others
succumbed, but played through their parts with the rashes on them!
How thankful we were that it was nothing more serious. The

producer had gnawed his fingers down to the knuckles.
J. F. R.

CHOIR

NOTES

AS IN 1962 the choir is somewhat unbalanced owing to a lack of
tenors and basses, but despite this they have settled down and the
tone and blend improve with each anthem performed. They are
at present rehearsing other anthems, and for the Choir Concert
in August.

It was a pleasure to hear that the recording made in November
1962 of Carols was to be broadcast by the S.A.B.C. even though
April seemed hardly the time of the year to broadcast Christmas
Carols. Many people commented very favourably on the Choir's

performance, some of whom were in no way connected with the
school.

The choir, and a number of instrumentalists, performed at a
Concert in Pinetown on May 18th. This Concert was a new venture,

designed to alternate with the Afrikaans Eisteddfod held every two
years, and many local schools took part. Items performed by the
school were:—
1.
2.

Choir: As die winter nader kruip.
Clarinet quartet: Sweet and Low.
Clarinettists: Clarence, Walker, Clegg and Lee.
Choir: Waltzing Matilda.

3.
4. Trumpet Solo: Trumpet Tune and Air—Purcell.
Solo trumpet: D. Guyer.

5. Choir: Swing Low Sweet Chariot.
6. Instrumental Group: St. Anthony Chorale.
Clarinettists: Clarence, Walker, Clegg, Lee,

Trumpets: Guyer and Lindsay.
Flute: C. Balfe.

7.

Choir: Anthem—^All from the Sun's Uprise.

The Choir and instrumentalists performed very creditably, in
spite of having a long wait before performing at the end of a rather
lengthy programme.
J. M. H.
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CONCERT

A CONCERT was held in the Margaret Mary Henderson Memorial

Hall on March 23rd before a large audience despite all attempts
on the part of the weather to keep visitors away.

The programme was made up of music for two pianos, played
by Mrs. Whiteford and Mr. Harper, and quartets from various

Gilbert and Sullivan operas sung by Mrs. Harper, Mrs. MacGilvray,
Mr. Jeannot and Mr. Walker.

The details of the programme were as follows:—
Pianos:

March: Elizabeth of England — Haydn Wood.
Waltz; A. Arensky.
Polonaise in A major — F. Chopin.
Vocal Quartet:
Strange Adventure.

When a wooer goes a-wooing from "The Yeomen of the Guard".
Pianos:

Perpetuum Mobile — J. Strauss.
Invitation to the Dance — C. M. von Weber.
Vocal Quartet:
Madrigal from The Mikado.
In a contempative fashion from "The Gondoliers".
Pianos:

Introduction: alia marcia.

Tarantella from Suite for two pianos by S. Rachmaninov.

I am grateful to all who took part in this concert including Mrs.
Reece who helped greatly in rehearsals, and in the accompaniments
to the vocal numbers.
J. M. H.

ORGAN RECITALS

ONE RECITAL Only was been given so far this year, performed by
Mr. J. M. Harper on May 26th. The details of the programme are
as follows:—

1. Fanfare by J. Lemmens.

2. Three pieces for Musical Clocks by J. Haydn.
3. Folk Song and Paean by Percy Whitlock.
4. Carillon by Herbert Murrill.
J. M. H.

LIBRARY

LARGE NUMBERS of ncw books havc been bought, and very
generous gifts have been made by Dr. O. J. Wilkinson (Old Boy),
Mrs. Crewe, of Creighton, Mrs. A. Bell, of Bellair, and by an
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anonymous donor from Johannesburg. With the withdrawal of
dilapidated books, the usefulness of the library steadily increases.
R. M. Crewe and D. M. Barnard, aided by assistants M. V.

Cardiga and P. S. Maxwell, have done diligent work in the control
of books and of the library generally. Nevertheless it has not been

possible for them to be always on duty and it is to be regretted that
the library material has not always been treated with full care, nor
the library itself remained a quiet centre for study. Disciplinary
action has occasionally had to be taken.
Withdrawals have been fewer than usual. In fact a study of
names indicates that the senior school is almost illiterate. It was

hoped that the after-lunch rest period would lead to wider reading,
not less.

THE GUILD

HAVING our own resident chaplain has facilitated the running of
the Guild and we have enjoyed a successful half-year under his
guidance.
At the commencement of the second quarter, the Guild was
divided into the Senior and Intermediate departments. The number

of guilders was considered to be too great to be managed at the one
time.

The Guild Committee organised a variety concert in the new
school hall for some old folk from the Hill Crest Old Peoples' Home
as an act of Christian service.

We were once again privileged to have a representative of the
South African Bible Society with us one evening. Ds. Gert v. d.

Merwe gave a very inspiring address which was followed by a film
on mission work among the natives of New Guinea.
The Senior Guild visited Epworth during the second quarter,

and we enjoyed an evening of square dancing together, finishing
off with devotions in the true Guild fashion.

Our most interesting literary evening was undoubtedly the talk

given by the ex-South African motor racing champion, Syd v. d.
Vyver.

Taking advantage of the fact that we had a genuine American
in our midst, we had Selby Smith speak to us on Youth Work in
his home state of California and teenage life in general in the United
States.

For our last meeting we were privileged to listen to Rev. H. W.

Rist, Methodist Missionary Secretary who told us of the work
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being done to keep the Africans spiritually and physically. His
message was a challenge to us all to go forth and help.
Our thanks are extended to the Guild office-bearers for duties
ably carried out.
Mervyn Griffiths

Mervyn has been a first-class and most conscientious secretary.
Well done and thank you.—A. R. J.

THE CHESS CLUB

THANKS TO energetic organisation by Mr. Hicks we have managed
to re-establish this long dormant club. Considerable support has
been forthcoming especially from the juniors and the club is well
on its feet again.

We have, owing to exams, been badly hampered in arranging
matches against other schools and have played only D.H.S. who

swept us off the board. A junior team is to be sent to play Maritzburg College in the near future and a match against Estcourt has
been arranged.

We look forward to next term, when we hope to arrange a school
championship and play many more external matches.

We would also like to thank Messrs. Thorpe and Jeannot who
so kindly provided transport to D.H.S.
D. M. Barnard, Secretary.

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY

DURING the second term, the Astronomical Society restarted after

nearly a 4-year lapse. We have had a number of successful meetings
including a film show.
The old observatory has been repaired and refurnished to a

usable state and we hope in the last half of the year to get a reflecting
telescope.

The society has already in its possession a small telescope which
is ideal for photographing and observing the moon. Films, such
as "Project Mercury" and star charts have been ordered from
U.S.A.

The support of the school has been very good. They have

shown a great deal of enthusiasm and interest and we are very
grateful to them.
G. Polly
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THINKING BACK

I HAVE never met an Old Boy of the "Old" Kearsney who has not spoken of

the place with the greatest affection. Small though it was, there was something
about its atmosphere, its setting, its fellowship, which left a life-long impact
upon those who went there. I have met Old Boys who were there for only one
year, yet speak with genuine sincerity of the influence the school had over them.

Delighted reminiscences beginning with "Do you remember?" still pour
from the lips of now ageing Old Boys — for there were more incidents and excite

ments in a week then than in a term today. The school was full of character,
and the rather free-and-easy existence possible in a small school set romantically
and in the country, in such unspoilt surroundings, led to the development of
character and initiative in a manner not possible in the larger and inevitably
harder disciplined school of today. "Pranks" were the order of the day — never
ill-bred and out of hand; independence of thought and action was encouraged,
and a free hand readily given. The lovely scenery, the country walks and bathes,
the orange and mango orchards, tea-fields, and the generally old-world setting,
the rusticity — all this bred a boy with personality and great love for his school
and fellows. And there were personalities, great ones.

Character interacted upon character, and a few boys of sterling Christian
beliefs could so influence the rest of the school that a tone was created on which
later generations could solidly build.

It was, however, not all easy going. Without the boys themselves being
particularly aware of it, the school passed through a critical period during the
mid-1930's. In fact the School Council decided to close down and Intimated

this to the headmaster and staff. It needed some pretty fierce resistance to get
them to change their minds, and even then the school survived only through the
staff's willingness to have their salaries drastically reduced and to hand back
part of their savings. But we saw a future for Kearsney, and although it meant
at the time financial hardships, we faced them — the faith was justified. Without
sacrifice 30 years ago there would be no Kearsney today and the school would

be no more than a pleasant memory in the minds of a handful of Old Boys.
These things should not be forgotten, for it is upon the past that the present is
built, and from small seeds do large plants grow.
J. F. R.

AN AMERICAN BOY LOOKS AT SOUTH AFRICA
(Written for the Daily News, Durban, in April.)

Mv STAY in South Africa has so far been too wonderful to imagine. I have
not found the weather excessively hot, and all this sun after the 10 days I
spent in New York's winter just before I left the United States is very enjoyable.
I must say that Natal is not exactly what I expected it to be, and I am, if
anything, agreeably surprised. Of course, I had a preconceived image of rolling
savanna with lions and zebras, and other animals roaming about the outskirts
of towns.

But I was also aware of the fact that South Africa is a progressive nation
with sky-scrapers, men in business suits, and all the conveniences of modern
living.
so GREEN

I was thrilled to find Natal a land of such beautiful contrasts. The scenery here
equals any I have ever come across, and never have I seen so much green!
Living in an area where 20 in. of rain a year is above average, and coming from

a family dependent on the grass for its livelihood, the vegetation especially
impressed me.
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Your climate, with its sudden and quick-passing storms, is quite different
from the long winter storms of my home in California. I find your beaches
warm, relaxing and, comparatively, not too crowded. And the surf is pheno
menal! All in all 1 am very much in love with your beautiful environment.
SIMILAR

I am attending Kearsney College, at Botha's Hill, for two terms. I am in VIA

Form, and I am enjoying, and deriving great benefit from, the outstanding school
I find it to be. The subjects I am taking are somewhat parallel to courses in
California.

In America I attended a public school in Ojai, my home town, where I

was studying United States history, algebra II, French, English and chemistry.
The amount of learning and study required there is very similar to here.
At my home town school we do not wear uniforms, and may come to
school in anything that is neat and appropriate. I do not find the uniforms at

Kearsney a hindrance or a nuisance, though. On the other hand they are very
practical and comfortable.
FINE SETTING

The setting of the school is one that would be envied by many United States
schools. The playing fields and other athletic facilities are also very much to
be admired. I am playing tennis at Kearsney, and find the other players ex
cellent in ability and sportsmanship.

I have watched several cricket games, but I'm afraid that I still do not fully
understand everything that is going on. Like our baseball or basketball, it
appears to be a game that one must be brought up with to be fully appreciated.
I am waiting for the rugby season so that I can try my hand at that.
The student-teacher relationship here is slightly more formal than in the

United States, but the teachers I have come in contact with have been exceedingly
understanding and helpful. My school life is challenging, interesting, and one
that offers many opportunities to become acquainted with the true South African

feeling and friendship, and to exchange ideas openly and constructively.
My future could go one of many ways. I can only wait and hope that I
will be guided to the right choice. At present I am learning as much about all
the different components of life and its opportunities as I possibly can.
This unique opportunity to visit you and to see another part of this ever-

shrinking but ever so marvellous world has given me a deeper understanding of
the world and my position in it. The friendship and kind understanding of the
people I have met I greatly appreciate and respect, and I hope I can convey to
you an interesting and true American spirit that will strengthen our friendship
and understanding of each other and his country.
J. Selby Smith

HARD

TIMES

WE HAVE recently received a facsimile of the rules of Kingswood
School, as founded by John Wesley on the outskirts of Bristol, and
later moved to Bath. Some of the information is given below. It
will comfort those of us who believe that life today is hard —
especially when one considers the rigours of the English winter!
Our Design is, with God's Assistance, to train up children, in every Branch
of useful Learning.

We teach none but Boarders. These are taken in, between the Years of

Six and Twelve,in order to be taught READING,WRITING,ARITHMETICK,
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ENGLISH, FRENCH, LATIN, GREEK, HEBREW, HISTORY, GEO
GRAPHY, CHRONOLOGY, RHETORICK, LOGICK, ETHICKS GEO
METRY, ALGEBRA, PHYSICKS, MUSICK.

It is our particular Desire, That aU who are Educated here, may be brought
up in the Fear of GOD: And at the utmost Distance from Vice in general, so
in particular from Idleness and Effeminacy. The Children therefore of tender

Parents, so call'd,(who are indeed offering up their Sons and their Daughters
unto Devils) have no Business here; for the Rules will not be broken, in favour
of any Person whatsoever. Nor is any Child received unless his Parents agree,
1. That he shall observe all the Rules of the House, and Z That they will not
take him from School, no, not a Day, till they take him for good and all.
The General Rules of the House are these;—

First, the Children Rise at Four, Winter and Summer, and spend the Time
till Five in private: Partly in Reading, partly in Singing, partly in Self-examina
tion or Meditation (if capable of it) and partly in Prayer.
Seeondly, At Five they attend the Publick Service. From Six they work
till Breakfast. For as we have no Play-days (the School being taught every
Day in the Year but Sunday)so neither do we allow any Time for Play on any
Day. He that plays when he is a Child, will play when he is a Man.

On Fair Days they work, according to their Strength, in the Garden; on
Rainy Days in the House. Some of them also learn Musick: And some of the

larger wiU be employed on Philosophical Experiments. But particular Care is
taken that they never work alone, but always in the Presence of a Master.

The School begins at Seven, in which Languages are taught till Nine, and
then Writing etc. till Eleven.

At Eleven the Children walk or work. At Twelve they dine, and then work
or sing till One. They diet thus:—

Breakfast: Milk-porridge and Water-gruel, by Turns.
Supper: Bread and Butter and Milk by Turns.

Dinner: Sunday, Cold Roast Beef; Monday, Hash'd Meat and Apple-

dumplins; Tuesday, Boil'd Mutton; Wednesday, Vegetables and
Dumplins; Thursday, Boil'd Mutton or Beef; Friday, Vegetables
and Dumplins; Saturday, Bacon and Greens, Apple-dumplins.
They drink Water at Meals, nothing between Meals, On Friday, if healthy,
they wait till Three in the Afternoon. Experience shews, this is so far from
impairing Health, that it greatly conduces it.

Fourthly, From One to Four Languages are taught. And then Writing etc.
till Five. At Five begins the Hour of Private Prayer. From Six they walk and
work till Supper. A little before Seven the Publick Service begins. At Eight
they go to Bed, the Youngest first.

Fifthly, They lodge all in one Room, in which a Lamp burns all Night
Every Child lies by himself. A Master lies at each end of the Room. All their
Beds have Mattresses on them, not Feather-beds.

Sixthly, on Sunday, At Six they dress and breakfast: at Seven, learn Hymns
or Poems: At Eight attend the Publick Service: At Nine go to the Parish
Church: At One dine and sing: At Two attend the Publick Service, and at
Four are privately instructed.

{Many other details are given. The remarkable thing is that the school
was never empty.—Ed.)
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THE BENDS

Down into the black vibrating depths —^mysterious
unknown, goes the diver.

Deeper and deeper, by crank and rattle;
The strain increases, but no-one worries —

Not the captain, not the scientist, no-one.
Except the diver.
Is it safe?

On deck tension mounts, as lower and lower the diver
descends, unconscious of all except himself.
Within I smile, without, serious.
I do not worry: success, failure, all the same to me.
And the diver, new and frightened.
What of him? What terrors plague him now?

Many,I hope; for I am more than plain disinterested;
My mind is set — I hope he dies.

Oh how I pray to the devil of yore who used to grant evil
wishes — kill him, kill him, I pray.
Yet all is quiet and nothing stirs.
Silent at death, silent and still.

One, two, three pulls; the devil be praised: the danger signal.
"Faster, faster", I scream; "make haste; he is in trouble."
Was my brain possessed by evd, gloating evil?
The crank goes faster.

The tempo increases; my heart is beating, throbbing shouting;
Faster, faster, it screams.

Climactic crescendo, then jazzlike halt.
He's up; hurry hurry, hurry quickly;
He lives, but how he screams;
Music to my ears.
His blood boils, his skin splits.
Oh leperlike beast.
All shrink in horror, but not I;
No not I; tis beauty to my eyes.
His eyes are bulging, straining . . .
The screams have stopped: all is quiet: he is dead.
Too soon.

M.S. Awerbuch

As a general rule.
Boys do not work very hard at school;

But there's a most conspicuous thirst for knowledge
At Kearsney College.
Cricket

Is a game for gentlemen around a wicket;
But at rugby
The general idea is to kill the blighter.
No more wining, wimming, funning.
If you want to be a star at cross-country running.
C B,
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THE SUMMER GAME

I HAVE frequently read acounts by leading sportsmen of the most interesting

games they have watched or played in, and so, with the nearing of the cricket
season, it occurs to me that a few reminiscences of my own would not be out ot
place. For instance, can any of those present ever forget the memorable match
between Pudlington and Slocomb-in-the-Slush? Surely not!

The rival captains took the field, where the Pudlington captain spun the
coin and won the toss. He kept a special coin for this purpose.

Slocomb

captain (born in Scotland) claimed the coin as compensation, but ms "val
(bom in Jerusalem) pointed out that it was very dear to him. Interviewed before
the game, the Slocomb players would say nothing, except that they would win;
the Pudlingtonians preferred not to express their views, except to say that they
would not be the losers.

Samuel Isaacstein, the Pudlington captain, opened the innings with his

son his grandfather being umpire, and his father scorer. The Pudlingtonians
had great faith in the latter as scorer, maintaining that the game was as good
as won before it had begun. Sensations began at once. The Slocomb fast
bowler's first ball hit a daisy root and bounced over the bowling screen, ^raere

it was caught by the Vicar; he caught it on the head. The next ball was off the
wicket, but the square-leg umpire, being an ex-rugby fly-half escaped unhurt
by means of a quick side-step, and the ball continued on its journey into the
market square. Eight runs having accrued from the first two balls, the batsmen
were naturally feeling confident, and from the third ball Mr. Isaacstein made a

sweeping hit to leg, but unfortunately he missed the ball. The wicket-kee^r

is still in hospital, but it is understood that he is now out of his coma. By this
time the spectators were almost delirious with excitement, and several ladies
fainted when the fourth ball broke the bat, smashed the leg stump, and made a
hole through the bowling screen.

Mr. Isaacstein was followed by the constable, who followed him from force

of habit, and who, on arrival at the wicket, was surprised and upset to find that
he had left his bat behind. However, he played out the rest of the over by
avoiding the balls.

The other bowler was a left-hand googly, whose stock ball spun in a dif
ferent direction each time it bounced. Mr. Isaacstein junior was determined
not to let the ball bounce, and leapt nimbly from his crease to hit it for six. By

a slight error of judgment he missed the ball and was stumped. The umpire,
being unsighted by a dragonfly which flew into his eye at this moment, gave
him not out. In no way disconcerted, Mr. Isaacstein kept his eye upon the next

ball during the whole of its progress, but found this so painful an eyedea that he
resolutely closed his remaining eye for the next ball and thought of his Sunday
School days. The ball rose very sharply. Fortunately the stretcher-bearers
were awake to the occasion.

The blacksmith, who batted next, was a strong man, and his fifst ball was
found later in two pieces, one in Upper Cholmondeley and the other in Mutchley
Littlecock With the second delivery the batsman was not so successful, and
the ball removed his off bail. The blade of his bat was found on the roof of
the Parish Church, a lovely building of the early Perpendicular period, with a

Saxon crypt and Gothic north porch. Its Norman Apse is said to be without

a peer.

After this the game formed itself into rather a procession, and in spite of
some stylish snicks and discreet turnings of the other cheek, the whole side was
dismissed for 36 runs, "Extras" heading the score with 30. Two players were
bowled, three run out, five laid out, and one not out.

Slocomb batted with ten men, in the unavoidable absence of the wicket-

keeper, and eight were out before the scoring began. The last pair showed great
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grit and determination in withstanding the bowling for three consecutive balls
and from the fourth a beautifully blind snick steered the ball into the long grass'
They ran 37 runs before the ball was found in the pocket of one umpire, who had
a bet on that Slocomb would win.

Pudlington attributed its defeat to the "glorious uncertainties of cricket".
R.

THOUGHTS ON CRUSHING A MOSQUITO
BENEATH MY THUMB
What so valueless a maim,

Crmhed beneath the oppression of my thumb?
This mangled pulp will never rise again
To disturb, with tremulous hum or

Transfixing knife, malaria germ,
The tranquility of my sleep.
Is it dead or just departed ?
Can it return to the larva whence it started ?

It sleeps, a dripping blotch.
Marring the sanctity of my walls.
Have I been merciful and done right?
Am I branded murderer? I shall forget.
D. M. Barnard

SUNSET AT BAR XXX

OLD LUKE kicked aside the yelping black-and-yellow tenth-strain mongrel
lying in front, as it had for the past ten years, of the slug-pocked green swinging
doors of Bar XXX's hottest nightspot, the "Hanging Horse".

"Say, Sally!" yelled the anti-canine: "Where do ye git that dawg?" The
same question that he had asked for 3,649 days of the past ten years; the other
three he had been either too drunk or too shot up. Just then, the sun went down,
dragging with it its usual crowd of guys who poured into the "Hanging Horse".'
The nightly routine was about to begin.
Whisky glugged down parched throats, burning warmly into dulled hearts

raising dormant spirits, dragging fingers to the snub colt .45 again.

Luke lay sozzled under the table, looking for a fight; his six gun barked
like a yelping puppy, and a neat hole appeared in the table and Jack Joherty's
forehead. The dead man slumped, his neat Canadian Rye pouring like some
dirty stream across the table, mingled with his life blood.

Hell broke loose in the "Hanging Horse". Sally, behind the bullet-proof,
plexiglass, precision-ground visa-screen laughed her usual laugh as shot after
shot resounded through the smoky room. Poor Luke, now victimised, was

dancing what must have been the first Twist as bullet after bullet added pock
after pock to the green doors.

Suddenly all was quiet. The h ot-spot was cool, and the commanding voice
of the sheriff, two bullets through his hat and one through the left lens of his

sunglass, rang out: "Youse guys, how often must I tell you to drop this non
sense? Put down your hardware, and beat it."
B.
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Sandy Marr receiving the Association Cup from Mrs. Biebuyck, wife of the Director of
Education in Natal, at the Durban and District Interschools' Swimming Gala. This trophy,
for the Senior Freestyle Relay event in which the Kearsney team established a new record,
is the most coveted cup in schools swimming, altnough it is the smallest and most dented.
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winner of the Boys Under 19 220 yards Breast-stroke event. Last year it was won by
p. Bryan. Names of old boys V. Lund, T. Needham and Sandiman are also engraved
on this trophy.
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John Bester being presened with the Derby Cup by Mrs. Biebuyck. This trophy is for the
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MEMORIES
Once, in time of strain, I longed
To walk again in the perfect garden
Where the gleaming life is sweet and green
And the child's voice is happy and pure.

Cruelly, my wish was granted: I went back
And walked in the sun now empty and cold.
The nostalgically warm embers had been
Trampled into lifeless grey ash.

It seemed pointless to erect what was past,
Not to be recaptured, but I did.
And gained only an ironic scar to mar
The memory of that joy-filled summer.
P. Behr.

CRICKET

AS FAR AS results are concerned, this has been a rather disappoint

ing start to the season. The weather has not been very kind — a
great number of practices being washed out and a couple of games
as well.

The team really only got into its stride during the final game
of the term against St. Stithians when we scored 178 runs in 142
minutes.

Bickerton has proved to be an able and keen captain and there
have been a number of good individual performances. Sell's

magnificent running, one-handed catch on the boundary at St.
Stithians; Hipkin's 70 runs in 85 minutes against the Fezelas;
and Awerbuch's bowling spells against Maritzburg College (5 for
53) and St. Stithian's (7 for 76) were the highlights of the term.
9th February

Home

V5. Maritzburg College

Lost by 48 runs
Kearsney 1st Innings

College 1st Innings
Kotz, St. Walker, b Awerbuch
Fincham, c Hipkin, b Bickerton
Mclntosh, b Awerbuch ..
Bruyns, c Walker, b Bickerton

Egner, c Bickerton, b Awerbuch
Drew, st Walker b Awerbuch
Albers, c Morgan b Awerbuch
Keep, b Stewart

Sharp, c Aitchison b Davies ..
Henwood, run out
Hobbs, not out

1

Austin, st Bruyns b Hobbs

11

19

Stuart, not out

11

Aitchison, run out

0

Greene, st Bruyns, b Hobbs

6

Hipkin, c and b Albers
Walker, b Drew
Morgan, c Sharp, b Albers

8
53
0

Davies, c Mclntosh, b Albers
Rawlins, c Egner b Hobbs

.. ..

Awerbuch, st Bruyns b Albers

..

O.

Stuart

9
n
17,4
9

Austin

Awerbuch
Bickerton ..

t

2

M.

R.

0
0

3

25
36
53
16

0

11

..

Extras

1^

Bowling:

.r

Bickerton, b Drew

8

Extras
Total

Davies

19
19
9
7
48
12
1
5
0
2

Bowling;

1

Drew

0
5
2
1

Keep ..
Albers
Hobbs

Henwood ,,

317

0
8
101

Total

W.

3
0

M.

R.

W.

14

5
1
6
6

5
5
39
22

2
0
4
3

6

2

22

0

O.
8
4
19

vs. D.H.S.
Lost by 141 runs

16th February

Away

Kearsney 1st Innings:

D.H.S. 1st Innings:

Heath, c and b Austin
Taylor, b Awerbuch

73
90

Aitchison, c McGregor b Carpendale .,

Richards not out

54

3

Hipkin, c and b Richards
Morgan, L.B.W. b Heath

17
0

5

Bickerton, b Heath

l9

Hearn, run out

Carpendale, not out
Extras

14

Green, c and b Heath

9

Walker, c Irvine b Heath

22

0

Rawlins, c Irvine b Heath

Total(for 3 wkts. decl.)
Bowling:

O.

M.

R.

W,

Stuart
Austin
Awerbuch

14
10
12
6
6
3

0
1
0
0
1
1

46
42

0
1
1
0
0

Stuart, not out

0

Bowling:
Carpendale

Bickerton ..

Morgan
Davies

61
26
28
12

3
106

O.

M.

R.

7
8

2
2
3
1

18
10
37

15

Heath
Wraith

4.5

Total(for 3 wkts. deck)

W.
1
1
5
2
77

for 9 wkts.

Match drawn

Kearsney 1st Innings:
Hipkin, run out
Aitchison, run out

50
40
58
37
5

Extras

16

Kearsney 2nd Timings, followed on:

vs. Kookaburra C.C.
Match drawn

Carlstein, not out

24
2
4
10

Total

{Richards was later chosen to captain
S. African Schoolsy and he and Heath
touredEngland with the Schools Team.)

Kookaburra C.C. 1st Innings:
King, c Bickerton b Morgan
Hulett, c Hermer b Awerbuch
Wesley, c Awerbuch b Bickerton

..

Extras

Richards ..

27th February

7

Davies, b Wraith
Awerbuch, c McGregor b Wraith
Austin, run out

.. 247

44
8

Greene, b Wesley

.. 190

7

Bickerton, st McLean, b Townshcnd ..
Walker, L.B.W. b Currin

6
23

Morgan, not out
Rawlins, not out

25
9

Extras

Bowling:
Stuart

Bickerton ..

M.

R.

w.

5
5

0
0
2
2
0

25
30

0
I
1
1
0

9

Awerbuch

Morgan

O.

..

Davies

10
4

39
52
39

13

Total (for 5 wkts.)
Bowling:

o.

M.

R.

w.

6
4
8

3
0

0
0

10

0
1
1

6
11
12
44
10
14

Atkinson ..
Carlstein ..

Wesley
Townshend

Currin

..

King

.. .

135

5
6

.

4

Home

cc.

6th March

1

1
1
0

Lost on 1st Innings
Kearsney 1st Innings:
Hipkin, st Butler b Deavin
Aitchison, c and b Sullivan ..
Greene, L.B.W. Deavin
Bickerton, b Deavin
Walker, b Deavin
Morgan, st Butler, b Deavin

Fczela 1st Inning.':
Bulman, run out

60
60
58
6
13

Woolridge, b Bickerton .
Bowley, not out
Farran, not out
Extras

Total (for 2 wkts. decl.)

22
..
11

Davis, run out

197

Hermer, st Butler b Deavin ..
Bowling:
Stuart
Sell
Bickerton ..

O.

M.

R.

w.

9
5
6

0
0
0

41
19
29

0
0
1

Awerbuch, not out
Stuart, c Graham b Deavin ..

Sell, c Deavin b Graham

2

Extras

4

Total

Bowling:
Deavin
Sullivan
Graham

..

75

O.

M.

R.

W.

14
14
3

7
5
0

15
20
5

7
1

Kearsney 2nd Innings:

147 runs for 3 wkts.(Hipkin 70 n o.)
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1

Kearsney 1st Innings:

St. Stithians 1st Inniags:

Laburn, c Walker b Sell
Kable, st Walker, b Awerbuch

Haywood, c Morgan b Awerbuch
Tickton, c Sell b Awerbuch ..
Johnson, st Walker b Awerbuch
Fox, not out

Arthur, c Ailchison b Qwerbuch ..
Gordon, run out

Joscelyne, c and b Awerbuch

McLaren, c Morgan b Awerbuch..
Van Eyk, c Aitchison b Bickerton
Extras

Bowling:

O.

M.

R.

W.

Stuart
Sell .. ..
Awerbuch
Bickerton ..
Austin
Rawlins

8
9
21
8
8
6
4

2
1
1
2
3
1

25
28
76
27
20
27
14

0
1
7
1
0
0
0

.

..

2

17

Greene, b Kable

1
11
28
20
1
88
16
21
10
6
15
6

0

Morgan, b Tickton

Bickerton, c van Eyk b Tickton

37

Aitchison, not out

38

Walker, c Johnson b Kable ..
Hermer, c Haywood b Tickton
Rawlins, c Haywood b Tickton

36
35

Extras
Total (for

Total

Morgan

Away

VJ. St. WlTTHIANS
Match drawn

16th March

6 wkts.)

Bowling:

O.

Tickton
Arthur
Kable
Johnson ..
McLaren ..

16
7

18
5
5

178

M.
3
1

1
0
0

R.
37
30
58
18
24

W
4
0
2
0
0

SECOND ELEVEN

DESPITE losing two of the three games played, the others being
cancelled due to rain, the second team showed itself as a team to be
reckoned with. The bowling and fielding was always first class

and it is a pity that the batting could not use the advantage so often
given to it.

Well done Sell on obtaining a hat-trick during College's second
innings.
RESULTS

vs. Maritzburg College 2nd at College: Lost on 1st innings by 34 runs.
College: 126(Sell 4 for 32) and 60 for 7 deck (Sell 4 for 30).

Kearsney: 93 (Groom 24, Neill-Dore 15) and 66 for 9 (Mail 28*,
Rogaly 13).
vs. D.H.S. 2nd at Home: Lost on 1st innings by 109 runs.
D.H.S.: 212 for 8 deck (Bland 4 for 42).

Kearsney: 103 (Bland 26, Hermer 23).
VJ. Alexander 1st at Alexandra. Won on 1st innings by 3 wickets.
Alexandra: 136 (Little 3 for 18).
Kearsney: 137 for 7 deck (Groom 28, Hooey, 36).

THIRD ELEVEN

VJ. Maritzburg College at College: Lost on 1st innings by 58 runs.

College: 147 (Hooey 4 for 20) and 70 for 2 deck (Hooey 2 for 25).

Kearsney: 89 (Hall 20) and 37 for 4(Hooey 14*).
VJ. D.H.S. 3rd at Home: Lost on 1st innings by 24 runs.
Kearsney: 76 (Coull 19) and 43 for 2(Hall 19),
D,H,S,; 100 (Hart 4 for 22).
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vj. Glenwood 3rd at Home; Lost on 1st innings by 44 runs.
Glenwood: 121 for 6 decl. (Little 2 for 25).
Kearsney: 77 (Dickens 35).

vj. Alexandra 2nd at Alexandra: Lost on 1st innings by 74 runs.
Alexandra: 105 (Dowse 3 for 32).
Kearsney: 31 and 71 for 8 (Dickens 19).

FOURTH ELEVEN
vr. College 4th at Home: Lost by innings and 5 runs.
College: 203 for 2 deck (McKenzie 138*).
Kearsney: 76 (Naylor 18) and 122 (Naylor 23).
vj. D.H.S. 4th at Home: Lost on 1st innings by 118 runs.
D.H.S.: 212 for 8 decl. (Polti 4 for 40).

Kearsney: 94(Bertram 22, Kark 21) and 86 for 9(Kark 21).

COLTS

THE COLTS 'a' TEAM did not have a very successful first term.

Bad weather limited the number of games to three. Against
Maritzburg College we were beaten convincingly the first
innings, while D.H.S. beat us by an innings. The sole victory was
against Alexandra High, whom we beat by four wickets on the
first innings.

The only outstanding innings was by Sanford, who made 64
against D.H.S. Against Alexandra High Sommerville took 6 for
15 — at one stage his figures read five wickets for no runs.
The Colts 'B' fared better, beating Glenwood and Alexandra

High, and losing to Maritzburg College. Against Alexandra High
Hurst returned the remarkable figures of 9 for 11.
RESULTS
COLTS "A"

vj. Maritzburg College: Lost on 1st innings by 8 wickets.
Kearsney: 64 (Wright 17) and 83 for 6 (Freer 24, Wright 21*).
College: 300 for 4 (Young 104*).
vs. D.H.S.: Lost by an innings and 21 runs.

Kearsney: 45 (Wright 17*) and 118 (Sanford 64).
D.H.S.: 184 (Kidger 76).

vi. Alexandra High: Won on 1st innings by four wickets.
Alexandra: 125 (Sommerville 6 for 15, Ryan 2 for 17).
Kearsney: 164 (Freer 37, Salmond 22, Ryan 21).
COLTS "B"

vj. Maritzburg college: Lost on 1st innings by four wickets.
Kearsney: 126 (Salmond 30, Hipkin 39*) and 133 for 9 (Salmond
40*, Huret 37*)

College: 167 (Hurst 4 for 26, Myburgh 2 for 43).
vj. Glenwood: Won on first innings by 9 runs.
Kearsney: 95 (Becker 25).

Glenwood: 86(Myburgh 6 for 35, Nightingale 3 for 15).
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vj. Alexandra High; Won on 1st innings by 89 runs.
Kearsney: 160 (Myburgh 37, Woodhouse 37).
Alexandra: 71 (Hurst 9 for 11).

UNDER 13 B

CAPTAIN of the team is Robinson. Martin topped the batting
averages for the first term with 14.3 Short afternoon matches made

it difficult to reach decisions, with the result that three matches were
drawn, while one was won and one lost.
RESULTS

vi. Highbury: Lost by 102 runs.
Kearsney: 30(Robinson 15).
Highbury: 132 for 7.

VJ. Thomas More: Won by 29 runs.
Kearsney: 49(Paul 16*).
Thomas More: 20 (Adendorff 7 for 9).
VJ. Thomas More: Match drawn.

Kearsney: 49 for 5 (Roach 17).
Thomas More: 25 for 7.

VJ. Highbury: Match drawn.

Highbury: 43 for 6(Hurt 3 for 13).
Kearsney: 32 for 6(Roach 14).
VJ. CuFTON (Durban): Match drawn.
Kearsney: 66 for 3(Martin 29, Wills 19 not out).
Clifton: 43 for 2.

4

I
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1st XV RUGBY
27th April

vj. Pinetown High School

Home

Won 14-8

Pinetown provided us with much stiffer opposition than was at first antici
pated. In the tight play and line-outs their forwards more than held their own

but in the loose our forwards were superior. Unfortunately the Pinetown threequarters could not round off the good work done by their forwards and Kears-

ney had the better of the three-quarter play. However, being Kearsney's first
match of the season, handling errors cost them tries on a few occasions.
Heming opened the scoring for Kearsney in the fifth minute of the match
with a fairly easy penalty. Pinetown was seeing a lot of the ball and attacked

strongly but some good tackling by Kearsney and safe relieving kicks by Stuart
kept them out.

From a loose scrum Aitchison broke round the blind side for Cunnington
to score in the corner. Hermer took the conversion but the ball hit the upright.
In midfield Milne heeled against the head and from the resulting line movement
Van den Berg ran determinedly to score in the corner. Heming converted with
a very good kick from the touch line to make the half-time score 11-0.

Soon after the resumption, Le Roux, the Pinetown right wing ran well
to score under the post for an easy conversion to make the score 11-5. Van

den Berg collected his own grubber kick well but the final pass was dropped by
Levy right on the Pinetown line. Soon afterwards the ball went to Levy again
from a full three-quarter line movement. This time he held the pass and ran
well to score an unconverted try.

At this stage it became obvious that the Kearsney team was far from match
fit and some players began to fade very noticeably. Collecting the ball at full
back Hermer made good ground. Stuart backing up well, took the pass and
"scored" what looked like a certain try but was called back by the referee.
Shortly before the end Pinetown kicked an easy penalty from right in front of
the Kearsney posts to make the final score 14-8.
4th May

vj. St. Stithians College

Home

Won 43-0

Some very half-hearted tackling by some of the St. Stithian's players,
noticeably in the centre position, and a lack of understanding and combination
between their halves made things all too easy for Kearsney. The home team
took full advantage of these lapses and produced some thrilling movements
with the backs and forwards combining well.

From a line-out the ball went quickly along the Kearsney line for Levy to
score an unconverted try and soon afterwards Dooley went on the blind side
from a tight scrum to score himself. Shortly before half-time the forwards
combined well in a hand to hand movement which took play into the St. Stithian's

twenty-five. The three line was well up in support and Levy scored again. The
try was converted to make the half-time score 13-0.

The second half was all Kearsney's. Further tries were scored by Levy (2),
Bickerton, Van den Berg, Stuart and Daykin. Three of these tries were con

verted. Heming was successful with a penalty and Stuart kicked a good drop
goal to make the final score 43 -0 in our favour.

11th May

vs. Glenwood High School

Away

Lost 0-14

This match was played at King's Park and was perhaps more even than a
score of 14-0 would suggest. Territorially we had as much of the match as

Glenwood but our three-quarters, although their handling was good, lacked in
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penetration and could make little headway against the sound defence of the
Glenwood backs. Almost immediately after the start of the match, Stuart

was just off the mark with a drop. Glenwood was the first to score however
when they were awarded a penalty in a very kickable position.
From a loose scrum, Daykin, who had an excellent match, picked up the
ball and gained a lot of ground with a determined run but lack of close support
caused the movement to break down. Soon afterwards Glenwood scored a

somewhat lucky goal. The ball was grubber-kicked on to the Kearsney full-back.
Just before getting to it, the ball bounced completely the wrong way and in turning
sharply to retrieve it. Little fell flat on the ground. The Glenwood fly-half
following up well, picked the ball up and dotted down between the posts. The
try was easily converted and made the half-time score 8 - 0 in Glenwood s
favour.

Kearsney started the second half with great determination and all but scored
on a few occasions. Glenwood was unfortunate to lose scrum-half Sclanders,

at this stage. From a scrum, the ball went to the Glenwood left wing who beat
his opponent and swerved beautifully inside the Kearsney full-back to score an
unconverted try.

Glenwood was now dominating the line-outs but we held our own in the

scrums and open play. Behind the scrum Dooley played outstandingly well for
Kearsney at scrum-half.

In the closing minutes of the match, the Glenwood right wing appeared to
knock on but because the referee was unsighted the movement was allowed to

go on and resulted in an unconverted try to make the final .score 14-0 in
Glenwood's favour.

18th May

vi. DtniBAN High School

Home

Lost 13 -19

This match was even closer than the score would suggest and the result
remained in the balance till the very end. Both teams opened the match con

siderably with the result that many thrilling movements were seen. Once again
our weakness in the line-out soon became apparent but in the scrums we more

than held our own with the Kearsney loose forwards shading those of D.H.S.
in the broken play.

D.H.S. opened the scoring when from a prolonged loose melee on the
Kearsney goal line, MunGavin went over to seore an unconverted try. From a
scrum just outside the D.H.S. twenty-five. Van den Berg broke very well to
score himself. Heming converted with a good kick and Kearsney was leading
5-3.

A very bad lapse in our defence let the D.H.S. fly-half through for a con
verted try for our opponents to take the lead 8-5. Soon afterwards MunGavin
scored again for the visitors to give them a six point lead. Kearsney replied to
this with a lovely blind side break by fly-half Stuart, which resulted in an un
converted try. Unfortunately D.H.S. were playing with fourteen players at this

stage because of an injury to one of their centres. Centre, Lyn, broke well and
scored an unconverted try and the three point lead widened to six again, and
eventually to eleven when the D.H.S. left wing. Van der Walt cut infield to score
between the posts making the conversion a mere formality.
In the closing minutes of the match we saw what was perhaps the best
movement of the whole afternoon. Finding himself in possession after a loose
scrum in midfield, Bester at centre, suddenly changed direction and found Sell
on his left. Very clever interpassing between these two carried play well into
the D.H.S. twenty-five where Heming, who followed up very well, was on hand

for the final pass. He cut infield and ran strongly to score between the posts.
Coull converted to make the final score 19 -13 in the visitors' favour.
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25th May

vj. Pietermaritzburg College

Away

Lost 0-30

Kearsney was well beaten by a first-class team but not disgraced and it
would perhaps be no overstatement to say that the match remained full of
interest until the end although there was never any doubt about the outcome.

An ankle injury to centre Van den Berg which had him limping ten minutes

after the start and a passenger for most of the second half, placed an additional

burden on an already sorely tried defence. This burden they bore courageously
and none more so than scrum-half Dooley, who had another outstanding game
for Kearsney.

When one of the Kearsney forwards was penalised for offsides, Sharp made
no mistake with the kick and soon afterwards Egner dropped a goal, for College
to lead by six points in as many minutes. Fine play by outside centre Van der
Watt enabled Sharp to score two tries in quick succession both of which he

converted himself. Good relieving kicks by Stuart at fly-half and safe play by
Little at full-back at this stage helped much to prevent College from doing more
damage. Half-time score 16-0.

Outstanding tackling by Kearsney in the second half prevented the home
team from piling up a mammoth score.

From inside the Kearsney twenty-five Egner exploited the blind side, sold
a lovely dummy and scored an unconverted try. Loose forward Miller picked
up a loose ball and forced his way over for a try and a few minutes later Van der

Watt broke well to score himself. Working the blind side, scrum-half Bruyns
went over for a try which was well converted by Sharp to make the final score
30 - 0 in College's favour.

30th May

vs. The Old Crocks

Home

Lost 11-24

Although it is no longer an "Old" Crocks team except in name, we have
the same brand of rugby year after year and this year was no exception. Once
again this annual match was played in the right tradition and in the spirit rugby
or any sport should be played in. The Old Crocks demonstrated clearly to the
y9unger generation that if you master the fundamentals of hard, straight run
ning, safe handling and intensive backing up, you can both win a match and
make a spectacle of it.

In the end it did not matter who won or who had scored the points. It was
obvious that both teams were enjoying themselves and that the spectators were
happy with what they saw. This spirit has always been a feature of this match
and we hope it always will be.

Thank you Old Crocks. We are looking forward to seeing you again
next year when, thank goodness, we know you will be at least one year older!

8th June

vs. Voortrekker

Away

Lost 3 - 23

A patchy and somewhat disappointing match which never really seemed to
get under way. Kearsney lacked fire which was perhaps understandable after
having played Glenwood,D.H.S., College and the Old Crocks in a row. Promis

ing individual efforts were wasted because our backing up was poor.
From a scrum near the Kearsney line Voortrekker scored a push-over try
which was converted. Wheii Voortrekker was penalised for off-sides Heming
made no mistake with the kick to make the score 5-3. The home team was
awarded a penalty for a scrum infringement and goaled. A few minutes later

Kearsney had its best movement of the match. The forwards gained a lot of
ground with a good passing movement but when the ball came back to the line,
the final pass was missed by Levy on the right wing and a eertain try was lost.
Another push-over try by Voortrekker made the score 11-3.
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Up till now the home team seemed content to keep play mainly amongst
their forwards. At this stage however their three-quarters were brought into

the play much more and with immediate effect. Their full-back joined the line
to create an overlap which resulted in an unconverted try in the corner. Van

den Berg appeared to have bad luck when he barged over for what looked like
a perfectly legitimate try only to be called back by the referee.
Frequent sorties into the line by the Voortrekker full-back—creating the
overlap—brought them two more tries neither of which was converted. A
pena'ty goal completed the scoring.
15th June

vs. Port Natal

Away

Won 9-6

Kearsney won this match rather against expectations but entirely on merit.
Our tackling was superb throughout and this, more than anything else, led to
the defeat of the home team. Port Natal had the better of the tight scrums but
in the line-outs things were more even and in the broken play our forwards were
superior.

Little opened the scoring for Kearsney with a long, well-judged drop goal

after collecting a high punt in mid-field. Dooley broke well but was pulled
down just short of the Port Natal line. When Kearsney was awarded a penalty
in front of the Port Natal goal posts for a scrum infringement, Heming goaled
easily and Kearsney was leading 6 - 0. The home team came close to scoring,
taking a short kick from a penalty near the Kearsney line but the Kearsney for
wards did very well to hold them out. Shortly before half-time Heming kicked
another good penalty to make the score 9 - 0 in our favour at the change over.
Soon after the resumption Port Natal was successful with a penalty and
narrowed our lead down to six points. Using the short kick again from a

penalty Port Natal sent the ball along their line quickly for Breytenbach to
score in the corner. In the closing minutes of the match Port Natal attacked

stron^y but they could not penetrate the Kearsney defenee.
22nd June

vs. Westville

Away

Lost 3-15

Incredible as it may seem, not even the experimental laws could save this
match from being a dreary spectacle. Neither team was given the opportunity
to make use of the other's mistakes and the match was utterly ruined by penalty

after penalty which soon had the players afraid to do anything for fear of being
penalised. It was a very hard match in which very little good three-quarter play
was seen. The defence on both sides was good but it seemed a pity that so much

emphasis should be placed on safe defence rather than take a few chances. It
might easily have been a match in which all the points were scored via penalties
because Westville, in scoring the only try of the match, was perhaps a trifle
lucky as the final pass to their right wing appeared to go well forward.
Heming scored first with a penalty for Kearsney's only points in this match
and this unfortunately became the pattern for the remainder of the match.
Westville scored with two penalties to make the half-time score 6-3. Two more

penalties and a late try gave our opponents victory by 15 points to 3.

SECOND XV
vs. PiNETOWN
vs. Harward 1st XV
vs. Glenwood
vs. D.H.S
vs. Maritzburo College
vs. Voortrekker
vs. Port Natal
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..

Won 43-0
Lost 3-10
Lost 3-23
Won 13-3
.. Won 6 - 3
Won 8-3
Won 6-0

THIRD XV
VJ. D.H.S. 3rd
vj. Harward 2nd
vj. Glenwood 3rd
vs. D.H.S. Under 16
v^. Maritzburu College 7th
vj. Voortrekker 3rd
vj. Port Natal 3rd
vj. Westville 3rd

Lost 6 -14
Won 16-9
Lost 6-11
Lost 3-5
.. Lost 6-11
Lost 6-11
Won 14 -0
.. Lost 3 -13

UNDER 15 A
vj.
V5.
v^.
v^.
vj.
vj.
vs.
vs.

PiNETOWN
Harward
Glenwood
D.H.S
Maritzburg College
Voortrekker
Port Natal
Westville

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

St. Martin's
Glenwood
Voortrekker
D.H.S
Thomas Moore
Westville

.. ..

Won 37-0
Won 37 -0
Lost 0 - 8
Lost 0-17
Lost 5-25
Lost 0-14
Lost 0-14
Won 8-3

UNDER 15 B
Won 34-0
Won 11-0
Won 11-3
.. Lost 0-13
Won 28-0
Won 12-0
..

J, W.S.

UNDER 13 A
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

PiNETOWN
Harward
Glenwood
Highbury 1st
Maritzburg College
Grosvenor
..•• .f
Thomas More
Westville

Won 3-0
Drew 9-9
Won 13-6
Lost 0-27
.. .. Lost 0-47
V. .. Won 15-0
Won 36-0
Lost 6-21

UNDER 13 B
vs. Highbury 2nd ..

.. .. ..
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Lost 0-25

ATHLETIC SPORTS

WE WERE indeed fortunate in having almost perfect weather

for the Sports. A warm, calm day provided pleasant conditions
for competitors and spectators alike.
Performances were of a high standard except possibly in the
hurdles events where there were indications that the boys would
have benefited from a longer period of training. In other events,
however, keen competition resulted in some very close finishes.
The following records were established:
Discus
U 16^ Hermer
147 ft. 4 ins.
Mile
U 16i Kluge
4 min. 55.2 sec.
Relay
Open
Pembroke
46.8 sec.
Relay
U15
Gillingham
49.7 sec.
Congratulations to Pembroke on winning both the Inter-House
and Standards trophies — the former from Gillingham and the
latter from Finningley.

We should like to express our appreciation to the following:
The Officials and Course Assistants;

The ladies who undertook serving a very large crowd with
morning and afternoon teas;

The housek^eeper for the lunch arrangements;
The grounds staff under Mr. Montagu.

Messrs. Blarney, Jennings, Gertenbach, Yates for their
help in coaching the competitors.
We wish to thank Mrs. T. W. Beckett and her son, Tom, for

presenting us with a magnificent new 880 yds. trophy. The T. W.
Beckett trophy is a worthy addition to our array of athletic trophies.
In conclusion we wish to record our sincere appreciation to
Mr. R. W. Calder not only for doing us the honour of presenting
our prizes, but for all his interest in and help with our athletics over
a period of 33 years. Both he and Mrs. Calder will always be
welcome guests at Kearsney.
J. H. H.
RESULTS

75 yds. Under 13: 1, Adendorff; 2, Ashby; 3, Hopkins. Time 9.8 sees.
75 yds. Under 14: 1, Walker; 2, Dyer; 3, Frank. Time 9.4 sees.

\Wi yds. Under 1$: i, Lindsay; 2, Ashby; 3, Viljoen. Time 11.0 sees.
100 yds. Open: 1, Levy; 2, Stuart; 3, Wood. Time 10.7 sees.
100 yds. Under IbJ: 1, Meyer; 2, Dickens; 3, Awerbuch. Time 11.2 sees.
High Jump Under 13: 1, Irons; 2, Peddle; 3, Adendorff. Hgt. 4 ft. 31 ins.
High Jump Under\A: 1, Martindale; 2, Baikie; 3, v. d. Westhuizen and Walker.
Hgt. 4 ft. 6 ins.
880 yt/s. Under 16^: 1, Guyer; 2, Anderson; 3, Bath. Time 2 min. 7.9 sees.
220 yds. Open: 1, Wood; 2, Levy; 3, Maelaine. Time 24.8 sees.
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Long Jump Under n-. I, Bjorseth; 2, Pentecost; 3, Irons. Dist. 13 ft. 6Jms.
Long Jump Under 14; 1, Westhuizen; 2, Baikie; 3, Walker. Dist. 14 ft. lOJ ins.
75 yds. Hurdles Under 14: 1, Walker; 2, Leibbrandt; 3, Sanger. Time 12.2
sees.

220yds. Hurdles Under \6i: l.Hansen; 2, Austin; 3,Doubell. Time 29.8 sees.
220 yds. Hurdles Open: 1, V. d. Berg; 2, Heming; 3, Levy. Time 29.7 sees.
High Jump Under 15: 1, Holmes; 2, Fitzwilliam; 3, Woodhouse. Hgt. 4 ft.
11 ins.

Discus Open: 1, v. d. Berg; 2, Bickerton; 3, Seott. Dist. 135 ft. 6|ins.
Discus Under 15: 1, Ryan; 2, Rawlins; 3, Lindsey. Dist. 115 ft. 7^^ ins.
Long Jump Open: 1, v. d. Berg; 2, Wood; 3, Maclaine. Dist. 18 ft. 2 ins.
100 yds. Under 13: 1, AdendorflF; 2, Hopkins; 3, Bjorseth. Time 12.7 sees.
\00 yds. Under \A: 1, Dyer; 2, Walker; 3, Hemphill. Time 12.0 sees.
880 yds. Under 15: 1, Sommerville; 2, Myles; 3, Woodhouse. Time 3 mins.
20.3 sees.

Shot Open: 1, v. d. Berg; 2, Stuart; 3, Wood. Dist. 36 ft. 2 ins.
220 yds. Under 12: 1, Adendorff; 2, Hopkins; 3, Macalister. Time 29.7 sees.
220 yds. Under \A: 1, Walker; 2, Dyer; 3, Hemphill. Time 26.9 sees.
AAO yds. Under 16^: 1, Guyer; 2, Awerbueh; 3, Meyer. Time 55.5 sees.
%iO yds. Open: 1, Engels; 2, Daykin; 3, Griffiths. Time 2 min. 10.8 sees.

WO yds. Hurdles Under \2: 1, Fitzwilliam; 2, Lawrence; 3, Smith. Time 16.7
sees.

Discus Under 16^: 1, Hermer; 2, Little; 3, Sell. Dist. 147 ft. 4 ins.(Record).
WO yds. Hurdles Under
1, Austin; 2, Naylor; 3, Pitout. Time 16.2 sees.
WO yds Hurdles Open: 1, Gibson; 2, Shire; 3, v. d. Berg. Time 16.5 sees.
Javelin Open: 1, Austin; 2, v. d. Berg; 3, Stuart. Dist. 157 ft. 2 ins.

Shot Under 16J: 1, Hermer; 2, Larsen; 3, Volekman. Dist. 37 ft. 3^ ins.
440 yds. Open: 1, Wood; 2, Engels; 3, Stuart. Time 55.4 sees.
High Jump Under 161^: 1, Sell; 2, Gamble; 3, Volekman. Ht. 5 ft. 4 ins.
iiOyds. Under\2: 1, Milstead; 2,Paterson; 3,Bjorseth. Time 2 min. 32.2sees.
%2,0yds. Under\A: 1, Gilbertson; 2, Walker; 3, Marran. Time2 min. 26.5 sees.
220 yds. Under \5: 1, Lindsay; 2, Ashby; 3, Viljoen. Time: 25.5 sees.
220 yds. Under 16^: 1, Meyer; 2, Dickens; 3, Awerbueh. Time 25.4 sees.
Mile Under 15: 1, Sommerville; 2, Myles; 3, Martin. Time 5 mins. 33 sees.
Mile Under 16^: 1, Kluge; 2, Anderson; 3, Guyer. Time 4 mins. 55.2 sees.
(Record).

Mile Open: 1, Martin; 2, Shire; 3, Daykin. Time 5 mins. 13.7 sees.
S&Oyds. Non-finalists: 1, Salm; 2,Pollard; 3, Drummond. Time 2 min. 22.1 s
Old Boys'" \(X) yds: 1, Daniel; 2, Meyer; 3, Du Boil. Time 10.6 sees.

Relay Under \6^: 1, Pembroke; 2, Gillingham; 3, Finningley. Time 48.4 sees.
Relay Open: 1, Pembroke; 2, Gillingham; 3, Gillingham. Time 46.8 sees.
(Record).

Relay Under \2: L Finningley; 2, Pembroke; 3, Finningley. Time 57.9 sees.
Relay Under \A: 1, Pembroke: 2, Finningley; 3, Gillingham: Time 55.2 sees.
Relay Under \5: 1, Gillingham; 2, Finningley; 3, Pembroke. Time 49.7 sees.
(Record).

Relay: Past vs. Present vs. Staff: 1, Staff; 2, School; 3, School. Time 45.6 sec.
Tug-o''-War: 1, Finningley; 2, Gillingham.
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Events Previously Decided

Cricket Ball Under 15: I, D. Muir; 2, S. Ryan; 3, M. Currie. Dist. 75 yds.
1 ft. 0 ins.

Cricket Ball Under 16^: 1, A. Hooey; 2, P. Aitchison; 3, E. Rogaly. Dist.
87 yds. 2 ft. 3 ins.

Cricket Ball Open: 1, S. Gibson; 2, V. Stuart; 3, D. Rawlins. Dist. 90 yds.
0 ft. 1 in.

Long Jump Under 16J-: 1, G. Sell; 2, B. Hart; 3, G. Dyer. Dist. 18 ft. ins.
Long Jump Under 15: 1, R. Brokensha; 2, E. Ashby; 3, J. Woodhouse. Dist.
15 ft. lOi ins.

High Jump Open: 1, V. Stuart; 3, R. Henning; 3, S. Gibson. Ht. 4 ft. llj ins.
Trophies

Hopkins (Under 13)—G. J. Adendorff
Pennefather (Under 14)—A. P. Walker
Grant Weston (Under 15)—H. S. Lindsay
Les France (Under 16^)—N. J. Hermer
Hulett (Open)—^J. C. van den Berg
Roland (100 yds)—H. S. Lindsay
T. W. Beckett (880 yds)—D. O. Guyer
Trewhella (Flat Race)—A. P. Kluge
Joliflfe (Field Event)—^N. J. Hermer
Haley (Hurdles)—D. C. Austin
Best Runner-up

Winder (Under 13)—D. B. R. Milstead
Centenary (Under 14)—I. T. Gilbertson
Craven (Under 15)—S. S. Ryan and D. F. Holmes
More (Under 16^)—G. P. Sell
Sulin (Open)—A. Levy
Inter-House Relay (Tolken Trophy)—Pembroke
Inter-House Standards (L. Polkinghorne Trophy)—Pembroke
Inter-House (Oliver Pearce Trophy)—Pembroke
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CROSS COUNTRY

WE REPORT the birth of a new branch in the life of our sporting
activities and what a happy, bouncing baby it is. Until this year
the cross-country runners have had only the annual school event to

look forward to but with the reintroduction ofcross-country running
in Natal on Saturday afternoons, during the winter months, we
have found an outlet for surplus energy.

Staff and boys have combined to form a Kearsney team which
to date has performed with great credit. The opening run of the
season saw our team finishing fourth out of nine competing teams

— and that in senior competition! Anderson ran a very good race
to finish twelfth out of forty-one runners. A few weeks later in the

Eighteen Mile Road Relay into Pietermaritzburg we retained
fourth position only thirty seconds behind the third team.

A team ran in the Inter-School Cross-Country Race at Eshowe
which was part of the Zululand Agricultural Show. Here we
finished second behind a very good team from Westville, Alan
Kluge running into fifth position.
Those who have represented the school have been Anderson,
Kluge, Engels, Martin, Guyer, Sherwell and Harvett with staff
members, Thorpe, Hewson and Jennings. We look forward to
many more happy runs over the veld and through the vlei.
A. R. J.

SWIMMING

IT IS with great pleasure and satisfaction that I report on the best
ever swimming season that the school has had.

We have won

many competitions and awards and also experienced a most en
joyable season's sport.
ANNUAL GALA

Once again our Annual Gala, which was held on Saturday, 2nd
March, 1963, was staged in perfect weather. We had a big crowd,
700 programmes being distributed. They could enjoy their tea
on the newly cleared and grassed area between the bath and the
workshop. We are indebted to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hulett who came

along as guests of honour at a time when they were very busy
"touring the country" with the visiting Hulett Tournament tennis
players.

The standard of swimming was very high; 16 records were

broken of which 5 were in team events. It is always pleasing to
see records shattered in the relay events because it proves that we
are not training only our best swimmer in each age group.
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RESULTS

2 Lengths Free Style {Under 13): 1, Zoutendyk; 2, McAlister; 3, Patterson.
Time: 43.0 sees (Record).

1 Lengths Free Style {Under H): 1, Hemphill; 2, McCarthy; 3, Baikie. Time;
40.8 sees.

100 yds. Free Style {Under 15); 1, Lee; 2. Nightingale; 3, Theunisfien. Time:
61.3 sees.

VXlyds. Free Style {Under\6)-. 1,Reeves; 2, Watts; 3, Monks. Time:65.3 sees.
XUQ yds. Free Style {Open): 1, Marr; 2, Crabtree; 3, Scott. Time: 54.6 sees.
(Record).

Diving {Under \3)\ 1, Hopkins; 2, Maxwell; 3, Robinson.
Diving {Under \A): 1, Evans; 2, Clarence; 3, Salm.
Diving {Under 15): 1, Ashby; 2, Daniel; 3, E-White.
2 Lengths Breast Stroke {Under 13): 1, Peddle; 2, McAlister; 3, Scheepers.
Time: 59.2 sees.(Record).

2 Lengths Breast Stroke {Under 14): 1, Hemphill; 2, Levin; 3, Low. Time:
53.8 sees.(Record).

100 yds. Breast Stroke {Under 15): 1, Wyllie; 2, McKay; 3, Lee. Time:
84.6 sees.

100 yffe. Breast Stroke {Under 16): 1, Roux; 2, Morgan; 3, Naylor. Time:
77.6 sees.

100 yds. Breast Stroke {Open): 1, Bester; 2, Volckman; 3, Bryan. Time:
72.4 sees.

5x1 Non-Finalists Relay Race {Under 13, 14, 15 and Open): 1, Gillingham;
2, Pembroke; 3, Finningley. Time: 97.8 sees.

4x1 Medley Team Race {Open): 1, Gillingham; 2, Pembroke; 3, Finningley.
Time: 74.5 sees. (Record)..

Diving {Under 16): 1, Reeves; 2, Salm; 3, TomUnson.
Diving {Open): 1, Payne; 2, Cotterell; 3, Heming.

1 Length Back Stroke {Under 13): 1, Hopkins; 2, Peddie; 3, Irons. Time:
25.0 sees. (Record).

2 Lengths Back Stroke {Under 14): 1, Hemphill; 2, Marran; 3, McCarthy.
Time: 49.5 sees.(Record).

2 Lenphs Back Stroke {Under 15): 1, Nightingale; 2, Lee; 3, Summers.
Time: 46.0 sees.(Record).

100 yds. Breast Stroke {Under 16): 1, Westgate; 2, Watts; 3, Paul. Time:
76.6 sees.

yds. Back Stroke {Open): 1, Marr; 2, Frank; 3, Bester. Time: 65.1 sees.
(Record).

\ Length Butterfly {Under\Ay. 1,Levin; 2,Hemphill; 3,Sacks. Time: 23.6secs
\ Length Butterfly {Under 15): 1, Nightingale; 2, Lee; 3, Theunissen. Time:
19.4 sees.(Record).

2 Lengths Butterfly {Under 16): 1, Tomkin; 2, Morgan; 3, Roux. Time:
48.3 sees.

2 Lengths Butterfly {Open): 1, Marr; 2, Bester; 3, Scott. Time: 39.0 sees.
(Record).

House Relay {Under 13): 1, Pembroke; 2, Gillingham; 3, Finningley. Time:
84.1 sees (Record).

House Relay {Under 14): 1, Gillingham; 2, Pembroke; 3, Finningley. Time:
75.6 sees.(Record).

House Relay Race {Under 15): 1, Finningley; 2, Gillingham; (Pembroke
disqualified). Time: 71.3 sees. (Record).
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House Relay Race {Under 16): 1, Finningley; 2, Pembroke; 3, Gillinghiin-.
Time: 72.8 sees.

House Relay Race {Open): 1, Gillingham; 2, Pembroke; 3, Finningley. T me:
64.8 sees. (Record).
Events Prdviously Decided:

Plunge {Open): 1, A. Somers-Vine; 2, A. Marr; 3, B. C( u'..

si . ^.e:

49 ft. 3 ins.

Plunge {Under 16): 1, J. Balfe; 2, M. Fienberg; 3, G. F "ir. . u

nee:

44 ft. 11 ins.

200 yds. Free Style {Open): 1, A. Marr ; 2, A. Scott; 3, J.
2 min. 6.7 sees.(Record).

.iC,

Time:

Distribution of Trophies by
Mrs. Jack Hulett

Trophies:

Inter-House: L. F. Forsyth Rose Bowl—'' mI ngham
Best Performance: Ian Tirrell Shield—A Marr

Runner-up: Spargo Cup—J. Nightin:;ale
Best Swimmer in each Age Group:
Open: Ro!ertson Cup—A. Mar
Under 16: Spradbrow Cup—N. Reeves
Under 15: Matterson Cup—J. Nightingale
Under 1^: van Gorkom Cup—R. Hemphill
Unter 13: Fearnhead Cup—J. Hopkins
Diving: Arthur Levitt Cup—W. Payne

TRIANGULAR GALA

The Hilton-Michaeliiouse-Kearsney Gala was held at Hilton on
Wednesday, 6th March, 1963. This gala is run on the relay system
without a record of scores being kept. Our swimmers excelled and
succeeded in winning 16 events, 12 of which were in record time.
In two events our swimmers were disqualified.
RESULTS

4x1 Length Medley Relay Under 14: 1, Kearsney; 2, Michaelhouse; 3,
Hilton. Time: 88.4 sees.(Record).
4 X \ Length Medley Relay Under \5: 1, Kearsney; 2, Michaelhouse; 3, Hilton.
Time: 82.4 sees. (Record).
4 x\ Length Medley Relay Under \6: 1, Kearsney; 2, Hilton; 3, Michaelhouse.
Time: 82.3 sees.

4x1 Length Medley Relay Open: 1, Kearsney; 2, Hilton; 3, Michaelhouse.
Time: 72.7 sees.(Record).
2 X 1 Length Backstroke Under 14: 1, Hilton; 2, Kearsney; 3, Michaelhouse.
Time: 46.5 sees.

2x2 Lengths Backstroke Under 15: 1, Kearsney; 2, Hilton; 3, Michaelhouse.
Time: 1 min. 38 sees.(Record).
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2*3 Lengths Sackstroke Under 16: 1, Hilton; 2, Michaelhouse. Time:
2 min. 38.7 sees.

2*3 Lengths Backstroke Open: 1, Kearsney; 2, Hilton; 3, Michaelhouse.
Time: 2 min. 17.9 sees. (Record).

Junior Diving: 1, Driman (H); 2, Kromberg (H); 3, Martin (M).
6 Lengths Freestyle Open: 1, Davies (H); 2, Scott (K); 3, Legge (M). Time:
2 mins. 3.5 sees.(Record).

1 Length Butterfly Under 14: 1, Kearsney; 2, Michaelhouse; 3, Hilton. Time:
22.2 sees.

2 Lengths Butterfly Under 15: 1, Kearsney; 2, Hilton; 3, Michaelhouse. Time:
42.9 sees. (Record).

3 Lengths Butterfly Under 16: 1, Hilton; 2, Kearsney; 3, Michaelhouse.
Time: 78.4 sees.

3 Lengths Butterfly Open: 1, Kearsney; 2, Hilton; 3, Michaelhouse. Time:
63.5 sees.(Record).

Senior Diving: 1, Payne (K); 2, Curnick (H); 3, Reeves (K).
2x2 lengths Breast Stroke Under 14: 1, Kearsney; 2, Michaelhouse; 3, Hilton.
Time: 1 min. 49.1 sees. (Record).

2*3 Lengths Breast Stroke Under 15: I, Kearsney; 2, Michaelhouse; 3,
Hilton. Time: 2 min. 49.6 sees, (equalled Record).
2*3 Lengths Breast Stroke Under 16: I, Kearsney; 2, Michaelhouse; 3,
Hilton. Time: 2 min. 40.7 sees.

2*3 Lengths Breast Stroke Open: 1, Kearsney; 2, Michaelhouse; 3, Hilton.
Time: 2 min. 28 sees. (Record).

4 *2 Lengths Free Style Under 14: 1, Hilton; 2, Michaelhouse; Kearsney
disqualified. Time: 2 min. 55.3 sees.

4*2 Lengths Free Style Under 15: 1, Kearsnej; 2, Michaelhouse; 3, Hilton.
Time: 2 min. 40.1 sees. (Record).

4*2 Lengths Free Style Under 16: 1, Hilton; 2, Kearsney; 3, Michaelhouse.
Time: 2 min. 35.3 sees.(Record).

4*2 Lengths Free Style iOperi): 1, Kearsney; 2, Hilton; 3, Michaelhouse.
Time: 2 min. 23.4 sees.(Record).

INTERSCHOOLS GALA

Kearsney won the Durban and District Interschools Gala this
year. Marr had a field day when he won all his events, the ICX) yds.
Freestyle Under 19 in 54.0 sees., the 100 yds. Butterfly in 61.7
sees, and the 4 x 50 yds. Individual Medley in the new record time
of 2 min 16.8 sees. The Derby Cup (for the 200 yds. Breaststoke)
with names such as Sandiman, Needham, Lund and Bryan on it
was brought home again, this year by Bester. Many races were
exciting but from our point of view the 100 yds. Backstroke Under
19 was probably the most interesting because Currer, who left
last year, Scott and Frank were placed first, second and third.
Again we did very well in the relay events to be placed first in
four of them. We are very proud of the Association Cup won by
our senior relay team in the record time of 3 mins. 54.7 sees. This
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is the smallest and most dented cup swum for by schools, but the
most sought-after trophy in Schools' swimming.
Congratulations to Marr, Bester, Scott, Crabtree and Payne
on selection to represent Durban and District in the Natal Schools
Inter-district Competitions.
NATAL SCHOOLS INTERDISTRICT GALA

This Gala was held in Maritzburg on Saturday, 23rd March,
1963, under the most appalling conditions. It poured with rain
all day and it was bitterly cold, consequently all times recorded
were comparatively slow. Marr won the 100 yds. Butterfly in
63.2 sees, and broke the record that he set himself in 1961 for the

4 X 50 yds. Individual Medley. The record now stands at 2 mins.
23.1 seconds. Bester swam a good race in the 220 yds. Breastroke
and Payne dived very well.
Congratulations to Marr and Bester who were selected to repre
sent Natal Schools in the S.A.I.P.S. Gala.
SOUTH AFRICAN SCHOOLS INTERPROVINCIAL GALA

These Championships were held at Port Elizabeth on Saturday,
30th March, the same day as our Athletic Sports unfortunately.
Here Sandy Marr really excelled in the 440 yds. Individual Medley
(110 yds. of each stroke!). He was a winner all the way and won in
the South African record time of 5 mins. 53.5 sec. (The second
swimmer's time was 6 mins. 12.5 sees.) In the 110 yds. Butterfly
Marr came fourth (1 min. 14.5 sees.) and in the Medley Relay the
Natal team, which included both Marr and Bester, came second.
Marr also swam in the Freestyle Relay event in which Natal was

placed second.
In our small way we helped Natal to victory (again) in Schools
Swimming.
SWIMMING BATH

We have now reached the stage where our swimming bath can't
cope with our numbers and activities and we hope to see extensions
soon.

J. W. S.
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TENNIS

DAVID WALKER was appointed captain of Tennis for 1963 and
led the first team very ably through their matches in the Senior
Denness trophy in Pietermaritzburg.

During the first term, Mrs. Swann and Mr. Tom Halsted very
kindly gave up their free time to come and coach. This was par
ticularly valuable to the Juniors who need such experienced coaches
to help them.
The Senior Denness matches at Kershaw Park in Pietermaritz

burg started at the end of the first term and continued into the
second. These matches are against Maritzburg College, who won
the event for the 8th successive time, St. Charles who came second,
and Harward, Voortrekker, Pmb. Tech. College and ourselves.
The standard here is very high as many of the other schoolboys

play league and men's tennis over the weekends and often represent
Pietermaritzburg in inter-town matches. We lose our games most
enthusiastically under these circumstances as we know the results

of many of the matches are a foregone conclusion. We did well
this year to come into third place. Our first team consists of Walker
and Heming, as first couple, Foster and Press as second. Losing
only one of these next year, we hope to make a better showing
even if we do not imrove our position.

At the time of writing the Juniors are engaged in their Competition
run on the same lines and are doing quite well.
K. G. F.
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB
OFFICIALS 1962-63

President: J. W. H. Howarth, 6 Cliff Rd., Westville, Natal.
Secretary: G. M. Gram, P.O. Box 2, Botha's Hill.
Treasurer: M. J. Rodda, P.O. Box 142, Durban.
Hon. Life Vice-President: R. H. Matterson, Botha's Hill.
DURBAN BRANCH

Chairman: A. N. Chalmers, 4 Huberta Road, Westville.

Secretary/Treasurer: C. M. Downie, 18 Bowes-Lyon Ave., Glenwood, Durban.
JOHANNESBURG BRANCH

Chairman: D. S. Speed, 11 Gleneagles Rd., Greenside.
Secretary: R. W. Simpson, 35 Quinn St., Parkhurst.
PIETERMARITZBURG BRANCH

Chairman: S. C. Schreuder, 19 Walter Short Rd., Scottsville.
Secretary: P. J. Reece, University of Natal.
Treasurer: L. F. Forsyth, Granton Place, Howick Road.
ZULULAND BRANCH

Chairman: Lt. Col. C. C. von Keyserlingk, P.O. Box 7, Eshowe.
Secretary: J. D. Raw, P.O. Box 7026, Empangeni Rail.
RHODESIAN BRANCH

Chairman: G. D. H. Hill, P.O. Box 1202, Chingola.
Secretary/Treasurer: A. S. Brass, P.O. Box 131, Kitwe.
Old Boys throughout all areas are asked to keep local secretaries
advised of their movements and addresses. Only in this way will
it be possible to keep proper contact.

DURBAN BRANCH

THE DURBAN BRANCH had its most successful Dinner to date,
on Friday, May 3rd. The Secretary had sent out nearly 400 reply-

paid invitations, and received a 45% reply — itself a record I The
Dinner was held in the Plaza Hotel and attended by about 100 Old
Boys and Guests. There were a number of Old Boys present for
the first time, some after a lapse of nearly thirty years, and many
friendships renewed.
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After a good meal had been well disposed of, Mr. Oram intro
duced Group Captain H. E. ("Paddy") Hopkins, who was to

propose the health of the School. Mr. Oram gave lengthy bio
graphical details of Mr. Hopkins' experiences during and after the
War and asked him a few leading questions regarding the character
of the men he had worked with. Group Captain Hopkins made

an interesting reply, telling of the work he had been doing, and
giving his first impressions of the Kearsney which had grown so
much over the intervening years. Finally, with the hour growing
late, Mr. P. E. Metcalf thanked the speaker, and, as an Old Boy
himself, mentioned some of the ways in which Old Boys could
support their school.

The Chairman, Dave Beckett, elected at the 1962 A.G.M.

unfortunately had to retire due to being transferred on business,
and the vacancy thus formed was ably filled by Andrew Chalmers.
Jimmy Howarth was also co-opted to the Committee.
During the past year the Club has held two fund-raising functions.
A Cake Sale held at Durban North raised R42.20, the entire pro

ceeds being donated to the Education Fund. This brought the
total amount donated this year by the Durban Branch to R102.20.

The Christmas Hamper Competition helped to swell funds by R57.56.
In March an informal social evening was held at the Plaza

Hotel for Old Boys and friends. Although the attendance was not

as good as expected, the evening was a success, and was enjoyed
by all.
Socials on the second Friday of each month have taken place

at the Royal Hotel as usual, with the attendance varying from time
to time.

In August the A.G.M. will be held, and a new Committee and
programme for the ensuing year will be decided upon.
The Committee would like to record its sincere thanks to those

Old Boys who have so faithfully supported the Club during the

past year. It must be remembered that the function of the Club is
to promote fellowship amongst Old Boys and consequently without
their support the Club would cease to exist. We look forward to
another successful year with optimism.
Colin Downif.
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A VISIT TO THE JOHANNESBURG BRANCH—
AND A TRIBUTE

by G. M. GRAM
MY WIFE and I will ever have delightful memories of an evening spent with Old
Boys of the Johannesburg Branch during our visit to that city in June. Under
the impelling leadership of their Chairman, Des Speed, backed up by their faith

ful Secretary, Roger Simpson, who, I am sure, worked like a slave on telephone
propaganda for the occasion, and keenly supported by their Committee, these
grand fellows had laid on a Reception and Dinner at the Union Club for our
benefit. And what a happy time we had from six o'clock to nigh on eleven!
The Comniittee had been thoughtful, and I would say, sensible enough to
include wives and young ladies presently in the role of wives-to-be in their in
vitation, and I unhesitatingly declare that this cute device to show offtheir Cuties
added much to the grace and warm friendliness of the gathering!
It is true to say that everyone, BUT everyone, thoroughly enjoyed the
companionship of the evening.
Part One took place in a downstairs room of fine proportions and furnish
ings which I suppose, in vulgar parlance, is a section of the Club Bar. Anyway,
it was a very nice place in which to work up a spirit of fellowship together, and
this spirit grew rapidly as arrival succeeded arrival and the friendly buzz of
animated conversation took on an ever-increasing intensity. I noticed that
every one kept perfect command of the English language and this, as you may
well imagine, pleased me mightily. Part One in fact was a Great Success, and
Des Speed had to do quite a bit of bullying to persuade us to go upstairs in
time for the Dinner which was Part Two.

Let's have an interlude here to mention that Des Speed certainly stands no
nonsense, when he runs an occasion like this. He sees that everybody signs the
Visitors' Book, and frequently checks with the Hon. Secretary to ensure that
everyone has paid his dues. And this he does in no private and confidential
manner either, but will loudly demand of a somewhat harassed Roger Simpson
"Has So-and-So paid yet? . . . Are you SURE 7 ? ?" And he has a way with
him with the Club officials too, from Club Manager down through the echelon
— if you follow me again — to the Club Chef, the Head Steward and the
Barman. No flies on Des Speed, I assure you!
And now let us go upstairs to Part Two. Seating arrangement perfectly
made, tables decorated with flowers, and everything beautifully set for a fine
repast. Forty Old Boys — and another check with the Secretary, for any
absentees are to pay for what they didn't come for — and twenty (mostly)
young ladies all ready to eat and enjoy a happy evening together. And here,
alas, I will tell a tale out of school and reveal, most unsportingly,
that but for a whisper from me they would have forgotten the Grace! Well,
it was certainly a meal to be thankful for, but more than that, there was evident
throughout the whole evening a spirit of fellowship and loyalty that made ray
wife and me once again feel most intensely proud of our long association with
Kearsney. I am sure that everybody present felt that it was one of the happiest

evenings they had spent with their Branch.
There was but one thing to regret, and that was that it was the last time
on which Des Speed is likely to preside on such an occasion, for he and his
wife and family leave in July to take up permanent residence in England. I
was glad that the Committee had asked me to make a Presentation to him on
behalf of the Branch, for it was indeed a pleasure to pay tribute to the new
vigour and life which he has brought to them. It was a matter of great regret
to us all that his wife was unable to be present to hear the acknowledgment of
his sterling work, and indeed to share it, for she must have sacrificed many
hours of his company as he phoned or visited or went out making arrangements
in the cause of the Branch.
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Well done, Des Speed. We assure you of our wholehearted good wishes
for you and your family for the unknown future and we wish you great success
in whatever work you take up. We hope that some day we shall see you again
an active member of an Old Boys' Branch in this Country. Meanwhile, go and
do likewise among the thirty or so Old Boys in England!
I cannot conclude without adding a final paragraph to express to the Jo
hannesburg Branch my wife's and my own sincere appreciation of the hospitable
and generous friendship which they so readily and genuinely showed us, and
my last words (of this writing!) shall be a repetition of my first: we shall ever
have delightful memories of the evening we spent with and among you. Good
fortune to you all.

NEWS FROM THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Your Executive Committee has held two meetings since the A.G.M. in
September last year, and the following is a report on matters of general interest
that have been dealt with:
Education Fund:

The amount in hand is now Rl,045 without interest accrued from June,
1962. Applications for assistance from the Fund were invited last year, but
without result, and the invitation was repeated in April this year but again
without result. In view of this, the Committee has decided that no further direct
appeals to individuals should be made for the time being. It is hoped however
that Branches will continue to send in "liunp sum" contributions from time to
time, as they find opportunity to do so, so that a really effective capital sum may
be built up for use when the need arises.
In this connection your Hon. Secretary offers a sincere apology to members
of the Johannesburg Branch for his failure to mention in the December Chronicle
their very handsome collective contribution of RlOO to the Fund. This was
indeed a great encouragement to the Organisers of the Fund, and I assure
Johannesburg that it was really most gratefully received. Their Representative
on the Executive indicated at the time that this assistance might — I stress the
"might"! — be repeated annually. We hope it will be, and we hope that other
Branches will follow Johannesburg's example to the extent of their ability.
Club Plot:

The College Governors have agreed to purchase the Plot at Botha's Hill
at cost price, and the transaction is now being attended to.
Chapel Window:
The Executive has agreed to recommend to the next A.G.M. that the Club
should pay the cost of one of the stained-glass windows installed in the Chapel
Chancel last year. The amount involved is R650 and the proposal will be that
this should be met from Club Funds and that no appeals for individual donations
should be made. An added merit of this recommendation is that it will give
particular pleasure to the Chapel Treasurer, Mr. Matterson, as it will remove a
section of debt from his Chapel Accounts. The window in question is the one
illustrating the parable of the Good Samaritan.
Token Compensation
To show their sympathy for Mr. Matterson who lost all his personal posses
sions when the Rob Roy Hotel was destroyed by fire last December the Executive
.approved the gift of a small book-case to him at a cost of approximately R18.
Among the furniture he lost was a stinkwood desk that the Old Boys presented
to him on his retirement from the headmastership nearly seventeen years ago.
We are sure that all Old Boys who were pupils under him will be glad for him
to continue to have about him a small token of their affection and esteem.
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Founder's Day:

Suggestions by Mike Rodda, Hon. Treasurer, for the re-ordering of events

on Founder's Day have been received by the Executive. They have b^n sent
on to Branches for comment.

In order that Old Boys may come to the A.G.M. fully informed about them,
the proposals are given below:

It has been felt that arrangements could be made to ensure that a large
number of those who visit the School on this occasion are able to be present at
the A.G.M. of the Club. The difficulty in the past has apparently been that
many Old Boys leave their families at home, but do not wish to be away from
them too late at night.

Larger numbers might attend the A.G.M. if it were held, say, at 5 p.m.
before the President's Cocktail Party.
Difficulties arising are:

1. With two rugger matches played one after the other, players might
find difficulty in being ready by 5 p.m.
2. The period between 5 p.m. and Founder's Dinner could be too short.
Possible answers to these difficulties are:

1. Two games to be played on separate fields at the same time.

2. The A.G.M. and/or President's Social be limited in time, and/or
snacks be provided during the "General" stage of the A.G.M.
3. The A.G.M. be limited to short discussions on recommendations

from the Executive, and to prepared memoranda submitted
where possible.
4. If necessary the A.G.M. could be adjourned and continued after
the Foimder's Dinner.

G. M. Oram,
Hon. Secretary.

EDITORIAL NOTICES

FOR SOME YEARS the School has been at a loss as to how to invite

Old Boys to its frequent functions. To send invitations to all Old

Boys, far and near, would clearly be an unwarranted expense, as
most are too far away to be interested. On the other hand, to
pick and choose might make undesirable distinctions.
It has therefore been decided to ask those of you, the Old Boys,
who wish to be placed upon our mailing list to send your names
and addresses either to Mr. P. Metcalf or the Editor, and we shall
see that your names are included.
At the same time, news of your activities, for inclusion in the
magazine, will always be welcome. This information should be
written down: verbal messages cannot be stored in the Editor's
mind for six months!

We have now about 200 "gone away" addressograph plates o^
Life Members who are entitled to the Chronicle but do not receive

it. The onus lies on Old Boys to let us know if they change addresses.
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With every edition of the magazine about a dozen more "address
unknown" copies are returned to us. This is obviously a waste of
money and time. If you have friends who should be receiving
Chronicles but are not doing so, will you please ask them to write
to us and let us have their addresses.
J. F. R.

OLD BOYS OVERSEAS

Next Christmas Mr. J. W. Storm and a party of boys will be making
a tour of Europe. Following are their addresses. Any Kearsney

Old Boys overseas are invited to make contact and will be warmly
welcomed.

Dec. 27th, 1963 —
Jan. 1st, 1964

LONDON

1 Jan.— 3 Jan.

AMSTERDAM Het Gouden Hoofd Hotel,

3 Jan. — 5 Jan.

PARIS

6 Jan.

SWITZERLAND

13 Jan.

King's Court Hotel,
Leinstcr Gardens,
Bayswater, W.2.

Rembrandtplein.

Kurhaus Fnitt,
Melchsee.

14 Jah. — 16 Jan.

ROME

Pension Guilliana,
Via Palermo 36.

16 Jan. — 18 Jan.

ATHENS

19 Jan. — 22 Jan.

ISRAEL
DOMESTIC NEWS

{Some of these items were omittedfrom the last magazine)
ENGAGEMENTS

P. I. Baynash, F. J. Carter, R. Hagemarm, C. Jewitt, R. A. Parkes.
MARRIAGES

J. L. Crookes, H. Boumann, B. S. Harrison, P. E. Lacon-Allin,
I. H. D. Lund, P. J. Ryan, B. Stokoe, J. F. Woods.
BIRTHS

I. Balcomb (daughter), H. L. Bouman (daughter), D. Damp (son),
A. L. Doidge(son), E. Dowse(daughter), S. M. Evennett(daughter),
J. A. Hunt (son), R. C. McLeod (daughter), K. Miles-Cadman
(daughter), J. P. Newlands (daughter), T. E. Metcalf (son), B.
Nieuwoudt(daughter), T. A. Polkinghorne (son), O. D. D. Putterill
(daughter), R. Rindel (daughter), M. J. Rodda (daughter), J. P. S.
Turner(daughter), D.C. M. Wheelwright(son), R. Wicks(daughter),
H. Ovenstone (son).
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DEATHS

REV. WILLIAM STEPHEN MICHELL

The death of Willie Michel! came as a great shock to those who
remembered him so well from his school days (25-31) and who

have kept in contact with him since. His simple and charming
character had a profound influence on all with whom he came into
contact.

After leaving Kearsney he entered business in Durban and

Pietermaritzburg and was held in high esteem for his unswerving
integrity. During this period he became a Local Preacher, and
later, when he joined the S.A.M.C. up North, he regularly held
services both in camp and in hospitals. After the War he entered
the Ministry, feeling that this was the work God had called him

to do. His happy disposition endeared him to the people wherever
he served, whatever their race or colour, and hundreds will re
member the strength gained from his pastorial visits.
He served at Heilbron, Bloemfontein, Salem and Somerset

East. Two years ago he underwent a serious operation at Port

Elizabeth, but never really recovered. He endured great pain with
Christian fortitude, and a later and unsuccessful operation was
found necessary. He leaves a widow and four young sons, to whom
we extend our most sincere sympathy.

The following deaths have also been noted, although we cannot
supply many details, biographical or otherwise:
CAPT. C. C. KNOTTENBELT (29-33) who was with the Perma

nent Force, in the S.A.A.F. He was found dead under tragic
circumstances on March 6th. We have had no contact with him
since he left Kearsney.
H. F. P. MIDDLETON (22).

OLD BOYS' NEWS
We have noted the following items in the Press:—

C.A.(S.A.): J. H. Coombe(41-47), B. G.P. Murray (53-56), R. W. Voysey
(53-56).

B.Sc. (Agric.): M. J. Bryan (53-58), J. A. Cole (52-57).
B.Comm.:

T. C. Stokoe (56-59).

Comrades Marathon: D. C. M. Weelwright (44-48) (46th), D. G. Hastie
(47-48)(122nd), both within eleven horns.
Natal Hockey XI: J. A. H. Lowe (54-57).
Mr. R. H. Matterson, who lost everything in the Rob Roy fire, and Mr.

and Mrs. Oram, who have sold their house at Botha's Hill, are all now living at
the Chantecler Hotel, Botha's Hill.
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The following Old Boys have sons at Kearsney at present:—
E O. Bjorseth (25-26), the late L. L. Balcomb (24-31), J. S. Bertram

(26-321 L. G. Capstickdale (31-32), H. L. Challenor (31), Dr. K. W. Dyer
(31-36), J. R. G. Drummond (32-27), J. H. Hopkins (24-33), L. B. Howells
(20-27), Rev. F. G. Hittler (33-34), L. P. Jackson (36-42), J. V. Kirkwood
(22), D. R. Nightingale (24-31), B. L. Nilsen (27-28), N. G. Nilsen (27-29),
R. A. Piper (23-45), R. C. Richards (26-331 N. Reeves (31-35), W. L. S.
Robinson (31-37), R. H. Theunissen (29-37).

Rev. C. M. Albertyn (40-42) was ordained and inducted in the Presby
terian Church at George in December, in the presence of his mother and his
brother Rev. H. L. Albertyn (41-46) who had come from Durban and Bloem-

fontein'respectively. He has recently returned from many years of study m
America, bringing his American-born wife with him. His mother had the
honour of placing his robes upon his shoulders.

P Burger (45-48) is Press Officer for Lion International Films. He handled
the publicity for "The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner" in Buenos
Aires. Later he went to film festivals in Czechoslovakia and Moscow, and to

Paris, Rome and Berlin, accompanying such stars as Pier Angeli, Shirley Field,
Tom Courtenay, and Kenneth More. Glamorous job, by all accounts.

M. O. Brutsch (57-62) writes from a chalet in Switzerland where he was
enjoying a skiing holiday.

G. W. Brown (58-62) is working as learner chef at the Langham Hotel,
Johannesburg. He wishes it to be known that the report in the last Chronicle
that he had won the Natal Junior Golf Championship was incorrect. The
nearest he came was second.

G. W. Barbour (47-49) has a garage at Kloof. His daughter was recently
baptised in the Kearsney Chapel.

A. I. Calderwood (59-62) was awarded a Scholarship by Natal University
on the strength of his three distinctions in Matric.

A. C. Cantrell (55-60) now lives in Bloemfontein where his father has been
appointed Superintendent of the Methodist Circuit. He passed his first year at
Natal University and pays tribute to the friendliness of old Kearsney boys he
meets there. He is taking B.Sc. (Agric.), hoping later to take further degrees m
Bio-chemistry and do medical research work.
R. J. Crawford (28-33) continues as Headmaster of Ndola's Llewellin High
School whose school motto—strange to relate—is the same as ours.

C. C. Christie (57-60) finds his hands very full with the Swaziland Police,
but immensely enjoys his work. He and friends are setting up a game reserve
for wild animals.

G. R. Crowe(56-58) has spent an interesting and instructive year in the U.S.

learning the mechanical side of Forestry, and is now working for Thesens in
Knysna.

L. G. Capstickdale (31-32) writes "If Kearsney imparts to my son only one
half of the ideals and principles of conduct I absorbed from you all thirty years

ago, I shall be well pleased. You must be very proud of the school today. The
setting is lovely and the buildings superb."

Dr. J. L. Couper (41-43) is in charge of anaesthetics at the Livingstone
Hospital in Port Elizabeth.

V. H. Dawes (52-55) has represented Natal at Judo.

C. M. Downie (52-57) whose work for the Durban Branch of the Club
deserves fullest support, climbed Kilimanjaro in February with L. A. Allen

(53-58). He did a 6,500 mile tour from Durban via Zimbabwe and Kariba,
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J. M. Haines (55-56) is a qualified instrument mechanic in Kitwe.
R. C. Haines (56-58) is apprentice fitter and turner on Rhokana Mine.
Group Captain H. E.("Paddy") Hopkins has returned to settle with wife
and family in South Africa, in the Kloof area. It is well known among Old
Boys that he had a long and distinguished career with the R.A.F., being one of
the "few" who fought for Britain as a bomber pilot in reply to the German
"blitz", and being awarded the C.B.E., D.F.C. and A.F.C. He has served in
many parts of the world, been deputy director of air personnel, and holding
office at the Air Ministry and in other departments too numerous to mention
(See Old Boys' Register!) He has retired at 50, 26 of which years were spent
with the R.A.F. in England.

P. W.(47-53) and B. W.(49-53) Haley have chicken farms at Cowies' Hill
and are now spreading their interests by growing carnations commercially.
Younger brother A. T. W.(56-60) helps his father to run a chicken farm at
Hill Crest in their spare time.

George Hulett (21-26) and his son Bruce (51-56) are conducting intensive
experiments in coffee-growing as an alternative to sugar. While the process is
rather complicated, the nett return is a good deal higher than that of sugar.
L. B. E. Hulett (29-35) has made a great success, we understand, of the
holiday centre which he has developed at Humansdorp. Visitors from Kearsney
have been much impressed by his go-ahead methods and his friendliness.
C. D. L. Hemson (57-62) has been awarded an American Field Service
Scholarship which will give him a year's exchange study period in U.S.
J. A. Henwood (57-60) records a most interesting air trip overseas, spending
two and a half months in England, and visiting many leading cities on the
Continent. He now works in his firm's offices in Durban.

P. H. Hind (25-30) writes appreciatively of the picture of school life pre
sented year by year in the Chronicle. Having been Editor for six years of his
own Staff monthly magazine, he speaks feelingly of the amount of work involved.
Readers will know of the tremendous success of his Pro-Nutro product.

P. H. Immelmann (53-57) has taken up a post with Caltex, Durban.
D.L.Kyle(51-54), who took his B.Sc.(Hons. Geology)at Rhodes and gained
his colours as full-back, has been with Rand Mines for some time. Two years
ago he was sent exploring off the Zambezi, looking mainly for copper deposits,
but incurred a series of tropical diseases which put him into hospital for many
months, very seriously ill. He contracted malaria, bilharzia, amoebic dysentery
and then a serious and usually fatal lung complaint which was cured only by

the air despatch of a new drug from London. With these illnesses behind
him, he has been doing a quieter office job, but (in January) was expecting to
out again, but not on the Zambezi.
M. V. Launder (45-46) paid us an unexpected and welcome visit from Cape
Town while en route for a holiday at St. Lucia Bay with wife and children. The
last time your Editor met him was at an Old Boys' Reunion in the Regent Palace
Hotel, London, in 1949. He is now Production Manager for Atlantic Knitting
Mills, Cape Town.

D. J. Livingstone (47-49) paid us a much appreciated visit early in the year.

He is Pathologist at Broken Hill, doing research work on antibiotics. Un
fortunately he picked up germs from the laboratories and was laid low with
T.B. of the kidneys, from which he fortunately recovered. He finds relaxation
in poetry writing. As a free-lance his work has heen accepted by two leading
London periodicals — London Magazine and Encounter. He has also written
for South African magazines.

I. H. D. Lund (45-49) who was recently married, has been appointed
Divisional Manager(Cape Town)of an ink manufacturing company. He writes,.
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"In the past year we have put on to the market 13 different types of inks for
use in the silk screen field for printing on anything from paper to glass, plastic
and metal. I have been responsible for getting this lot launched, and my
work has consisted largely in examining locally made raw materials (mainly
resins) and then utilising these materials to make inks suitable for the various
requirements of customers. We are already receiving orders from England.
Our liquid inks are used for Flexographic and Photogravure printing and it is
all fairly complicated."
A. Lowenstein (58-62) was awarded a Bursary, on his Matric results, by
Industrial Distributors, Johannesburg.
O. V. Leibbrandt(47-50) is Manager at the Carletonville and other branches
of Russell & Co., furniture dealers.
J. A. H. Lowe (54-57), having been on the fringe of selection for the Natal
Cricket XI, has been selected to play for the Natal Hockey XI.
G. L. R. Launder (49-52) is with Randies Bros., Durban.
F. A.Lissauer (57-61) writes from Leeds University, where he has completed
his first year. He says, "After being 'spoon-fed' for so many years at school
it took me a long time to get used to the system here." He has studied mainly
accountancy and legal subjects. In the near future he was hoping to go to
Moscow and Leningrad, via Berlin !
P. C. Marshall (49-52) is representative for Textile Chemicals, Johannes
burg, and travels widely for his firm. He has done 8 years' service with the
Transvaal Scottish, and at the end of 12 years with the Active Citizen Force
will be eligible for the John Chard Bronze Medal, instituted in memory of the
V.C. hero of Rorke's Drift.

D. G. Metealfe (40-46) is growing tobacco at Chisamba, N. Rhodesia.
H. C. Metealfe (40-47) is in the Engineering Department at Nkana Mine
(Rhokana Corporation).
N. More (49-53) represents Hind Bros, in Kitwe.

B. G. P. Murray (53-56) who recently obtained his C.A.(S.A.) and is now
studying for his C.W.A., is with Greaves and Thomas, a furniture manufac
turing firm, Durban.

A. P. Meyer (56-61), grandson of Mr. Matterson, did very well his first year
at Natal University, gaining Firsts in Maths, Applied Maths, and Physics. He
has been awarded a Scholarship by Anglo-American to cover fees, board, books
and some pocket money, for the duration of his Degree course.
D. S. Murdoch (51-54) has maintained good batting form. He scored 96

for Natal "B" against Eastern Province after earlier batsmen had collapsed,
and made top score (67) for Natal against the South African Schools XI.
Dr. K. J. Meth (32) is Medical Practitioner at Lusikisiki, Pondoland. He
has entered his son for Kearsney for next year.
L. W. R. Nightingale (24-33) has sold his interests in a motoring firm in
Johannesburg and is thinking of settling in Durban. He has had a severe
thrombosis, attributed to business anxieties. He proudly records tbat his son
obtained the highest aggregate ever in the S.A. Air Force Gymnasium exami
nations in Navigation.
G. L. Ovensione (39-47) is representative for an agency in Kitwe.
D. L. Pike (54-58) has obtained his B.A.(London) at Rhodesia University.
He just missed a First in Latin, and obtained a Second in Greek. He is tem

porarily holding a post as Junior Lecturer in Classics at Howard College,
Durban. We have just learned that he has been awarded a valuable Common
wealth Scholarship to Bristol University, where he will continue his studies
in Latin and Greek. Congratulations!
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G. S. Pike (48-51) is, we understand, familiar as an interviewer of per
sonalities on T.V. in Salisbury.

O. D. D. Putterill (45-46) is with the transmitting section of the LondonSalisbury Telephone and Telegraph service.

Capt. C. J. Pettit (51-55) is with the K.A.R., Lusaka, but in view of the
political situations developing he is now looking south for a post with the
Permanent Force in South Africa.

M. M.F. Poole (24-25) is President of the Natal Institute of Architects and
has held strong views on the question of Durban Town Planning. He has for
many years been Chairman of the Ethelbert Homes Committee.
F. E. Porrill (53-55) is doing pharmaceutical work in Port Elizabeth, and
has been engaged in less usual aspects of drug promotion, e.g., film evenings
and shows. He continues study through the University of South Africa. He
says "I read the Chronicle from end to end, always beginning with Old Boys'
News, even though I don't know most of them."
P. R. Russell(51-56) has left his family printing firm and joined an industrial
chemical firm in Johannesburg, as technical representative in adhesives.
R. J. Robbins(53-57) obtained his B.Sc.(Agric.) at the end of 1962. When
he wrote in Freburary he was hoping to take a two year M.Sc. course in genetics
at SteUenbosch, or alternatively a similar course in Berlin.
P. G. Rodda (49-54) is English lecturer at the Port Elizabeth Branch of
Rhodes University. As this Branch is to be closed next year, his movements
are now uncertain. He has, he complains, had seven addresses in seven years.
G. S. Roberts(26) sailed in April for England via the East Coast, for a busi
ness holiday. He was hoping to see his sons D. C. (51-54) and B. S.(56-58),
the former of whom has been teaching in London for some years, and the latter
is seeking work in London, having thrown up his job with the S.A.B.C. He
writes, "I have always found the Mag most interesting. The feelings I have for
those I knew at the Old Kearsney are still very strong and it is sad to see how
many of the Old Boys I knew so well have passed on prematurely."
F. D. Ryman (56-59) gave up medical studies in favour of school teachmg.
He is now happily settled at Highbury School.
P. J. Reece (53-59) has been doing a term's student-teaching at Hilton
College. Currently with this he was lights' manager for the Natal University
production of "The Taming of the Shrew" in P.M.Burg and Durban, and so
was kept very much on the move.
P. J. H. Short (56-61) is taking his first year course in Mining Engineering

at Wits., having obtained a Bursary from Rand Mines Ltd. covering all his
expenses.

O. R. Southwood (46-49) resigned from the Bechuanaland Protectorate last

year and accepted a position as Research Agronomist with the New South
Wales Department of Agriculture. He flew across with wife and four children,
via Mauritius, Cocos Islands, Perth and Melbourne. He finds both the people
and the country very much like South Africa, with the white people, however,
doing all the black man's work. He writes, "Since leaving Kearsney I have
moved around a good deal, and have appreciated the solid foundation given
me by the members of Staff." Address: 171 Polaris St., Temora, N.S.W.
R. W.Simpson (53-58) has energetically taken on the post of Secretary to the
Transvaal Branch of the Club. He has had a temporary teaching post at St.
Stithians.

D. G. Sparge (54-57) is a commercial trainee with A.E. and C.L, Durban.
J. O. N. Schofleld (31-34), a director of J. H.Isaacs Geshen & Co., attended
the Durban Old Boys Dinner and admitted that it was the first Old Boys'
function he had attended in 30 years. He found several old friends present.
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J. G. Syminton (53-58) is taking his B.A., Ll.B. at Cape Town, having had
to commence Latin only after entering the University. He captained the Uni
versity Swimming Team and was a member of the Students' Representative
Council. A very profitable record.
D. A. Todd (43-48), who is a Flying Officer with the R.A.F., came first
out of 350 in a helicopter course in England, and has been posted to Singapore.
T. K. Terblanche (54-59) has experienced the rigours of England's worst

winter for a century. He says,'T have given up all hope of ever seeing the sun
again. It is one battle to keep the road clear, close the door, and keep the
water going." While overseas studying, he made the usual rounds of London,
and had a most enjoyable skiing trip to Austria. Conditions were superb and
cost of living not too high. He is studying shoe technology at Northampton
College and at the end of his first year passed out second in the examinations.

p. V. Thompson (52-57) writes most appreciatively of the character-training
provided by his old school and of the spirit which is characteristic of it. He
says "I think most Old Boys feel as I do, when they look back upon their school

days." After a year at the University he decided to join his father's butchery
firm at Verulam and has become a Director. He joined the N.M.R. and rose
to 1st Lieutenant, and was Colour Ensign at the regiment's birthday celebrations
in March. He writes,"I am sure Mr. Oram would be very pleased to know that
his scathing remarks to me on the parade ground were of some avail!"
C. E. A. von Keyserlingk (57-59) and I. G. Wiseman (55-59) put on a para

chute-jumping display in Margate at Easter, with P. J. Reece(53-59)as ground
staff and commentator. All are members of Natal University. An hour prior
to leaving P.M.Burg for Margate they had the unnerving experience of being the
first on the scene when a plane crashed at Oribi, and helplessly watching two
occupants burn to death and the third thrown forth to die later of bums.

B. G. Williams (54-58) has obtained his B.Sc.(Wits) and is now continuing
with an Honours Geology course. He is toying with the idea of entering the
teaching profession, though for this year he is working with the industrial en
gineering department at Colgate-Palmolive.
H. N. Walker(38-45) is Director of his firm of Accountants, Potchefstroom.
He runs a large staff, find finds his work taking him over a wide area of the
Westem Transvaal. He has at last given up Rugger in favour of cricket, cap
tained the Westem Transvaal Country Districts XI and is the Chairman of
their Cricket Union. While en route back from a Rotary Conference at Margate
he called in at the school, looking bigger than ever, and entered his three sons
for Kearsney.
M. W. Walker (48-52) is an electrician with the South African Bureau of
Standards, Pretoria.
B. G. Williams (58-62) was awarded a Scholarship by Natal University on
the strength of his Matric results.
D.S. Wauchope(46-50) has joined a Tranvaal company which sells electrical
motor control gear.
R. F. Williams (54-57) is working with Buffalo Paints, Cape Town, and is
doing a part-time B.Comm. course at the University. He is a keen mountaineer.
W. A. Whitward (51-55) is still in England, working with Decca Radar.
C. S. Walker (56-57) is an apprentice electrician on Rhokana Mine.
H. M. Winder (47-51) has left Mombasa, after many years there with the
South British Insurance Co., and has taken up a post with the same Company
in Lagos, Nigeria. He spent his leave in South Africa travelling widely, to
places as far apart as the Cango Caves, the Big Hole, the Hertzog Tower in
Johannesburg, and the Maletsunyane Falls in Basutoland. He writes, "South
Africans plannings trips overseas would be better advised to see this wonderful
country first."
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News submitted by Mr. Oram:
C. H. Lee (48-52) visited the College recently while on leave from an Oil
Company in the U.S.A. and showed great interest in all the developments
since he left. Although holding a degree in Science and in Engineering he is
now engaged on the financial side of his Company and is an expert in the matter
of going into take-over bids and so on.
F. J. Carter (51-52) had a prominent part in the recently highly successful

production of"The King and I" in Durban and was disappointed that it involved
no singing. He is shortly to be married. He says, "I shall always be grateful
for the grounding the Kearsney Choir gave me."
A. N. Chalmers (56-59) did excellently in the University Exams last year
and secured a first class in Electrical Engineering I. He had an interesting
vacation job at Jan Smuts Airport in January working in the radio and elec
tronics departments and enjoyed a Boeing training flight as a passenger.
J. E. Cleator (47-50) is running his own Timber Agency at Jacobs. He is
married and has a son a few months old.

P. d'A. Woodley (46-49) is Accountant at Eison's, Johannesburg. He has a
"fine boy" of three and a "lovely girl" now nearly a year old.
A. M.Foss(27-33) started a new venture in Insurance Broking in Johannes
burg two years ago and is prospering very well.
E. van der Schyff (40-43) made a welcome first appearance since leaving
Kearsney at the Johannesburg Branch Dinner in June.
J. R. E.Buttenvorth(42-47) has recently been transferred to Cape Town with
the B.P. Company.

R. W. Whiteley (41-44) is running a very successful business at Mobeni,
and N. F. Colcpeper (44-47) is also doing well with National Chemicals in
Durban.

OLD BOYS' LETTERS

Professor S. G. McK. Lee (32-33) wrote from Leicester last year Getter
being mislaid):
"Thank you very much indeed for the copy of the Chronicle and the postcard
of'my Kearsney' which made me very nostalgic. I remember vividly, in almost
tactile terms, the cross-country runs in the tea fields — paperchases. Never since
then have I run on a similar surface. I remember catching file snakes with Mr.
Milner in some underground cellars near the tennis courts (Crawford was singles
champion I remember) — eventually the snakes escaped and were found in
the junior locker room. Skinks and blue headed lizards too — and a very
dead owl, which we dissected. Spit bugs on the trees outside the library. Barratt
winning the hundred yards (from Jimmy Hopkins I think). The old Vickers
machine gun on the front verandah (a very good verandah for play with golf
balls) and 'Beauty' on the lawn in front of the building. At any rate you can
see the effect of the photograph. Thank you.
'We all thrive and have settled down fairly solidly in Leicester. It is a
pleasant town — an overgrown market town in effect — in the same way that
Johannesburg always strikes me as an overgrown mining camp. Gently rolling
country around. I miss the Zululand hills more than anything else.
Rev. J. L. B. Taylor(42-43) wrote a year ago from Lourenco Marques (the
letter being mislaid);
'We live in this very cosmopolitan little city, but the greater part of my time
since my arrival in January, has been spent out in the 'bundu'. I have a very
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comfortable Land Rover station wagon (ten seater), which in the thick sand
and often dense bush is a real boon.

"I have just returned from a trip lasting ten days. For seven days I saw
not a single white face, save my own in the mirror. It was a joy on the eighth
day to cross the border into South Africa, and be welcomed at the Hospital
at Manguzi. This is, as you are well aware, out of my Mission, but most of the

patients speak baRhonga, or as the South African map has it Thonga. It was
a delightful experience to meet the European staff and to lead the morning service
in the Hospital. The patients were overjoyed to hear their own language and
especially to sing again in baRhonga.
"My wife and I are back at school, learning Portuguese. What a battle!
There seem to be so many exceptions to every rule that it would be more sensible
to have no rules. I am also studying baRhonga, a language similar to Zulu,

having derived from it. Due to the fact that I normally preach in Zulu, and am
understood by most, excepting the young women, it has involved rigid discipline
to keep at the new language. My senior colleague and I hope to tackle the new
baRhonga Hymn Book next year. Many of the existing hymns will be excluded
and translations made of other hymns from English, Zulu and Sotho."
J. D. Raw (28-37) wrote just too late for inclusion in the last Chronicle:
"My wife and I flew over Africa—landing only at Leopoldville for refuelling
■—arrived at Rome, all in daylight — except for the last hour. There a little
Fiat was delivered to us and we motored all round Europe for a month. I
visited all the places that the war took me to and many others as well. We had
made no bookings anywhere so we were able to move along as we pleased. If
we fancied a place we stopped — if we didn't we moved on. We did Italy,
Austria and Switzerland and left the car on the French Riviera and then flew

into Paris for 4 days. It was awful having no car and to be a pedestrian in such
a large city.
"Our car met us at London airport and we set off for Devon and Cornwall.
How lovely it was to be in England — the people so friendly and the dear little

pubs — proper food at last. We had 16 days in England — the first seven
motoring 750 miles in Devon and Cornwall — then five days in London — then
up to Edinburgh for a couple of days by train. Our last afternoon was spent

in the sunshine at Lords watching the test M.C.C. vs. Pakistan. We went back
to our hotel, picked up our bags, had dinner at London airport and flew out over
Europe. It was terrific looking down on all the lights spread out below — then
down to Bengazi for refuelling at 2 a.m.. The desert hasn't changed and even
the flies were there to greet us despite the hour. Next stop Nairobi and then to
Johannesburg in time for lunch.

"Three things that struck me most other than air travel — that is just too
wonderful. In Austria one of every 3 men over 40 walking down the street is
a serious cripple. How they must bless Hitler! In France tipping cost us
£3 or £4 a day —• it's got to be seen to be believed. In England they talk about
the weather all day — and frankly we didn't find it worth talking about!
Spr. D. Watson (57-62), recovering from the shock of a Matric "A" in
Latin, writes from Potchefstroom:
"Army life is a good thing but let us not forget that all good things must
come to an end. September seems an ideal time to terminate this holiday camp.
You might be surprise at my reference but considering that we loaf all day,I
cannot exactly claim to be undergoing a strenuous military course. The in
structors are valiantly endeavouring to drum into our skulls the theory of army
tactics. Unfortunately these words of wisdom flow from one ear to the other
and precious little remains to mark their passage.
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"Thus far we have learned more or less about the intricacies of washing,

ironing, bed making, polishing, sweeping, sewing and darning. We even have
to do carpentry on occasions. There is only one thing they seem to have over
looked, but then on the other hand they cannot be expected to consider such
trivial matters.I am merely wondering whether they will one day teach us how to
conduct ourselves in battle.

"We underwent a driving course on jeeps and one ton trucks. Our instructor,

while rattling along between fifty and sixty miles per horn, casually remarked
that the trucks were liable to turn over at any speed exceeding that of forty miles
per hour. Needless to say, yours truly spent the rest of the drive clutching for
dear life on to the door handle.

"One thing, or should I rather say 'consideration', that surprises me about
the army is the expensive machinery that we operate. Everything is in first-class
working condition and includes distance measuring Tellurometers valued at
R3,000 each. One brilliant specimen commenced operating a Tellurometer
at 1400 hours and at 1407 hours the Tellurometer ceased operating. We cheered
him up by telling him that he could pay it off by signing on for the permanent

force for fifteen years at no pay."
J. Bland (50-52) writes from Toronto:
"My wife and I worked in London for 6 months in 1961. Then we hired
a small car and toured the Continent for 3 months. It was fascinating to meet
so many different nationalities, yet so near to one another. At Cannes we attended
the Annual Film Festival and saw many stars; we even shook hands with Sophia

Loren! In 1962 we flew across to Toronto, where I am at the reception desk
of the second largest hotel. King Edward Sheraton, with 800 rooms and many
convention meeting rooms. I meet people from all over the world. We have
paid a visit to New York and been to the top of the Empire State Building: We
were greatly struck by the friendliness of the people and by the place at which
life goes. We are hoping to return to S. Africa later this year."
P. R. Randall (47-52) writes from Harlow, Essex:
"Our Christmas holidays end next week. I am returning to Mark Hall
Comprehensive Secondary where I've been for a term already. This time, in

addition to Geography and Histoiy I'll have some English, which pleases me
There are 1,200 in the school and it's beautifully equipped — 2 assembly halls.
2 gymnasia, lecture theatre, projection room, etc. I teach 12 different forms,
from 1st years to G.C.E."O"level. The worst forms are the 'fourth year leavers',
who are lumped together according to whether they are leaving at Christmas
or Easter. They have, on the whole, no interest in school and are just waiting
to start earning as waitresses, labourers or hairdressers. There appears to be
a tacit agreement that one's job is merely to keep these impatient young reluctants
occupied without necessarily trying to teach them much. I sometimes feel that
the children in the upper forms are so conditioned by the telly, the flicks and
the pulp literature they devour that they can't appreciate plain, unadorned
learning — it's hard to feel that you're being compared — very unfavotirably —
with T.V. personalities."
When A. P. Stiebel (53-58) returned from two years in America, he was
interviewed by the Press, and the following is the substance of their report:
"A. P. Stiebel, nephew of the London couturier, Victor Stiebel, has just
returned to Durban after two years overseas working for a major oil company,
and he saw the controversial 'Sabotage in South Africa' film on U.S. television.
"'It was so anti-South African that I was almost afraid to admit my
nationality over there.' he says.
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"He also attended a United Nations debate on South Africa's racial policies
which was boycotted by this country's official representatives.
"It was a galling experience to hear so many biased and inaccurate state
ments made about one's own country.'

"'I stayed at the Americana Hotel on Broadway, which cost me RIO a
day for a bed only. But what a bed! It was a huge double one that you could
get lost in. One tap ran iced water so that you could pour yourself a drink at
any time without calling a waiter.
"'Every room had a colour television set. In the bathrooms there were even
electric toothbrushes with changeable bristles. You just hold them to your
mouth and they brush automatically.'
"Stiebel saw the Patterson-Liston world title fight in Chicago. 'There was
no TV coverage — you either had to go to the arena or to a cinema to see the
fight. Only President Kennedy and Frank Sinatra had direct TV lines through
to the stadium.'
CASSIUS CLAY

"He also saw the fabulous Cassius Clay fight Dick Jones at Madison Square
Garden. 'It was the first time there had been a sell-out at the Garden for years.'
"Invited to attend the world premiere of'The Longest Day' in New York,
he found himself sitting directly behind the producer of the film, Daryl F.
Zanuck.

"'I had to watch the whole film through a cloud ofsmoke from his succession
of cigars, but it was a great experience.'
"Playing golf at Buffalo, he was surprised to find that there were no caddies
"'Instead, they gave me a battery-driven trolley car. You ride in them
between shots and there's a liquor cabinet in the back in case you get thirsty.
"Landing at Idlewild Airport on the outskits of New York, he found a
taxi unnecessary.
"'There was a helicopter service that whisked us into downtown Manhattan

in a couple of minutes. We landed on top of Grand Central Railway Station.'
"Every taxi-driver he met in New York picked him out as a South African
by his accent."
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DEATHS
MR. W. L. HENDERSON

When Mr. William Leslie Henderson took ill recently it soon became
clear to his family and friends that he would not recover. He was

taken back to his home,"The Eagles", at Botha's Hill, to sleep his
few remaining days in his own home and be with his loved dogs,
Snowball and Jet.

It was fitting that, a simple man in his habits and thoughts, he
should pass over into the new life, in which he devoutly believed,
amidst the simplicity of his home. He had no regrets: rather, great
hopes of being re-united with his wife and those members of his

family who pre-deceased him. He had lived the normal life-span
and did not hanker after a life without purpose or independence.
He passed away in the evening of Monday, 14th October.
We have previously recorded the story of this rugged Scot

who self-sculptured a highly successful life from the simple origins of
a crofter's home. His record reveals a man who was a rugged
individualist and full-blooded personality. He possessed those
qualities which have made the Scots a great nation. He had a passion
for learning and deep respect for knowledge; was wise and practical;
possessed balance and acumen; was simple in his living, yet ambitious
and hard-working. He also possessed the rare gift of being able to
dream and translate his dreams into reality. This will be an
inspiration to all who pass through Kearsney.
Whenever young eyes take in the Margaret Mary Henderson
Hall, they will warm in gratitude to this fine man and the accom
plished lady in whose honour the Hall was given. His last thoughts
were for the boys, when he turned to his daughter and asked her to
give to Kearsney the beautiful Diana and the Stag statuary which
now stands in the foyer. We shall remember him down the decades
when we look at those speaking eyes that talk to us and bless us
from the plaque of his wife and himself. His great joy was to see
his dream Hall a reality; to us it will ever be an inspiration. We
should like to say to him, in deep sincerity: "Dear friend, thank
you—for your interest, for your useful life, for your just and faithful
stewardship. God bless you."
S. G. OSLER
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PRIZE-GIVING

There was a more 'domestic' atmosphere for the Official Prize-

Giving this year, on Thursday, September 26th. After a long series
of what Mr. Matterson referred to as 'distinguished public men,'

the prizes were for the first time officially presented by Mr.
Matterson himself, an honour which he keenly appreciated.

His speech took the same form as that at the unofficial PrizeGiving at the end of the previous year — an informal and humorous
review of the founding of Kearsney in 1921, and of the problems and
adventures of the early years. These were indeed adventurous years:
they had their ups and downs; they were pleasant but not easy;

but they were the solid rock on which the school was built. There was
a point at which the school nearly closed, but even those who
resisted its closure, and sacrificed to that end, could never have
realised how Kearsney was to grow and develop in years to come.
In retrospect one remembers only the happy things, and Mr.
Matterson told of many incidents in the life of the school which can
be recollected with amusement and a good deal of affection.
The Headmaster presented his annual report, which had been
circulated among the many parents and friends present, and in his

preamble emphasized the necessity these days to cater scholastically
for the many pupils of lower intellectual capacity.
Mr. Chairman,
Our guest of honour today, Mr. R. H. Matterson, m.a.(cantab.), is an old
and respected friend and the heart and virtual creator of this College. To him
more than anyone else we have a great debt of gratitude to acknowledge. And
I am extremely thankful that here today we can stop for a moment and express
to him personally and formally the eternal thanks of the Board of Governors,
the Staff, the Boys, the Parents, and the Old Boys, all of whom hold him — as
I do, for I was his pupil at Kingswood before he ever came to Kearsney — in the
deepest regard and affection. He is in truth a most lovable man as well as a
famous Headmaster.

To few men has it been given the opportunity to see the secure achievement
of their dreams. Mattie — forgive me — has achieved this signal distinction and
this great privilege. He can look round and see the 'fruits of his handiwork.'

He possessed — and still does — the three qualities of true greatness:
Vision, inner humility and dedicated energy. I ask you to salute him today, as
we welcome him, in the customary fitting form by standing, as a tribute to his
unselfish and continuing devotion, as also to his efforts on behalf of this Kearsney
which we all love and are greatly privileged to serve.
This has been another year of growth and development. In regard to facilities
and buildings, we have virtually achieved our five-year development scheme in
two and a half years, and by so doing have pre-dated the availability of many
useful facilities and amenities.

We opened this year with the new single cubicle rooms for the senior
Matric boys in Finningley and Gillingham and provided these boys in Pembroke
with comparable study facilities.
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The new Sanatorium was also ready at the beginning of the year and has
proved a blessing to the school.

The re-designed kitchen and separate dining halls for the respective Houses
have just received the final touches, and these are operating very well under the
self-service scheme which we introduced last year.
Various houses for married Staff have been acquired. These, and in addition

a new house for the Vice-Principal, have provided us with necessary housing
facilities for the growing Staff.

Being built at the moment is the last of the extensions the Board had planned
for new boarders. This extension is taking place at Junior House and will be
ready by January of next year.

Of the important internal changes that have taken place I should like to
mention the following; Firstly, we now have our Chaplain, Rev. A. R. Jennings,
B.sc., as a full-time Chaplain to the School. His helpful and understanding ap
proach to the boys in their personal lives has meant much to them and to us.

Secondly, I have had to be away in Pretoria some two to three days a week,
but thanks to Mr. J. H. Hopkins, the Acting Principal in my absence, things
have gone very well. As President Woodrow Wilson once said, "I use the brains
I have, but more so, I use the brains others have." In this respect I am deeply
grateful to the Chairman, Dr. S. B. Sudbury, the Board of Governors, and the

Secretary, Mr. H. W. Haley, as to all our large Staff, the School Prefects, the
House Prefects and all the boys, for their unstinting efforts for Kearsney this
year. Without singling out particular people, I feel I should, however, here say
that our Head Prefect, John Shire, and the School Prefects, Peter Bryan, Roy
Bickerton, John Bester, have been outstanding amongst the faithful brotherhood
of Kearsney Servants.

And now for future prospects in education. A close survey of the problem
of the lad who finds the Matriculation examination too difficult, is always going
to be with us, unless we raise the entrance requirement to that of a potential
university student only which we, on due consideration, feel is not wholly
desirable from many points of view.

This problem is of such a magnitude that in the whole country some 40-50%
of European pupils who commence school in Standard VI leave the normal

general High (academic) School by the end of Standard IX and either go to the
technical and vocational schools and colleges or — and this is really alarming —
receive no further education. This, to me, seems an appalling waste of future
man-power, and is particularly ox-waggonish when elsewhere in the world —

as here in South Africa — there is an acute shortage of technically trained
personnel. Something will have to be done about this on a national level and the
present divided control of education between the Central Government and the
Provinces will have to be improved in order to solve it.

At our level here at Kearsney the problem becomes one of matching edu
cation to the abilities and interests of those boys who do not have the potential
to pass Matric and so proceed to professional careers.

To write them off, as it were, educationally, is not only criminally wasteful,
but is intellectual snobbery of the very worst kind.
We hope in due course to give these boys who are frustrated in the purely
acadeniic field a kind of education which will enable them to realise their fullest

potential. This problem we have been busy investigating and is naturally linked
with our development scheme, for thinking folk will realise that if we are to have

a sort of comprehensive school, we must have it big enough economically to
iiiclude various streams of interests and abilities, e.g., academic as well as tech
nical and vocational, i.e., two or more schools in one.

The Epworth-Kearsney Trust which is under way, and which we trust you
will all support generously, has these educational horizons very much in mind,
as did Mr. W.L. Henderson when he gave us this lovely and useful hall.
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PUBLIC EXAMINATION RESULTS

The results as under in the public examinations must be considered as being

satisfactory. The high proportion of first classes in the Natal Junior Certificate
and the Natal Senior Certificate (Matric Exemption) are encouraging.

Natal Junior Certificate
Merit Pass: 25*; Ordinary Pass: 50; Failures: 11.
*Of these the following boys won Natal Provincial Bursaries: Balfe, J. C. B.;
Barnard, D. M.; Fienberg, M. H.; Foster, P. H.; Hemson, C. M. C.; Manicom,

B. Q.; Melman, A. R.; Muller, J. P.; Perkins, J. A.; Pollard, N. F.; RivettCarnac, J. L.; Salvesen, R. O.; Smith, T. W. F.

Fienberg, M., also won the Kearsney College Junior Certificate Bursary.
Natal Senior Certificate

. , .

Matriculation Exemption (Merit): 12; Matriculation Exemption: 13;
School Leaving: 10; Failures: 7.
Taalbond

Voorbereidende: Entered 20; Passes (met lof): Hoer 1; Hoer 5; Laer 14;
Total 20.
^
Laer: Entered 48; Passes: Hoer 8; Laer 34; Total 42.
Hoer: Entered 8; Passed — Laer Graad 5.
Staff

I record the names of the new members of Staff whom we welcomed at the
beginning of this year:
Mr J. D. Gertenbach, b.a., u.e.d.(Stellenbosch).

Mr J. L. Hall, b.a., u.e.d.(Natal University).
Mr J. Hewson, b.a.(Hons.), u.e.d.(Rhodes University).
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

D. A. Hicks, b.sc., u.e.d.(Rhodes University).
J. D. Lewis-Williams, b.a., u.e.d.(Rhodes University).
W. E. Lundie, b.sc.(Survey), u.e.d.(Natal University).
M. S. Mossom, b.sc., u.e.d.(Rhodes University).
D. Walker, b.a.(Hons.), u.e.d.(University of Cape Town).
G. A. Yates, B.sc., u.e.d.(Natal University).

Mr D. McCallum, b so , u.e.d.
Those who left us were:

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

A. Abrahams, b.a , u.e.d.
T. Hepworth, b.sc.
R. Whiteford, b.sc.
J. Vincent, b.sc. (Hons.).

Of these Mr. Whiteford and Mr. Vincent will be rejoining us again next year
after a year's study leave.
Mr. G. de la Rey Nel won a scholarship to the U.S.A. and will be returning
in October, 1964.
Housemasters

Mr. G. Burger (Gillingham House).
Mr. J. Storm (Junior House).
Mr. K. Fish (Finningley House).
Mr. P. Metcalf(Pembroke House).
SCHOOL population

Form I (1 class), 26; Form II (4 classes), 83; Form III (4 classes), 96; Form IV
(3 classes), 88; Form V (3 classes), 75; Form VJ (3 classes), 50; Post Matric, 2;
Total 420.(386 boarders and 34 day boys).
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THE FOLLOWING REPORTS ARE PROVIDED BY THE MASTERS RESPONSIBLE
THE CHAPEL

In spite of its apparent size, it is now evident that the Chapel will no longer
accommodate the numbers likely to be regularly using it next year. On visiting
Sundays there may already be 500 worshippers. Plans are therefore in hand for
increasing the accommodation by a further 150.
PARLIAMENT

The Kearsney Parliament meets every alternate Friday and conducts debates on
strictly Parliamentary lines. Cabinet Members gradually become soundly familiar
with the requirements of their portfolios and are able to give ready answers at
Question Time. The Debates are entirely political, and often result in heated
exchanges! The net result is a deepening appreciation of the political set-up of the
country, and growing fluency and confidence in public speaking. Crewe has made
a good Prime Minister and Broom an aggressive Leader of the Opposition.
During the fourth term of this year we look forward to an annual debate with

Estcourt High School, and shall end the year with our customary debate with
Durban City Parliament.
LIBRARY

Large numbers of books have been bought or donated, and the Library is
becoming increasingly well equipped and well used. It has become, as it should
be, the quiet study centre of the school.
SPEECH AND DRAMA

A number of senior boys took an active part in the Speech and Drama Festival,
rendering lectures, poetry, prose and Bible readings. The adjudicator com
mented favourably on the high standard attained by all participants, this being
greatly due to the conscientious care taken with rehearsing and willingness to
accept advice.
JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY

The society has met once a fortnight this year to provide Third Formers with
practice in public speaking. A pleasing improvement in this regard has been
noted. Two debates with other schools have also been held.
DIE AFRIKAANS VERENIGINO

Die Vereniging se ledetal is vanjaar groter as ooit tevore en hou aan, glo ons,
om 'n waardevolle rol te vervul in die opleiding van seuns in ons tweetalige land.
Gedurende die jaar het die komitee gesorg vir 'n interessante verskeidenheid
programme. Bywoning van die vergaderings, alhoewel heeltemal vrywillig, was
goed en die meeste lede het groot bereidwilligheid getoon om aan besprekings
deel te neem.
DRAMATIC SOCIETY

This Society has had a very busy year, and its activities have given considerable
pleasure to our boys as well as to an increasingly large number of friends of the
College. In May a tense submarine drama 'Morning Departure,' was produced.
All-male cast; this production was of a high standard and was well received.

An informal evening of one-act plays was held at the end of August. One of
these plays was produced entirely by a fifth-form boy with a cast of his class
mates; the other play, produced by a master, revealed much promising talent
among the boys in the Junior School.
With a view to encouraging interest in theatre, the Dramatic Society has
arranged for a number of other companies to stage their productions at the
College. Thus, since last September, we have seen 'The Shadow Witness'
(K.A.D.S.); 'The Shop at Sly Corner'(Y Club Reps.); 'A Tale of Two Cities'
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(University Department of Speech and Drama); and 'The Taming of the Shrew'
(University Dramatic Society).
The Dramatic Society hopes to present 'Oedipus Rex' early in 1964, and
plans for this production are well in hand.
CHOIR AND MUSIC

The choir has been busy this year. On April 29th they broadcast on the 'A'
programme — this was a selection of carols from the previous Carol Service.
Shortly after this they took part in the Afrikaans Eisteddfod at Pinetown on
May 18th. The programme included choir and instrumental items.
There have been a number of anthems performed in the chapel this year,
the most recent being 'O Taste and See' by R. Vaughan Williams, which was
sung during Communion in the Confirmation Service on September 8th.
The choir concert went off very well and the choir sang groups of Negro
Spirituals and Anthems, and 'Songs of the Fleet' by Stanford, with soloists from
the Staff and the choir. They were ably assisted in these items by Mrs. Reece
and Mrs. Whiteford at the piano. Instrumental items were also performed by a
group of clarinets, a wind instrument ensemble and trumpet solos by D. Guyer.
The choir have developed well this year, and have tackled difficult music
with considerable success. We are hoping that times from the forthcoming Carol
Service will again be recorded by the S.A.B.C. with a view to their being broad
cast.

We hope to develop the instrumental side of music at the school still further

and to this end would be pleased to see a greater number of boys taking up a
wind instrument of some sort.
ART DEPARTMENT

Some very good work has been produced in the Art and Pottery Department.
Special interest has been shown by second-year students in more advanced
lino-cutting and we were awarded 1st, 2nd and 3rd prizes in the open section
of the Kloof Show, together with six highly commended certificates.
First-year students also have worked successfully, mostly at Still Life
painting and two prizes were won in this section of the Kloof Show.
There is always enthusiasm for Pottery and Modelling and we hope for a
good exhibition at the end of the Fourth Term.
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY

After a lapse of several years the photographic society was started again this
year, and now we have a nucleus of some 40 keen members. A room in the

Music Block was generously given to us for use as a dark-room and provided
with working benches and running water, and has been in almost constant use
since it was opened, equipment being provided by the boys themselves.
In addition, the society under its committee of Piper, Goldman and
Brothers, has organised several meetings which have included a taped slide

lecture on the Kruger National Park by Brothers, an illustrated talk by Mr.
Hewson on the London Polytechnic School of Photography, and three lectures
by Durban professionals, to whom we have been most grateful for giving us of
their time and experience.
These meetings have been so well attended that it was felt desirable to

institute a subscription fee of 20 cents per member per term plus 10 cents if the
dark-room was used, and this has been beneficial to the club as a whole. We
hope the interest in the club will continue and look forward to some more
practical activities.

The astronomical society was started again this year and now has about
30 members regularly at its meetings; the chairman being Polychronopoulos.
The aim of the society has been to encourage an interest in the universe, the
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solar system and space travel, and to instruct members in the use of telescopes
and the making of practical observations of the skies.
Further, the society has held a number of meetings which have included the
showing of film-strips, two talks given by the boys, and a lecture given by Mr.
Mossom on 'The Expanding Universe.' Interest in these have been encouraging,
and we hope to continue with meetings of a more practical nature in due course.
In both of these societies we have much appreciated the willingness with which
Mr. Metcalf has lent us the Biology Lecture Theatre.
HISTORICAL SOCIETY

The Society has met fairly regularly and its meetings have been notable both for
the quality of the papers delivered and the standard of the questions from the
floor. Papers on topics as varied as The Contemporary Political Scene in
America' (delivered by Selby Smith) and 'Terror in the French Revolution'
have drawn large and interested numbers of boys from Forms V and VI. 'The
society thus provides an outlet for self-expression, elementary research and
cultural enjoyment. I am pleased to say that numbers of the present Vth Form
History class support the meetings almost without exception and this gives
promise for the study of history and the continued existence of the society.
The Guild had grown to such proportions that it became necessary to split
into two groups — an intermediate and a senior. A number of renowned
personalities paid visits during the year including the author Alan Paton and
racing driver Syd van der Vyver.
RUGBY

Although generally out-sized and out-weighted by most of our opponents, all
our teams have held their own well this season and have not adopted a negative
approach or negative tactics because of this disadvantage.
Persistent injuries to key players and the fact that some players will not realise

the importance of being 100 per cent fit have prevented the 1st XV from showing
a more impressive record. Nevertheless, we can look back on a reasonably
successful season during which a few good wins were recorded over potentially
stronger opponents.
CRICKET

As far as results are concerned, this has been a rather disappointing start to the
season. The weather has not been very kind — a great number of practices being
washed out and a couple of games as well.
SWIMMING

We had an exceptionally good season. In our own annual gala 16 records were
broken, of which five were in team events. In the Hilton-Michaelhouse-Kearsney
Gala our swimmers excelled and succeeded in winning 16 events, 12 of which
were in record time. In the Durban and District Inter-Schools' Gala Kearsney
was placed first. We are especially proud of the new record established by our
senior relay team. Five of our swimmers represented Durban and District in the
Natal Schools' Inter-District Gala and two, Marr and Bester, swam for Natal
Schools in the South African Inter-Provincial Schools Tournament.

It is with great pleasure and satisfaction that I record 84 passes in the
South African Live-Saving Society tests. In the Natal-Schools' Life-Saving
competitions our Senior team won for the fourth successive year and our Junior
team for the eighth successive year.
TENNIS

As in past years, the main outside activity has been the Brian Deness Trophy.
This is a league which is run each year for schools in the Pietermaritzburg area.
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In the senior section, the College came fifth out of six, and in the junior section
third out of seven.

Captain for this year was Walker, and the senior team consisted of Walker,
Heming, Foster and Press. The junior team was Mervis, Tindall, Jackson and
Martin.

It is intended this year to run senior and junior ladders in place of knock

out competitions so as to give a fair opportunity to each boy to show his standing
in school tennis.

House matches will be played off by the end of the Third Term. Last year
the House Shield was won by Pembroke.

During the summer term about 90 boys play in divisional tennis, which
gives them a regular two games per week. When the planned new courts come
into operation it should be possible to improve on this.
ATHLETICS

The annual athletic sports were held in the first quarter of the year. Once again
they were well supported by a large crowd of parents, Old Boys and friends of
the College. Sports Day has become one of the features of our annual calendar.

The inauguration of the Triangular Athletic and Swimming meetings
between Hilton, Michaelhouse and ourselves has done much to bring our three
schools closer together. The fact that a meeting can be held without points or

trophies has provided something new and refreshing in the field of school sport,
which has become increasingly competitive in recent years. It is hoped that these
triangular contests may be extended to other activities in due course.

Our cross-country teams have done well, especially as this is the first year
that they have competed in open competition. A combined staff and boys' team
entered the recentfy-inaugurated Natal league in an unofficial capacity. Out of
nine competing teams they would have finished fourth — a realty commendable
effort in senior competition. Allan Kluge, running in the South African Junior
Championships, was the second Natal boy home — a most creditable perfor
mance by a 16-year-old in an under 19 event.

We are grateful to Mr. A. Jennings for his keenness and enthusiasm in
organising these runs.
EXPLORATION

The Exploration Society continues to organise camping and hiking trips for
boys of all ages. In January a small party under Mr. Jenkins combined with some
Glenwood boys and staff to hike through Basutoland. At Easter Mr. Fish took

a group up the Sani Pass and along the escarpment. Nineteen juniors had an
exciting week in the Berg at Loteni during the July snowfall. Two all-day hikes
have given juniors an opportunity to expend their energy exploring the country
side in the Botha's Hill area. Slide shows of these trips have been held in the
Hall.

A new and popular innovation is a series of lectures and practical classes
in First Aid that members are attending at the School in order to learn what to do

in case of minor ailments and more serious accidents while hiking.
SPORTS COMMITTEE

For the Sports Committee the past year has been one of steady consolidation
in preparation for anticipated development. However,funds have been allocated
so as to provide fertilizer for all the sports fields when the Spring rains come. The
steady improvement in the condition of fields may be attributed to the regular
application of fertilizer in recent years. A further financial commitment has
been the reduction of the debt outstanding on the Sports Fund bus.
The Committee hopes that a start may be made on the Squash Court in the
not-too-distant future and with this aim in view has accumulated an amount of
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R2,400. Unfortunately, this is still short of the target figure, but we wish to
acknowledge another donation of R200 from the tuck shop.
Arrangements are being made for the building of a tennis court at Junior
House, which it is hoped will be financed by the Board of Governors as part of
its Development programme.

Since its introduction recently as an alternative sport to rugby for some boys,
hockey has gone from strength to strength, so much so that in the few matches
that our teams have played so far, they have done exceptionally well.
Additional fixtures such as these make heavy demands on our transport

facilities. The acquisition of a new three-ton Thames truck by the College
recently has relieved the strain considerably in this direction and has provided a
tremendous increase in enthusiasm on the part of teams that previously were
unable to play away fixtures. The Yacht Club, too, is entirely dependent on the
new truck in providing transport for their infrequent outings. It is indeed
gratifying to be able to send away five teams at a time for fixtures with other
schools.
YACHT CLUB

The Club has had a good year with four outings behind it, and the hope of more
before the year ends.

Membership stands at 25, and this is about ideal. At present we still only
have one Cadet and 2i Dabchicks in the fleet, but it hoped that it will soon be
possible to increase this number.

As in previous years we are indebted to Mr. Osier for the use of his Finn
Mr. Parr for the use of a Dabchick and keeler, Mr. Johnston for his Graduate
and Mr. Challenor for his Dabchick. Without the co-operation of parents in
allowing their sons to take boys out in their family boats in this way, sailing
would be very much curtailed.
Milne has proved an admirable Commodore of the club, and a number of

boys from all sections of the school have put in some good work on maintenance,
CHESS CLUB

Keen interest has been shown this year; the response coming mainly from the
Juniors.

A number of inter-school matches were played in the first half of the year.
This term the school is competing in an inter-school tournament organised by
the Pietermaritzburg City Chess Club. At present the position of the school is
fifth; there are six schools competing.
The boys who have represented the school are Falkson, Kark, Payne and
Mervis.
CADETS

The Detachment received an excellent report from the O.C. Natal Command
at this year's Cadet Inspection, which did justice to the Cadet Officers, Student
Officers and the Cadets themselves.

The Assault Course continues to play an important part in our training. It
is significant that the Special Board, appointed to investigate cadet training in
the Republic, paid a special visit to Botha's Hill to see the assault course in

operation. The O.C. of our Detachment was asked to prepare a memorandum
on this type of training for the Board to submit to higher authority.
It has been a matter of real regret that there has been no .22 target shooting,
as our armoury has been declared unsafe for the storage of arms. The result is

that for the third year in succession our boys have been prevented from partici
pating in the usual shooting competitions. With financial assistan;e from the
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Board of Governors, we hope to construct a small-arms strongroom in the
basement of the Margaret May Henderson Memorial Hall. As the plans have

been approved by the S.A.D.F., we hope that our .22 rifles will be returned in
time to start practice early next year.
JUDO

During the second half of the year Judo classes were started. Mr. R. Salmon, of
Durban, is the instructor and over 50 boys attend the classes each week.
GYMNASTIC

A Gymnastic Club was formed this year and consists of 12 very enthusiastic
members, nine of whom will be entering for the Natal Schools' Gymnastic
Championships in September. The aim of the Club is to allow its members to
participate in more advanced forms of gymnastics not met with during the
normal course of school activities.
OVERSEAS TOUR

On December 11th a party of 20 Kearsney boys will leave on the second Overseas

Educational Tour organised by ourselves. The following countries will be visited:
England, Holland, France, Switzerland, Italy, Greece and Israel. A week's
skiing instruction in Switzerland is one of the highlights that the boys are looking
forward to.

INFORMAL PRIZE-GIVING

The Informal Prize-Giving, on the last day of the school year,
December 5th, found as large a crowd present as was here for
the Official Prize-Giving. The weather was exceedingly kind; in
fact, over hot.

A really impressive gymnastic display was put on by MrTownshend's team of athletes. A full hall applauded repeatedly the

quite magnificent display of balancing and cart-wheeling, and
apparatus-work, fully worthy of a professional team. The boys must
have been very fit. Very enjoyable. Those participating were:
P. Bjorseth, R. Rolt, T. Clarence, J. Sink, J. Rivett-Carnac, A.
Eriksson, N. Reeves, W. Payne, M. Polti, J. Hesketh.
The Prizes were presented by Mrs. F. Palmer, who was grac
iously introduced by the Headmaster, and as graciously played her

part. Following is the Headmaster's brief Report:
There are a few things that I would like to mention since my Annual Report.
1. I would like to congratulate:
(<j) Mr. Harper and the Choir for a lovely and inspiring Carol Service and
for a year of useful singing.
{b) Major Hopkins and the Cadet Detachment for an impressive Remem
brance Sunday Parade and for the high praise the Detachment earned
from O.C. Natal Command.

(c) Mr. Reece and the Parliamentary Debating Society for a very successful
year including the honour of being awarded the Runner-Up prize in
the Inter-School Debating Competition and for the Best Speaker award
to Denis Brothers. I would mention also that David Berry this week
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led a debate at the Durban City Parliament and created a profound
impression.

(d) Mr. Reece and the boys who did wo well in the Fisteddfod and won
warm praise for their efforts from the organisers.
2. Staff Leaving.
Mr. L. C. Tedder, b.sc. has reached retiring age and will not be with us next

year. He has served Kearsney extremely loyally and selflessly during his
years here. He came to us with an enviable reputation as a Mathematics
teacher and enhanced this during his years here as Senior Mathematics
Master. Countless Old Boys who have passed through his hands hold him in
the highest regard, esteem and affection. Their sincere appreciation is some
thing that he will treasure for many years to come.

He served Kearsney also as Housemaster of Finningley for the years
1952-1958 and, with his wife, made a loved fatherly and motherly reputation,
earning the deep appreciation of parents and boys.

Inside the school he took his part in establishing the Woodwork section,
coaching rugby and cricket. He also completed the Quarterly Returns for
the Education Department, arranged the complicated examinations time
table and acted as Staff Secretary, among many other duties. He performed
all of these with a thoroughness and efficiency that justly earned the respect
of all Staff and myself. He has been a fearlessly honest colleague, deeply
respected and loved.

On behalf of the Board of Governors, the Staff and the boys. Past and
Present, I wish to thank him for all that he has done for Kearsney and for
the high reputation he has bequeathed to us as part of the Kearsney tradi
tion.

Mr. Hilton Thorpe, b.a. (Oxon.) has been another valued member of our
Staffsince October, 1961. He has inspired us all with his infectious, enthusiastic

.^est for teaching. His teaching of English and French has been friendly and
keen and he has helped everywhere most willingly: in tennis, athletics, the
Choir, the Yacht Club and has promoted many literary ventures amongst
the boys. He has been a delightful, open-hearted, bright and friendly
colleague. We wish him well in his new post at the Valley Trust and thank
him also for his creative contributions and service to Kearsney.
Mr. Douglwt Walker, b.a. (Hons.) has been with us for this year only but
he has quietly and thoroughly earned the affection of boys and Staff. His
teaching of English and History have been very sound and inspiring. He too
has thrown his full weight into the life of the school. As assistant House
master in 'Pembroke,' and as a rugby and cricket coach, as a member of the
Choir, as organiser of the Historical Society he has done commendable
work here. We wish him God-speed, a very happy marriage and partnership
and a very successful future.

Mr. W. Lundie, B.sc. has also been with us for one year only but in that time
we have all appreciated his efficiency and co-operation. He has been a useful
assistant Housemaster at Finningley and helped us in rugby, cricket, train
bookings, etc. We wish him too a happy marriage and partnership, and much
success in the future. We thank him for his invaluable service.

Mr. Jan Gertenbach, b.a. is another of the one-year brigade but as with the
others has left an individual contribution to Kearsney. Quietly efficient,
understanding, deeply interested in his work and sport, he has won the
affection of Staff and boys. As assistant Housemaster in Gillingham, as
rugby, cricket and athletics coach, he has done us very well indeed. We
regret his leaving us on promotion and wish him every success and hap
piness.
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Finally I should like to wish Mr. and Mrs. Storm, Mr. Burger and the boys

going on the Overseas Tour a very Happy Christmas on board ship and an
enjoyable tour.

Mr. Tedder added a few words of appreciation for what had been said
about him. He said that he regarded his office of Mathematics teacher as almost

secondary. He had always tried to impress upon the boys the virtue of saying
what they meant, and meaning what they said. Also, he put the speaking of
English as more important than the learning of figures, and here again he had
always tried to set an example. It was, he said, a severe wrench to be leaving the
school after nearly 18 years here, but he would still be living in the same house,

and hoped that Old Boys would come and see him from time to time.
SIXTH FORM PRIZE LIST

Hindson Memorial Prizefor Literature: Eriksson, A. J.
Ben Milner Prizefor Biology: Brothers, D. J.
Latin: Rogaly, E.

English: Brothers, D. J.
Mathematics: Brothers, D. J.

Physical Science: Brothers, D. J.

History: Bland van den i^rg, P.
Special Service Prize: Shire, J. W.
Afrikaans: Brothers, D. J.
Modelling, Art: Brothers, D. J.
Form VI:

1st on Year: Brothers, D. J.
2nd on Year: Bland van den Berg, P.
3rd on Year: Rogaly, E.
4th on Year: Eriksson, A. J.
PRIZE LIST

Form I:

1st on Year: Stamp, J. R.
2nd on Year: Best, H. C. A. C.

English: Best and Stamp
Afrikaans: Best, H. C. A. C.
Industry: Keir, J. B. C.
Form II:

1st on Year: Leitch, N. F.
2nd on Year: Collard, G. W.
3rd on Year: McAllister, M. G. W.
English: Phaff, C.
Afrikaans: Leitch, N. F.

Industry: Mundell, C. J. and Sommerville, T. E.
Progress: Harris, K. A. R. and Berry, P.J.
Form III:

1st on Year: Allen, P. R. L.
2nd on Year: Paul, R. L.
3rd on Year: Williams, R. T.
English: Allen, P. R. L.
Afrikaans: Allen, P. R. L.

Progress: Comins, G. C. and Clarence, T. L.
Industry: Paul, R. L. and Woodhouse, J. H.
Form IV:

1st on Year: Pechey, A. M.
2nd on Year: Burt, I. L.
3rd on Year: Maguire, W. A.
English: Pechey, A. M.
Afrikaans: Field, J. P.

Industry: Cardiga, M. V. C. A. and Clegg, C. M.
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Form V:

1st on Year; Fienberg, M. H.
2nd on Year: Smith, T. W. F.
3rd on Year: Barnard, D. M.
English: Barnard, D. M.
Afrikaans: Smith, T. W. F.
Industry: Smith, T. W. F., Heming, R. B. and Pollard, N. F.
SPECIAL PRIZES 1963

The Navy League of South Africa Essay Competition: Barnard, D.
Music: Junior:
Intermediate:
Senior:

Jackson, J. D.
Reece, D.
Hemson, C. M. C.

Art:

Rivett-Carnac, J. L.
Pollard, M. F.
Turner, A. D.
Ashby, E. W.

Drawing:
Painting:
Modelling:
Pottery:

Certificates: Speech and Drama: Berry, J. R.; Biggs, C. M.; Selbo, M. J.;
Allen, T. G.; Anderson, J. E.; Capstickdale, G.; Beveridge, M.; Muller, J. P
Bilinguaiism: Bland, van den Berg,P. and Brothers, D. J.
Afrikaanse Vereniging: Behr, P. D. J.

Sutler-Gore Prize for the best Parliamentary Speech of the Year: Broom, A. R.
and Crewe, R. M.

Henwood Trophy: Shire, J. W.

Hanle Trophy: Brothers, D. J.

Honours Awardsfor Sport: Swimming: Marr, A. S. and Bester, J. A.
Athletics:
Rugby:

Kluge, A. P.
Dooley, B. D.

Cross Country Trophy: Senior: Gillingham
Junior: Finningley
Best Sportsman of the Year: Marr, A. S.

Parkes Inter-House Scholastic Trophy: Finningley
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SPEECH DAY, 1928

A copy of ''The Natal Advertiser," December, 1928, has come into
our hands, in it is to befound thefollowing report on Kearsney PrizeGiving.
'Prize Day'drew a large assembly of parents and friends to Kearsney College
this afternoon, when the prizes were presented by the Mayor of Durban, Mr.
Alex Eaton.

Speaking on 'The value of education,' Mr. Eaton drew a parallel between
the founder of the famous American university of Harvard, and the late Sir J.
Leige Hulett, through whose munificence Kearsney College came into being.
Mr. Eaton said that in all ages and lands some human soul was found ambitious
to achieve something for the betterment of his kind, and to give creative expres
sion to lead useful lives. Sir Liege Hulett had been one of these, and Kearsney

College was one of the fruits of this spirit of public service.

IN SOUTH AFRICA

In South Africa, Mr. Eaton continued, they now stood on the threshold of their
own real development. It was their turn to grope for educational ideals, and it
seemed a right and worthy thing at this stage of the Union's history that the big
men of the country — the men of means — should come forward to help in
founding those educational institutions which would hold aloft the torch of
leadership to the citizens of tomorrow.

Kearsney College for boys was founded in 1921 by the trustees of'Kearsney
House,' the one-time residence of Sir Liege Hulett, whose gift it was, and who
was first chairman of the college council. In 1922 the conference of the Wesleyan
Methodist Church of South Africa assumed control of the college, and appointed
the governing council. The institution caters for parents desirous of an evange
lical tone in the education imparted their sons, and insistence is laid upon the
training of character, the imparting of a sound practical education, and upon
the instilling in the pupils of a sense of co-operation, and responsibility fitting
them for the tasks of true citizenship.
The college is situated on high ground in the Kearsney Estates, among
picturesque wooded country about six miles from Stanger. The grounds are
30 acres in extent, and in them a rifle range has been laid out for the use of the
college Cadet corps.

The number of students in residence is growing steadily year by year, and
about 50 boys are now boarded. Since the death of Sir Liege Hulett his eldest
son, Mr. Albert Hulett, has assumed the responsibilities of chairman of the
college council. The principal is Mr. R. H. Matterson, m.a.
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SCHOOL NOTES

The headmaster was called to the Bar, earlier this half year,
being admitted as an Advocate by Mr. Justice van Heerden in the
Supreme Court, Cape Town. He stated "This satisfies an old

ambition ... I thought it would be nice when I eventually retired to
interest myself in legal work." Congratulations!
We welcome Mr. D. McCallum on to our Staff. Mr. McCallum

is an experienced teacher and ex Vice-Principal, and has settled
easily into our midst.

We offer our sincere sympathies to the following:
Mr. L. C. Tedder, on the passing of his mother, who had
reached the gracious old age of 87; and, more recently, to Mr. and
Mrs. Tedder on the tragic loss of their grandson, who was killed
in a tractor accident.

Mrs. Storm, on the death of her father.

Mr. Yates, on the death of his father.

J. Shire, whose father was killed in an air crash off Mocambique.
J. Muller, on the death of his mother.

We congratulate:

Mr. and Mrs. Thorpe, on the birth of Hilton Ralph, on
October 30th.

R. D. Walher on his engagement to Miss Megan Jones.
W. A. Payne, on being selected for the Natal Gymnastic Team.

C. Hemson and J. Hemson who came first and second respec
tively in our essay-writing competition on Shakespeare, sponsored
by the Natal Eisteddfod. It is interesting to note that they took
exactly opposite points of view on the subject presented!
D. Barnard, who won a 'commended' in the Navy League Essay
Competition.

In the Kloof Womens' Institute Annual Show, amid many
hundreds of entries for Arts and Crafts, the following boys gained
the first three places in the Open Class Crafts:

D. L. Paterson, D. J. Brothers, J. S. Hopkins. A noteworthy
achievement.

Rev. R. P. J. le Feuvre, past Staff, is now at St. John's Rectory,
Waterloo Green, Cape, and writes "Marvellous to be home again.
Had a glorious time at College in Bristol. I spent Easter in Spain and
my last week in "The Arctic" in remotest Wales—my elementary
Welsh is now quite fluent. Tell Ken Fish he owes me a letter when he

has finished converting Finningley shambles into complete chaos."
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With the Finningley Dining Hall extension now in use, the
congestion in the other halls has been much eased. Impressive new
buildings at Junior House will be ready for the New Year, bringing
accommodation there to over 100. The new year will open with a
school population of about 460. The next important building project,
much needed, is to make the whole classroom block double-

storeyed. We fear that classroom arrangements are going to be
somewhat chaotic while those alterations are being made!
On November 22nd the Headmaster gave a supper party to
bid farewell to the following members of staff who are leaving us:
Mr. L. C. Tedder, whose long services to the school are men
tioned elsewhere.

Mr. H. Thorpe, who joined us from England three years ago,
intending later to enter the ministry. He has married and settled
and his cheerful and pleasant company will be missed, though not
altogether lost, for he is joining his father-in-law. Dr. H. H. Scott,
in administrative work with the Valley Trust.

Mr. W. Lundie, who has been with us for the one year and
taken a lively interest in the school, and Finningley in particular,
and now goes to teach in Fietermaritzburg.
Mr. J. Gertenbach, who has also had one year with us, helping
with work and sport, and serving in Pembroke House. He moves on
to a more senior post in the Transvaal.
Mr. D. Walker, who has been a most cheerful and interesting
companion for a year only. He leaves for the Cape, where he will
marry and settle down, while admitting that he leaves Kearsney
with profound regret. He will teach at S.A.C.S.
In the forthcoming year we shall be joined by the following
masters:

Messrs. R. Whiteford (returning), J. Vincent (returning), J. V.
Crewe(Old Boy), P. J. Reece(Old Boy), S. G. M. Ridge, M.Prozeski,
and M. A. Smout.

The school photographer was kept busy, having 35 groups to
take. There was a time when the annual photographs were three in
number—School, Cricket, Rugger. In addition some very striking
aerial and other photographs have been taken for us by Gerays'
Studio, Durban. They reveal the Kearsney campus as quite a town
ship!
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SCHOOL POPULATION
DOMICILE BY PROVINCES

Natal
Transvaal

DENOMINATIONS

282

88

O.F.S

8

Cape
East Griqualand
Basutoland, Swaziland, Bech-

9

uanaland

..

8
10
3

Southern Rhodesia .
Northern Rhodesia .

Methodists

.

166

Anglicans
Congregationalists

.

166

.

4
10

Presbyterians

.

29

Dutch Reformed
Jews

.

31
4

5

Baptist

7)
1)

8

Free Church
Greek Orthodox
Others

Total ..

421

Other areas(L.M. .. ..
(U.S.A.
..

4

Roman C'atholics
Christian Scientists

1

1

2
3

Total ..

421

SONS OF MINISTERS OF RELIGION

Methodist

I Smith,T. M.;IIA Smith, J. C.;IIB Attwell,T.B.; IIIA Kluge,B. L., Davies, T.;
IIIB Hittler, M. C.; HID Freeland, J.; IVS Mee, K. H.; IVA Bath, P. J.;
VB Kluge, A. P.; VC Coggin, T.; VIA Davies, K., Griffiths, M. L.; VIC
Crabtree, J. C.
Baptist
IVC Payn, J. D.
Free Methodist

IVC Guyer, D. O.
Sons of Kearsney Old Boys

IIB Balcomb, J. V., Hopkins, J. S., Robinson, D.; IIC Reeves, G. N.,
Capstickdale, G.; IIIA Dyer, R. B,;IIIB Hittler, M.C.;IIIC Drummond,G.R.,
Nilsen, R. A.; HID Balcomb, H. A., Jackson, B. C. G., Nightingale, J. M.,
Richards, D. A. C.; IVA Howells, D. E., Theunissen, T.; IVC Bertram, T.;
VB Doubell, W. M. S., Piper, R.; IVB Challenor, B. W., Clark, D.

CHAPEL

NOTES

Church life in Methodism is an itinerant one. This is clearly
represented in the variety of voices heard in the chapel during the
past year. Among visiting ministers have been C. Wilkins(Chairman
of the Natal District), I. G. Bellis (General Secretary of the Meth
odist Youth Department), P. A. Kluge (Bible Society of S.A.),
E. Watson (Children's Special Service Mission) and J. W. Massey,
H. G. Powell and F. M. Basel (Durban County Circuit). Visiting
laymen have included Oswald Saunders (General Secretary of the
China Inland Mission), E. P. Fowle, m.p.c. and R. Walker, W. R.
Hemson, D. Wayne and Commander V. E. Jupp (Durban County
Circuit Lay Preachers). The following members of staff have also
led chapel worship; J. F. Reece, K. G. Fish, H. Thorpe, C. Jeannot
and D. Lewis-Williams. In addition. Archdeacon P. Russell has led

a monthly Anglican Service.
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On Sunday morning, September 8th, the President of the
Conference, the Rev. D. P. Dugmore, M.A., received thirty-six boys
into the membership of the Methodist Church. This is always a
moving ceremony as boys of the college in the presence of their fellow
scholars make their vow of allegiance and surrender to Jesus Christ.
The following were received into membership; David Barnett, Peter
Bath, Thomas Bertram, Ivor Burt, Michael Burton, Manuel

Cardiga, Geoffrey Colloty, Wessel Doubell, Geoffrey Dyer, Anthony
Ellis, Howard Fitzwilliam, Peter Freer, Dean Guyer,
Harvett, Ian Hesketh, Allan Kluge, Douglas Knox, Sven
Barry Lawrence, John Little, Barry Manicom, Lawrence
Raymond Meyer, Ian Morgan, Johan Muller, Rodney

Roland
Larsen,
McKee,
Nilsen,

Douglas Paul, Ronald Piper, Michael Rochfort, Andre Schikkinger,
Rodney Schreuder, Graham Sell, Gordon Sink, Vernon Stuart,
David Walker, and Robert Wright.

A large crowd was present on Remembrance Sunday for the

school Remembrance Day Service which was held in glorious
weather. Few remain unmoved by the solemn and reverent atmos

phere in the chapel as the boys of the college pay their respects to
those who gave the supreme sacrifice. Mr. J. Bertram called the
roll of honour and then Mr. Matterson read the words of Mr.

Valiant-for-Truth from "Pilgrim's Progress" which end 'So he
passed over and all the trumpets sounded for him on the other side.'
In the silence that followed, the'Last Post' rang through the church—
a most poignant and gripping moment!
The Senior Boys took over the evening service on November
24th. They were all prepared a week prior and had just entered the

Chapel ready for action when providence, in the form of a power
failure, came to their rescue. We could do nothing but postpone
the service. Fortunately, it was possible to arrange it for the follow
ing week and I say, fortunately, for the boys gave a truly great
effort. Griffiths (organ) Brothers (prayer) Bland (lesson) and
Anderson (address) are to be congratulated on a fine service, much
appreciated by boys and staff alike. It is encouraging to have the
boys themselves taking such an active part in the life of the college.
This Senior Boys' Service is becoming a tradition, a welcome
tradition as long as it remains the spontaneous wish of the boys
themselves. Earlier in the year another of the scholars—Selby Smith,
one of the American Field Service Students in S.A.—shared in the

service with the chaplain.
The Carol Services will be covered more fully elsewhere.

Congratulations to Mr. Harper, the choir and readers on perfor
mances of a very high quality. Both services were sheer delight.
During the year a number of Film Services have been held. Here

eye-gate as well as ear-gate is being used in communicating the
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Gospel. We extend our thanks to Mr. Hemson for all his help with
the 'Fact and Faith' films which have proved to be very popular.
The multi-racial nature of the Methodist Church has been

emphasised by the presence in our pulpit of an African the Rev.
G. M. Ntlabati, m.a., and an Indian lay preacher, Mr. A. Harris,b.a.

The Rev. Dr. Alan Walker, the visiting Evangelist from Sydney,
Australia, visited the college on Friday, September 13th. The whole

school gathered in the chapel to meet one whose notoriety had
spread before him. Dr. Walker gave a most challenging address on
'Decision' with all the power of a great orator.
A. R. J.(Chaplain)
ANGLICAN CONFIRMATION

The following boys were confirmed at St. Agnes' Church,

Kloof on Sunday, September 22nd. The Assistant Bishop of Natal,
the Rt. Rev. A. H. Cullen officiated.

B. C. Bannister, D. C. Cole, M. E. Cope, P. J. Engels, J. N.
Fleming, P. H. Foster, E. P. Frank, G. P. Jollands, C. L. Leibbran dt
N. B. Leibbrandt, F. B. Newby, B. C. Smith, R. A. Watts.

The boys were prepared for confirmation by the Vicar of St,
Agnes', Kloof, Archdeacon P. Russell.
J. M. H.

L. C. TEDDER

When one loses an old and close and trusted friend, words of

tribute do not come easily.'L.C.' was never one for fair and meaning
less speeches; he saw through humbug at once and despised it. At
his public farewell he stated "I have always tried to make boys say
what they mean, and mean what they say." And now, his own
'obituary' would probably consist of the words 'I am an unprofitable
servant; I have done that which I ought.' No mellifluous tributes,
thank you. He would like to be known as a man who served
Kearsney quietly and soberly over a period of 18 years, and then
left when he felt he ought.

Nevertheless we cannot leave it just at that. Kearsney without
'Jake' is not going to be the same. He came towards the end of Mr.

Matterson's regime in 1946 (with raven-black hair, please note),
having had many years' experience at Jeppe High, and as Head
master of Bezuidenhout Valley School. So quickly did he become an
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integral part of Kearsney that he has many times expressed the
regret that he never taught at the 'old school' and so helped in the
early growth. His spare and austere figure has become a part of the
landscape. It has been accompanied by a delightful dry humour. He
has always enjoyed a subtle and clever story, not laughing uproar
iously, but always chuckling delightedly. With this, he has never

tolerated hypocrisy, talk for talk's sake, meaningless flattery, and
has himself been as straight as a die. A charming colleague and
teacher, whose advice and example we shall sorely miss.
Soon after his arrival he built his own home in Chapel Road,
an impressive feat which may not have aided his health. After some

years there he succeeded Mr. Reece as Housemaster of Finningley,
a post which he occupied for seven years, and where he was loved

and respeeted. In course of time he felt he preferred privacy once
more, and so returned to his old home, where he has lived since. As

he joins the Maths staff of D.H.S. we hope that he will live on here,
so that at least though we do not have him as a teacher, we shall
continue to have the pleasure of his company as a friend. Also—

how could he manage without his bowls, and the fellowship of the
S.O.E. which means so much to him?

L.C. has been a rare bird in one respect. Trained and practised
as a Maths and Science teacher, he has devoted his reading time
mainly to the Classics. The width of his reading has been largely
responsible for his and Mrs. Tedder's feat in winning the Final of
the Cross Country Quiz and so bringing reflected glory upon our
selves. Time will never drag for him as long as there is a good book
handy. He has many a time said that he is much more interested in

getting boys to speak and appreciate the English language properly
than in learning to evolve mathematical problems, and he has always
set the example in precise and sensible speaking.

It has been a long and gracious innings, and many boys, past
and present, will pay tribute to the influence L.C. has had over their
lives, particularly in his denunciation of humbug and shallow think

ing. They will join together in wishing him and his family many more
happy days and—pleasant memories.
J. F. R.
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FINNINGLEY HOUSE NOTES

1963 HAS BEEN A YEAR of many changes for Finningley. In
July we were sorry to have to see our Housemaster, Mr. Hopkins,
and Mrs. Hopkins leave the House because of Mr. Hopkins' com
mitments as Vice-Principal. We are glad they are still with us at
Kearsney and appreciate their continued interest in the House. In

their stead we welcome Mr. and Mrs. Fish and their family and
wish them many happy years at Finningley.

Other new staff, who came at the beginning of the year, are
Sister M. Brokensha, Mr. W. Lundie and Mr. M. Mossom. Mr.

Lundie is leaving us to settle in Pietermaritzburg and we wish him
and his bride every happiness in the future.

This year the new Sixth Form wing was opened. It has provided
the senior boys with added privacy and prestige and has enhanced
the character of the House. In August a dinner was held as a farewell
to Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins and to celebrate the opening of the
Finningley Dining Hall. The past housemasters of the house and

their families were also at the dinner, at which the Hopkins' family
presented the new hall with a painting to commemorate their stay.
The hall is an attractive addition to the school buildings and we are
very proud of being able to take our meals together there as a
community.

Our thanks go to our prefects who have admirably carried out
their duties and held the interests of the House at heart. R. Greene

started the year as Head Boy, but unfortunately he had to leave at
Easter. His popular replacement was Roy Bickerton, who has been
assisted by prefects G. Craven, A. Erikssen and M. Griffiths.

Many of our boys deserve congratulations for excellent per
formances in academic and sporting activities. We commend;

Brothers, for being made Dux of the School, and for being the
Best Speaker in the final round of the Pietermaritzburg J.C.C. interschool debating competition. J. Berry was also a member of the
debating team.
Erikssen for being chosen to attend the Fifth International
Youth Science Fortnight in Great Britain.

Bickerton for his captaincy of the 1st XI, and his score of 156
not out while on tour.

Bickerton, Coull and Little for playing in the I st XV.

W. Payne for representing Natal Schools at diving and gym
nastics.
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Press and Foster for playing in the School 1st Tennis Team.
Our Junior Cross Country Team for their outstanding win in
the Inter-House cross country.
Our Tug-of-War Team for repeating last year's win at the
School Sports.

Broom for his outstanding performance in the leading role of
the play 'Morning Departure.'
The following members of the House are leaving at the end of
the year: Bickerton, Craven, Erikssen, Griffiths, Broom, Brothers,
G. Evans, Hinch, Joubert, Press, Somers-Vine, Turner, Woods, the

three Berry brothers, who will be going to school in England, A.
Scott, English, Parr and Harvett. We wish them God speed and
extend our sincere wishes to them for happiness and success in
the future.
E. R. J

GILLINGHAM HOUSE NOTES

This has been a happy and successful year for our House.
Gillingham boys have distinguished themselves in all aspects of
school life, academic, cultural and sporting.
The House magazine,'The Chair,' made a solitary but glorious

appearance under the enthusiastic editorship of M. Awerbuch. It
was a commendable effort that should be repeated more frequently
next year. Gillingham was well represented in Parliament and special
mention must be made of Crewe who was a most able Prime

Minister and also tied with the Leader of the Opposition for the
Sutler Gore Trophy for the best speech of the year. Peter Behr has
been a very able and enthusiastic chairman of 'Die Afrikaanse
Vereniging.' A number of Gillingham boys acted in and assisted
backstage with the play 'Morning Departure.'
The Swimming Gala was won for the third successive year.
This was in no small measure due to the efforts of Marr. He was

not only Captain of Swimming but also broke four sehool records.
At the South African Championships he won the national 440

medley in record time. Crabtree and Marr swam for the Durban
District Schools' team.

Another Captain of sport in Gillingham was Anderson who
captained Athletics most ably. Both he and Kluge, who came first,
bettered the cross country record. Kluge was selected as reserve
for Natal Schools and ran an excellent race.

Many boys whose names appear in the respeetive sections
represented the House in the first rugby and cricket teams. Crabtree
was on the rugby committee.
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At the beginning of this year the new sixth form wing came into
use. This provides a sixth form common room and cubicle accom
modation for fourteen boys. The privilege of having study facilities
of one's own is something which the senior boys will put to good
use. Another building project which has affected the affairs of the
House is the Sanatorium. We take this opportunity of thanking
Sister Anderson for her efficient treatment of all our ills. Here in the

House Sister Hornby continued to do sterling work in sorting out
the hundred and one problems of a hundred and nine boys.
This year the House welcomed three new masters but has
survived the strain remarkably well. They are Messrs. J. Gertenbach,
D. Hicks and D. Lewis-Williams. Unfortunately Mr. Gertenbach
will be leaving at the end of the year. He will be missed in many

ways; perhaps he will have second thoughts and return to the fold
in the near future.

The House has been fortunate in having an excellent team of
prefects. Under the firm leadership of P. Bryan, the head prefect, J.
Anderson, F. Courie, S. Gibson and S. Marr kept the House in
good order.
D. L.-W.

I wish to add my personal thanks to the Matron, Assistant Staff
and Prefects, in particular Head Prefect, Peter Bryan, for their
loyalty, co-operation and assistance without which the administra
tion of the House would be impossible.

To the boys who are leaving Gillingham at the end of the year,
we wish every success and happiness in the future, whatever that
future may hold in store for them. We hope that they have benefited
in some small way from being here,just as the House and the school
have benefited from their being here.

We are very sorry to lose Mr. Jan Gertenbach at the end of the
term. Although he has been with us for only one year, he has taken
a very keen interest in the life of the House and the school and we
shall miss him. We wish him everything of the best for the future.
G. E. B.

PEMBROKE HOUSE

NOTES

After only only two terms in Pembroke, I feel somewhat hesi
tant about writing these Notes; however, I do wish to record some
of the impressions I have formed since taking over from Mr. Nel in
July, and so I shall trespass upon your patience.
Pembroke is, without any doubt, a happy House. The credit for
this must go to Mr. Nel and to those who have helped him to
establish the traditions of the House since it opened eight years ago.
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Boys find the security'necessary7for happy "day-to-day life in a
boarding school when they^know clearly what is expected of them
in the way of behaviour — and I have been delighted to find that,
enerally speaking, they treat with respect the various regulations

Necessary for pleasant communal living. It has also been encouraging
"o discover that they accept cheerfully the varied punishments

^awarded to them for their transgressions!
Well-deserved tributes were paid to Mr. and Mrs. Nel when they
left the House at the end of June. His letters from North Dakota

(where he is studying at the University) indicate that he is working
hard and that the family is enjoying life in the United States. We
shall all be pleased to see them when they return at the end of 1964.

Assistant Housemasters this year have been Messrs. Jeannot,

Walker and Yates. All three have carried out their duties cheerfully,
and have won the affection of the boys. I wish to acknowledge the
invaluable help which they have given me as I have learnt the ropes
of House administration. Mr. Walker leaves us now; he is to be
married, and will continue his teaching in the Cape. We wish him

(a nd his bride) the best of luck in the years ahead. Mr. Vincent wilj
b e returning to Pembroke in 1964, and we give him a warm welcome
Sister Anderson, Matron of Pembroke since it opened, moved

across to the new Sanatorium at the beginning of this year. The
domestic supervision of the House has been taken over with quiet
efficiency by Mrs. Macdonald, and we trust that she will be with us
for many happy years. Both these ladies deserve our best thanks for
their untiring efforts behind the scenes.

A good set of Prefects is of immeasurable value to any House,
and in this respect Pembroke has been most fortunate this yean
Ably led by J. Shire, the other five (in alphabetic order; P. Bland

van den Berg, H. Daykin, E. Rogaly, J. van den Berg and J. Wood)
have exercised their authority firmly and with understanding. In
this they have had the full co-operation of the Sixth Formers, and
we wish all these boys every success as they leave us, thanking them
for their contribution to the spirit of the House.
In addition to winning the Inter-House Trophies at the Athletic
Sports this year, we have made substantial contributions to most
departments of the College life. It would be invidious — and

probably tedious — to list the names of all who have represented
the school in the various sports. Eight members of the 1st XV and
seven regular players in the 1st XI came from Pembroke; as indi

viduals, we received many of the prizes and trophies at the Swimming
Gala and the Sports. We have also played our part in the cultural
life of the school, notably in the Dramatic Society, the Chess Club

and the Wesley Guild. In the cadet detachment, our boys have
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accepted their full share of responsibility as student officers, N.C.O.'s
and members of the Band. Congratulations to all.
To conclude these Notes, I wish to express my thanks, and those
of my wife, to all — boys, staff and parents — who have made us
feel so welcome here.
P. E. M.

KEARSNEY PARLIAMENT
PROGRAMME

July 26th: Impromptu Motion: "That South Africa pays too much
attention to Politics." Motion lost.

August 9th: Opposition Motion: "That the Government is making use of

the General Law Amendment Bill to further its own policies." Proposed
by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition (A. C. Murray) and opposed
by the Minister for Justice (F. A. Courie). Motion lost.
August 23rd: Government Motion: "That the Government is using its
available finance in the best interests of the State." Proposed by the
Minister for Finance (R. Hansen) and opposed by the Member for
Pilgrim's Rest (J. A. Perkin). Motion won.
September 20th: Opposition Motion:"That the Government maintains its
policies by fear." Proposed by the Member for Dwykasfontein (J.
Dickens) and opposed by the Minister for Lands (B. Hart). Motion
won.

October 25th:

Debate vj. Estcourt School. Government Motion: "That

this Government refutes the accusation that it maintains its policies
by fear." Proposed by the Minister for Lands (B. Hart) and opposed
by Estcourt. Motion lost.
November Sth: Annual Debate with Durban City Parliament. Kearsney
(A. R. Broom, A. C. Murray, D. Brothers, R. M. Crewe) proposed
the Motion "That this Government refutes the accusation that it

maintains its policies through fear." Opposed by D.C.P. (Messrs.
E. S. Kerdachi, J. A. Bruce, P. M, Butler, R. W. Morris). Judges
awarded a tie.

The programme has again been a short one, but in one way or
another the School Debating has been to the fore. The five routine
meetings showed increasing debating ability, not only mong the
old hands (mentioned above in the final debate), but among fifth
formers, two of the best of whom, the Berry twins, will unfor
tunately be leaving us for England shortly. The debate with D.C.P.
was held too late in the year, when seniors were more interested in
exams, so that the atmosphere was wrong. But the Kearsney Team
spoke well—a good deal better than D.C.P., we thought (an
opinion shared by one judge), and we hope that Messrs. Broom,
Crewe, Brothers and Murray will have the opportunity to go on
debating in their spheres.
Our three-man Debating Team (referred to elsewhere) took us
through to the Inter-School Final—a good effort—and D. Berry

had the honour of opposing a motion in the Durban Parliament
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itself—a motion 'That Examinations should be abolished,' proposed
by a Northlands' High School girl. He spoke very well—one of
the best speeches heard in years, they said, both for content and
delivery—and led the voters to an easy victory!

INTER-SCHOOL DEBATES

This new venture, introduced by the Junior Chamber of Com
merce, brought about sixteen schools in the Pietermaritzburg area
into conflict, and proved an undoubted success. Each team had one
member from Matric, one from Junior Matric, and one from J.C.,
our trio consisting of D. J. Brothers, J. Berry, and S. Lindsay.
To the undoubted delight of the team and its supporters we
found ourselves pitted against a Girls' School each round, not that
this meant easier opposition—far from it, for girls are very fluent—
but because of the attractive social activities afterwards!

In round one we disposed of Girls' High, in opposing the
motion 'That men of thought have contributed more to the world's

welfare than men of action.' In round two we similarly defeated
Girls Collegiate in proposing 'That adversity is a better trainer of
character than prosperity.' We had the easier argument there!
Round three was a bye, and in the final we met Russell Girls High,
who had just disposed of Michaelhouse. Here we opposed the motion
'That a benevolent despotism is preferable to a democracy.' Here
the speaking was of very high standard and the judges' verdict in
favour of Russell Girls must have been by the slenderest margin;
we congratulate them.

In round two S. Lindsay was awarded a gift token for the best
speech of the evening, and in the final D. J. Brothers gained a
similar award. His speech is reproduced in this magazine.

We wish to thank the Chamber of Commerce for organising
these debates, and for the helpful comments made by their judges.
J. F. R.

JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY

The Third Formers have given this society their support and showed
that anybody who tries can overcome his shyness and address a full
hall. The best speaker of the year was R. Darby. As well as internal
formal debates, a hat debate and a Parachute Debate, two debates

with other schools have been held. Kearsney lost a debate against
King's Prep. School, where Levin was adjudged the best speaker.
Kearsney won a debate with Hilton in which Darby was the best
speaker and Selbo won a friendly Parachute Debate.
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DRAMATIC SOCIETY

The death of Mr. W. L. Henderson is recorded elsewhere in

this Chronicle, and much has been said of his wonderful generosity
to the College. It is fitting, however, that the Society should pay its
own special tribute to the man whose gift has made possible dramatic
activities previously undreamt of at Kearsney. We shall try to show
how much we value his kindness by making full and good use of
the Henderson Memorial Hall.

On Saturday, 31st August, a large audience of parents, youth"
campers and boys were entertained by melodrama and music. The
prograrnme consisted of two one-act plays and a musical interlude

'Something to Talk About,' an episode which takes place in an
English country house on Christmas morning, was cast from boys
in the second and third forms and was produced by Mr. Jenkins
(who,incidentally, was the only member of the staff actively involved
in the whole presentation). All the players gave creditable, not to
say credible performances, and we are encouraged to know that
there is some useful talent available for our future productions.
Two electric guitars, a powerful amplifier and a set of drums can
produce an enormous volume of sound — and this they certainly
did in the capable hands of Melman, Monks and Silbermann. Their
contribution to the evening's entertainment, and that of vocalist
Manicom, may have given headaches to the older members of the
audience, but it certainly gave considerable pleasure to a large
number of young initiates.
Give a play like 'The House of Mystery' to a forceful fifth
former, ask him to stage it with the help of his class-mates, and
anything may happen. In the event, most things did happen! Mark
Awerbuch started by collecting a gang of well-cast thugs (as well as
three charming young lads); he drilled them relentlessly (and
hilariously) through numerous rehearsals; he collected their cos
tumes, supervised set-building and sound effects, and even re-wrote
parts of the play. The result? A memorable half-hour of laughter
and bloodshed. What the production lacked in polish, it made up
for in enthusiasm. The experiment has shown that the boys can

provide their own entertainment — and gain useful experience and
much pleasure in doing so.

My final word is one of thanks to all those boys and staff who
have worked so hard behind the scenes this year. Without their
efforts back-stage, in the control room, in the workshop and in the
make-up room, we should not have been able to provide most of the
entertainments which the College has enjoyed during 1963.
P. E. M.
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DIE

AFRIKAANSE

VERENIGING

Al word dit ook aanvaar dat seuns cm 'n verskeidenheid redes

by die Vereniging aansluit, is dit nogtans verblydend om te sien
dat die ledetal vanjaar groter as ooit tevore was. 'n Interessante
verskeidenheid programme is in die loop van die jaar aangebied, en
die Vereniging hou aan, glo ons, om 'n waardevolle rol te vervul in
die opieiding van seuns in ons tweetalige land.
Bywoning van die vergaderings, hoewel heeltemal vrywillig, was
goed en die meeste lede het groot bereidwilligheid getoon om aan
debatte en ander besprekings deel te neem.
Die geesdrif van die komitee het baie daartoe bygedra om die
werksaamhede van die Vereniging 'n sukses te maak, en die ywer
en pligsgetrouheid aan die dag gele deur die voorsitter, Peter Behr,
verdien spesiale vermelding.
Werksaamhede van die tweede halfjaar;

2 Augustus: Debat; „Dat daar in Suid-Afrika te veel tyd aan sport bestee
word."

16 Augustus: Lesings. Die volgende lede het lesings gehou: Brokensha,
Gilbertson, Johnston, Dyer en Schwulst.
30 Augustus: Vasvrawedstryd.
20 September: Afrikaanse rolprent: „Die Wildeboere."
18 Oktober: Debat: „Dat dit, behalwe in die geval van plaasdiere, moreel
verkeerd is om diere te gebruik om geld mee te verdien."
1 November: Drie Afrikaanse, dokumentere rolprente.
1. „Oorblyfsels van 'n ras" — 'n interessante rolprent oor Boesmans.
2. ,,Krag vir Suid-Afrika" —die gebruik van petroleum-produkte in
ons daaglikse lewe.
3. „Die tweede Rugbytoets — Frankryk teen Suid-Afrika."

MUSIC

NOTES

CHAPEL CHOIR

After their exertions in preparation for the Choir Concert
held in August and reviewed elsewhere, the choir started to rehearse
for the Carol Service and at the time of writing preparations are
reaching finishing stage.

I would, however, like to record my thanks to all who took part
in the Choir Concert—the choir, soloists, staff ladies who coped
nobly with the contralto parts, Mrs. Whiteford, who played the
difficult accompaniments, and to Mr. Lewis-Williams who gave us
such an entertaining interlude. Also to Mrs. Reece who accompanied
the Spirituals and anthems, and to all the instrumentalists who per
formed solos or who played in the ensembles. It was a happy occasion
deserving of a larger audience.
J. M, H.
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We are hoping to put on a number of special events during 1964 to
mark the 25th anniversary of the school at its present site at Botha's
Hill. It is hoped that these will include an orchestral concert in the
School Hall in the first term, and in the third term performances of
H.M.S. Pinafore by Gilbert and Sullivan, as well as other musical
events at present being planned. Those interested should keep an
eye on the school calendar.
J. M. H.

CHOIR

CONCERT

This concert, held on August 24th, was much enjoyed by
the School and visitors. Singing was rousing and well controlled, and
clearly enjoyed by the singers—always a good sign. Instrumentalists
overcame a certain nervousness in showing unsuspected talent, while
Mr. Lewis-Williams proved a complete 'dark horse' in putting on a
thoroughly professional conjuring display. This sudden revelation
of talent was the Open Sesame to a large number of calls for similar
performances all over Natal!
PROGRAMME

Choir: Two Negro Spirituals.
1.

The Battle of Jericho.

2. Swing Low, Sweet Chariot.
Two American Ballads for Clarinet Quartet.
1.

Sweet and Low.

2.

Kentucky Baby.
{Ciarinetiists: Walker, Lee, Clegg).
Trumpet Solos.
1. Andante(from Trumpet Concerto) J. Haydn.
Two piece for Instrumental Ensemble.
1. St. Anthony Chorale. J. Haydn.
2.

Ecossaise. L. van Beethoven.

{Flute: M. C. Balfe,

Clarinets: Walker, Lee, Clegg,

Trumpets:

Guyer and Lindsay).
Choir: Two Anthems.

1. O taste and see. R. Vaughan Williams.
2. O praise God in His holiness. A. Gibbs.

Choir accompaniments played by Mrs. Reece.

Treble soloists:

Henderson, Tomlinson and J. Milbank.

Conjuring Interlude: Mr. Lewis-Williams.
Songs of the Fleet. C. V. Stanford. For Soloists and chorus.
1. Sailing at Dawn. Soloist: Mr. D. Hicks.
2. The Song of the Sou'wester. Soloist: Mr. H. Thorpe.
3. The Little Admiral. Soloist: Mr. H. Thorpe.
4.

Farewell.

Soloist: J. Dickens.

Accompanist: Mrs. E. Whiteford.
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Maxwell,

CAROL SEJRVJIICE
The carol service was presented twice, on Friday, November
29th, and Sunday, December 1st, on both occasions to a full church.
The weather was kind, the church was tastefully decorated with

candles and flowers, and the arc lights lit up the stained-glass
windows beautifully. The services were immensely worth while and
greatly enjoyed. The singing was some of the best we have heard,
and the readings were well done. Our Chaplain gave very apt, and
suitabily brief, addresses, and the spirit of Christmas pervaded the
Chapel. All present expressed their high appreciation of the very
hard work put in by Mr. Harper and his choir, to have attained the
state of perfection achieved.
ORDER OF SERVICE

Organ Music
Prelude and fugue on 'es ist ein ros.' C. Edmunds.

Choral prelude on 'es ist ein ros.' J. Brahms.
Pastorale (from 'Christmas Oratorio'). Corelli
Introductory Hymn: Once in Royal David's City.
(Choir only v. 1-3)(Methodist Hymn Book 859).
Prayers
Carol: The 'Bell' Carol. Eric Thiman.

1st Lesson: Gen. 22, v. 15-18.(God's promise).
Carol: 'Es ist ein ros' entsprungen. (Praetorius).
2nd Lesson: Isaiah 9, v. 2, 6, 7. (Christ's birth foretold).
Hymn: O come, O come Emmanuel.(M.H.B. 257).
Choir only v. 1.
3rd Lesson: St. Luke 1, v. 26-35, 38.(The Angel Gabriel).
Carol: Gabriel's Message.(Basque).
4th Lesson: Micah 5, v. 2-4.(The glory of Bethlehem foretold).
Carol: The holly and the ivy. (English).
(The congregation are requested to join in the choruses, but to remain
seated).
Chorus

The rising of the sun.
And the running of the deer,
The playing of the merry organ,
Sweet singing in the choir.
Carol: Infant Holy.(Polish).
5th Lesson: St. Matt. 1, 18-25.(The birth of Christ).
Hymn: Hark the herald angels sing.(M.H.B. 117).
6th Lesson: St. Luke 2, 15-20.(The Shepherds).
Carol: O leave your sheep.(French).

Hymn: Lo, within a manger lies.(M.H.B. 124). Omit v. 1.
Carol: Lullay my liking. Gustav Hoist.
7th Lesson: St. Matt. 2, v. 1-12.(The wise men).
Carol: Noel, Noel, Noel. (French).

8th Lesson: St. John 1, v. 1-14.(Mystery of the Incarnation).
Address: Rev. A. R. Jennings.
Carol: Christ was born on Christmas Day.(English).
Hymn: O come all ye faithful. (M.H.B. 118). Omit v. 4.
Concluding Prayers
Organ Music: Postlude on 'Adeste Fideles.' Eric Thiman.
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ART

DEPARTMENT

An exhibition of pottery and pictures was on view in Gillingham
House dining hall for end of year Prize-Giving. Lack of space
limited exhibits of pictures to four large beaver boards, but a very
good cross section of the year's work was shown. Prize winners for
the year (Rivett-Carnac and N. Pollard; drawing and painting
respectively) and a number of extra art students showed still life,
landscape, charcoal portraits etc. Juniors also exhibited excellent
still life studies in tempera, some repeat patterns and quick action
sketches in wax crayon.

The Kloof Children's Show entries (for which several awards
were won) filled one board with lino prints and still life paintings.
A three-coloured by Orson Toombs deserves special mention.
Annual Competitions were won as under:
Prize winners in the Pottery Section were:
Ashby, Senior {Throwing on the Wheel).
Turner, Junior {Modelling).
Roundwriling in Gold Ink: Form I: J. B. C. Keir (1st Prize).
A. E. Salm (2nd Prize).
I. Duncutn (3rd Prize).
Lino Cuts: Form 11. La.: N. F. Leitch, G. W. Theunissen.
Form II. Ma.: H. T. Howieson.
Form II. Ma.: J. V. Balcomb.

Form 11. Mb.: A. J. V. Attenborough.
Form L: J. B. C. Tweedy, C. M. Lawrence.
Headmaster's Christmas Card Competition: R. H. Lloyd, Form I.
Mrs. Lutley's Prize: O. Toombs for outstanding Lino Cut.

YACHT CLUB REPORT, 1963

The second half-year saw a total of five outings, all of them
highly successful. There might well have been more, but for the
vicissitudes of weather and transport, and members are having to
learn the very necessary quality of patience in waiting for suitable
conditions for sailing.

The greatest single development since our last report has been
the very generous gifts from parents towards funds. These gifts
have enabled us to climb out of the red, build a new Dabchick, buy
another, and rig another. As a result, it should be possible for the
club to sport four Dabchicks next year,in addition to the Cadet, and,
following trends in Durban at present, it seems that we will have to

start building upwards, rather than outwards in our storage of
boats there.
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We become increasingly grateful to Mr. Parr for the continued
use of his Sprong, and now for his making available to us his
use of his Sprog, and now for his making available to us his
those who are having to wait while others use the dinghes. Mr.
Johnston has also let us use his Graduate, and Mr. Challenor his

Dabchick, both of which have made a great difference to us during
the year.

If the boys were to become as keen to maintain the boats as

they are to sail them,we would really feel that we had got somewhere.
However some very useful work has been done on maintenance,
and it is to be hoped that with the increasing number of boats in
our possession, this side of the club's life will develop.

CHESS CLUB

Interest in the Club has not been as great as that shown in

the first two terms. The main activity of the Club was the par
ticipation in a tournament for the William Hart Memorial Trophy,
donated by the City Chess Club of Pietermaritzburg. Kearsney was
placed fifth; there were six schools competing. The boys who have
represented the School are Falkson, Kark, Mervis and Payn.

A friendly match was played against Estcourt High School.
Kearsney was narrowly defeated, but the play was interesting and
constructive.

EXPLORATION SOCIETY

This society continues to organise camping and hiking trips for
boys of all ages. In January a small party under Mr. Jenkins com
bined with some Glenwood boys and staff to hike through Basuto-

land. At Easter Mr. Fish took a group up the Sani Pass and along
the escarpment. Nineteen Juniors had an exciting week in the Berg
at Loteni during a heavy snowfall in July. Three all-day hikes have
given Juniors an opportunity to expend their energy exploring the
countryside in the Botha's Hill area. Indoor meetings where slides
of all trips were shown have been held.

A new and popular innovation is a series oflectures and practical
classes in First Aid that members are attending at the School in
order to learn what to do in case of minor ailments and accidents

that may be encountered while hiking.
E. R. J.
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DEMOCRACY IS

BENEVOLENT DEPOTISM

This Is a transcription of the prize-winning speech by D. J. Brothers
in the final debate against Russell Girls High School
Editor

I HAVE LISTENED to my Worthy opponent's speech with close and chivalrous
attention and I appreciate her arguments so persuasively put forward. As Herod
Agrippa might have said, "Almost thou persuadest me — not to be a Christian,
but at least to tolerate a benevolent Despotism." However, with all deference to
her undoubted charm and fluency, I feel that she is basing her whole argument
on an imaginary conception, and is thus arguing from false premises.
To do justice to this debate I feel that I must begin by challenging the
validity of the term 'benevolent Despot.' It is extremely difficult to argue against
something which one feels does not and cannot exist. This is the position in which
I find myself. According to the Oxford Dictionary, the definition of a 'despot' is
"an absolute ruler, a tyrant, an oppressor.' To my mind it is illogical to try to
apply the adjective 'benevolent' to such a person. The two are a contradiction
in terms. Throughout history it has been obvious that power goes to the head,
for that is human nature. Time has shown that whenever men have become

despots and made themselves absolute rulers they have never known how to use
their power benevolently. There has been one man only, throughout history, who
had absolute power and who used this power completely benevolently and justly.
This man was Jesus Christ and even he had to go out into the wilderness for a
long time to fight off the temptation to use his power selfishly. I don't think

it necessap' for me to reel off a long list of the despots of history until I end up
with the tin gods of the African states to the north of us, none of whom has shown
any benevolence.

As a result of thought along these lines it is my reasoned opinion that we
are arguing with air about something which may very well exist ideally, but which
is impossible in reality. Can my opponents really prove that something which
merely has a Utopian existence is preferable to something which has a real
existence? I trust that they will not dare to say that the ordinary type of Despotism
is better than Democracy! A so-called 'benevolent Despotism' presupposes an
elevation in human nature to which it cannot go.
Thus the ground is cut from under the feet of my opponents simply because
they seek to show the advantages of idealism over realism. Some of us may look
to the ideal of attaining 90% or more for every subject written in the exams at
the end of the year. There is no denying the fact that such a mark is much
preferable to the lower ones which we usually obtain. However, it must remain
an ideal since most of us cannot attain such high marks. One can thus hardly
argue against idealism because it has no real existence. As a result I find the

ground cut away from under my feet also as I try to argue against such a nebulous
hypothesis.

I say that a Democracy is necessary to prevent a minority from exploiting
the common man. In the case under discussion this minority would consist of
one man only, of course. It is much better to suppress abuses through a
democratic system rather than by the private tyrannies and violence which a
despot will ultimately show, whether he regard himself as benevolent or not. It
cannot be doubted that many brains are better than one. Each thinker will have
a different viewpoint from the next, and thus no two will come to the same
conclusion for exactly the same reasons. As a result of this, the pooling of all the
various ideas must produce solutions which are more balanced and likely to
succeed than the decisions of one despot who is liable to confuse his own ideas
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with certainties and who would surely be superhuman if he could guarantee tha
he had remembered every single factor that should be taken into account.
Such Parliamentary rule, which tends to make the community depend on
compromise and agreements rather than on suppression and violence, may not
be a perfect system, so few systems are, but it has a much better history than
autocracy.

The results of a despotism are aggression abroad and oppression at home.
Take for example Dr. Hastings Banda. Recently, only this week in fact, he said
in Blantyre. "I am the boss, and anyone who does not know that is a fool."
Thus we see that Despots are always jealous, and as a result they very easily
make hostile and extreme decisions which would be avoided under the milder

channels of Democracy, where one man's impetuosity is controlled and checked
by the others' restraint.
As is always true, the proof of the pudding lies in the eating. How many
countries today are run satisfactorily by 'benevolent Despots' if such people could
possibly exist? Throughout history, how many countries have ever flourished
under such superhuman rulers? If, as the proposition suggests, a benevolent
Despotism is so preferable to Democracy, why are there not more countries
governed under this system?

It has been said that everything gives offence to a tyrant, which, as you will
remember, is the dictionary definition of a despot. Any despot, benevolent oi"
otherwise, is always terrified that there is somebody after his blood. He knows
that he is the only one responsible for anything that happens. Thus, if matters
are not satisfactory, he is the one to blame. It is obviously impossible for every
thing to go smoothly all the time and this is how many despots come to their

end. He knows this, and so he is always on the alert and always suspicious. If
a citizen has popularity, he is a rival, and suspect. If he is wealthy, he is corrupt
ing the people with money, and is suspect. If he is poor he is suspect, for the poor
man has nothing to lose. If he is virtuous and austere he is censuring the
profligacy of his despot, and is suspect. If he is a philosopher, an orator, or a
poet, he is challenging the renown of his despot. If he is a warrior he is dangerous
— military coups d' etat are quite common in South America. Everything can
be an offence. Life under a despot must be difficult.
Let us return to the Oxford Dictionary once more. We find that the
definition of Democracy is 'that form of government in which sovereign power
resides in the people as a whole, and is exercised either directly by them or by
their electoral representatives.' This is a real thing which has existed and worked
for a long time. My worthy opponents argue that a 'benevolent Despotism' is
much better. To this I reply that there is no such thing as a benevolent Despotism,
and therefore one cannot argue about it. Instead we offer Democracy which does
exist and which has over the years been proved the fairest and soundest form of
government. I submit that this is much preferable to any sort of despotism and
that the proposers of this motion have nothing to argue about since their
preference is merely a figment of their imagination!
Thank you.
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FOR EXAMINATIONS

{Speech by D. Berry at Durban City Parliament)
I HAVE LISTENED With closc attention to my worthy opponent's speech, but
must admit that I am not convinced. Put in a nutshell, the personal element
comes too much into the system she proposes.
Let us first of all look at the necessity for ordinary internal examinations.
They are an old institution, and despite criticism and denunciation they continue
to be held. The reason is that they are indispensable and of tremendous value.
On the whole children do not dislike examinations. They act as a stimulant and
compel many students to put forth that extra effort which is necessary to convert
superficial 'woolly' knowledge into knowledge that is thoroughly learnt and
clearly apprehended.

It is true that many of the most important results of education are not
susceptible to examination. The real test of education lies in the depth and
permanence of interests that pupils acquire, rather than the facts they learn. It
has been said that education consists in what is left when the pupils have for
gotten all the facts they learned at school. This is only a half-truth, for there is
no conflict between interests and knowledge. And even if we take character
as the supreme test of education, the fact remains that intellectual achievement
is both an aid to character-formation and one of its by-products.
I think that no-one can raise objection to informal tests which arise
naturally from the work in hand. They are a check on the immediate retention
of facts of all kinds. So, you ask, why the necessity for internal terminal exams?
The answer is that though short tests are useful as guides to work done, they
cover only a short section of the work at a time, and it is therefore necessary
to have longer tests to see the wider picture.
All right, you say, let us have internal examinations; but why not dispense
with public examinations?

Let me illustrate my answer. Suppose a school set its own Leaving Exam

ination. Here we have two schools represented, Northlands Girls High, and
Kearsney. Let us suppose that the papers set by Northlands are of a high
standard, and that the examiner requires a thorough knowledge of the subjects
involved. Meanwhile at Kearsney the papers are more lenient, requiring only
scant knowledge, and marked by a tolerant examiner. At both schools, those
who pass are awarded a gold-bordered certificate, and may pass through the
schools free men or women, to enter the University or take a job. It is easy to
see that the standards attained are not comparable, and no true reflection of
ability can be obtained by comparing the two sets of results. In addition, of
course, the marking of the paper may be greatly influenced by the name at the
top. This inconsistency is fair neither to pupil, to University or to employer.
It is therefore essential to have a system in which the papers set, the standard
required, and the impartial marking is similar for all schools. This requires an
external public examination. The system may not be ideal, but must remain
unless some suitable alternative can be devised. If a University Enrolment Board
has nothing to rely upon but a school's internal examinations, what a task it
would prove for them to have to go through all papers to test the standards and
the marking systems. The only solution is to have a fixed set of examinations
which comply with a given standard and are marked impartially, be they public
examinations or University Entrance examinations.
The same problem occurs when pupils are seeking entrance into a High
School. In my own school I know that we have applications from pupils with
brilliant reports, but who, on arrival, prove to be little more than mediocre. The
simple fact is that standards are not the same, and the teachers are bound to be
prejudiced. No teacher will deliberately prevent his pupil from going to another
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school, or getting a job, if he can possibly help it. He will over-mark, or set
easy papers. I repeat, an external examination, the same for all pupils, is
essential.

Not only are Public Examinations a method of control over results, but they
act as a control on the standard of teaching. When the Natal Education Depart
ment some years ago dispensed with the Primary School Certificate for Standard
VI, they found that they lost a good deal of control over the quality of the work

done, especially in smaller schools. If a teacher knows that his pupils, however
young, are to sit an external examination, he knows that, for the security of his
own position, he must keep them well up to the mark.
Of course we are bound to hear arguments about stresses and strains and
mental turmoil. But we all have to face crises from time to time, and the sooner we

start getting practice, the better. Both the P.S.C. and the J.C. give examination
experience to those who later will take the Matric. or go to the University.
I maintain therefore that the external examination is essential to ensure that

all students are judged by the same standards. They act as a stimulus and control.
Any assessments made by headmasters or teachers is bound to be affected by
personal interest, and false impressions created. Assessment must be completely
objective, never subjective.

A

VISIT

TO

LEVER

BROTHERS

On TUESDAY, 3rd December 1963, our class 2MB. went on a tour of Lever
Brothers.

When we arrived we were introduced to our hostess who was to show us

around. Our hostess was fitted with a small hand microphone so that once in
the factory we could hear her talking above the rumble of machinery.
We were than taken to the big room where there were huge pans which
contained 45 tons each. There were 22 of these pans. In the pans was hot soap
liquid. The heating is done by steam. In the pans were many different colours
of soap liquid.
We then went on to see the Lifebuoy soap being dried and being made into a

long square line. It then went into a machine which had the Lifebuoy wrapping
paper on little stickers and as the soap went into the machine it was cut into
pieces and wrapped up, and out it came in an endless line of bars of soap. At the
end of the line was an African worker, who placed the soap in boxes. He knew
the exact amount of soap that would fit into them. The boxes were then sealed
with glue and taken to an enormous storeroom.

We then went on to see the Margarine and Holsum being packed. It was
poured from a machine into boxes and sealed. The packets of Holsum were
wrapped at an enormous rate by African workers. It was then packed into crates
and sealed.

We went to see how Pepsodent toothpaste was packed and filled. The tube
goes rovmd on a wheel and is filled with toothpaste from the bottom. The ends
are then nipped shut and it is put into boxes and packed away.

We also saw Lypoyl being loaded into the tubes but did not see it being made.
We finally went to the restaurant and were given cake, mineral and ice
cream. After that we thanked our hostess and left.

It was very interesting and enjoyable indeed.
R. Holdcroft(IIMB.
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A CONCEPT FOR THE YOUNGiA REMINDER
FOR THE OLD

The curtains open and the teenagers scream, for this is the world of a

teenager idol. Now Kearsney has its turn and on a Saturday morning the twang
of a guitar and crash of a drum echos over Botha's Hill. The staff think us

deplorable but to us they are far from adorable. Our history is short but our
conflict is long. We ask ourselves a question very similar to Hamlet's: 'To
Practise or not to Practise,' generally the latter.
Remember that you were young once and even if you do not like the nervejangling twang and beat or the so-called improper twist, pause and think back
to the days of the Charleston.
Bohemian

THINKING BACK

Here and there a few isolated experiences spring to mind, ones which
either caused amusement or embarrassment.

The Kearsney Chapel was (and still is) famous for its bees, which resisted

all efforts to remove them from its roof. Dead bees were swept up by the bucket
ful, and every service found them flying about with evil intent. Personally my
most hair-raising encounter took place during one Easter holiday break when
Sunday service was being held for local residents, and I was playing the har
monium, A swarm of bees flew in at the window and settled on the keyboard
and over my hands. The situation called for an act of heroism, for we were in
the middle of a hymn, and in desperate fear of being stung to death I continued
playing, trying to put my fingers where the bees were not, and pretending that
this was a routine experience. We got through the hymn somehow, with bees
over my hands and up my arms, at which point the minister, the late Rev.
Frank Orchard, suggested we adjourn and continue the service elsewhere. The
Victoria Cross has been awarded for less than this.
A very pungent memory is also attached to the same harmonium. It was of

course necessary to pump the bellows hard with one's feet to keep the music

going. The occasion was the first Sunday of a new term. I sat myself down as
usual to play the first hymn, and at the first pump I was sent reeling as though
hit between the eyes. A rat, if you please, had eaten its way into the bellows and
had died and putrefied inside. One pump of this air was enough to asphyxiate a
regiment of soldiers. I cannot remember now how or whether I got through the
hymn. The whole church was filled with the all-pervading perfume, and actually
it was weeks and weeks before we really got rid of the smell. It is wonderful what
a long way a little bit of dead rat can go.
J. F. R.
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CADETS

We are pleased to report another successful year of Cadet
activities. Thanks to the training of Mr. J. Harper the Band has
shown considerable improvement in both bugling and drumming—
in fact Kearsney was placed second in music at the Annual Band
Competition. It is a pity however that valuable points were lost in
marching as on the whole our Band made a very good impression.
The Annual Cadet Inspection was carried out by O.C. Nata
Command, Colonel van den Hoven. The turn-out, marching and
bearing in general were a credit to each cadet on parade. In con
gratulating the Detachment, the Colonel expressed his approval of
an excellent parade. S. O. Cunnington is to be commended on the
calm and efficient manner in which he conducted the parade.
Without doubt the most expressive parade of the year was that
held on Remembrance Sunday, when the Detachment marched to
the Memorial Pavilion for the wreath-laying ceremony. At the

march-past the salute was taken by the President of the Old Boys'
Club, Mr. L. Forsyth. The parade was indeed a fitting tribute to the

memory of those Old Boys of the School who made the supreme
sacrifice.

The Assault Course continues to be a useful part of our train

ing and provides a welcome relief from parade-ground work.
Approval has been sought from the S.A.D.F. for the construc
tion of a strong-room in the basement of the Henderson Memorial
Hall in order to store the .22 rifles and ammunition which were

withdrawn some three years ago. If final authority can be obtained
from Q.G.H.G. we hope to resume .22 target shooting next year.
In conclusion I wish to thank Major J. Storm, the Cadet Officers
and Student Officers for their willing and enthusiastic support
during the year.
J. H. Hopkins, major
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ATHLETICS
TRIANGULAR ATHLETIC MEETING

The second Triangular Meeting with Hilton and Michaelhouse
was held at Michaelhouse on 21st September. This was a well-

organised and entertaining meeting which provided performances of
an extremely high standard.The fact that thirteen records were broken

and one equalled is ample proof that the absence of points and
trophies in no way detracts from keenness or the excellence of
performance. Of the Kearsney competitors R. Dyer, A. Kluge and
H. Lindsay were the most successful.
We wish to thank our hosts for their hospitality.
J. H. H.
PROGRAMME

1. Long Jump, Open: t, P. Gallo (M); 2, M. Merrick (H); 3, C. James (H).
Distance 20 ft. 11 ins.

2. Discus, Under 16; 1, D.Downs(M);2,C. Christierson(M); 3, S. Ryan(K).
Distance 151 ft. 4J ins.(Record).
3. Long Jump, Under 15; 1, P. Hatfield (M); 2, M, Warner(H); 3, G. Lumley
(M). Distance 20 ft. 2J ins.(Record).
4. Long Jump, Under 16; I, A. Bell (H); 2, C. Black(M); 3, T. Kearland (H).
Distance 19 ft. OJ in.
5. Shot, Open: 1, R. Downes (H); 2, R. Holmes (H); 3, N. Hermer (K).
Distance 48 ft. 71 ins.(Record).
6. High Jump, Under 14; 1, D. Pooley (M); 2, C. Russ (H); 3, T. KaneBerman (H). Height 4 ft. Ill ins. (Record).
7.

Mile Medley, Under 16; 1, MHS; 2, KC; 3, HC. Time 3 min. 52.9 sees.
(Record).
8. Miie Medley, Open: 1, MHS;2, HC; 3, KC. Time 3 min. 51 sees.
9. 880 yds.. Under 16; 1, S. Norwood(M); 2, D. Guyer(K); 3, L. Harding(H).
Time 2 min. 9.3 sees.

10. 880 yds.. Open: 1, M. Glennie (H); 2, J. Holley (M); 3, P. Gallo (M).
Time 2 min. 5 sees.

11. High Jump, Under 15; 1, L. van Rooyen (H); 2, N. Seott (M); 3, H.
Fitzwilliam (K). Height 5 ft. OJ in.
12. 100 yds., Under 14; 1, R. Dyer (K); 2, D. Tiekton (M); 3, C. Jewell (H).
Time 12.0 sees.

13.

yds.. Under\S: 1, H. Lindsay(K); 2, P. Hatfield (M); 3, A. Mons(H).
Time 11.3 sees.

14. 100 yds.. Under 16; 1, P. Nash (M); 2, Gellately (H); 3, K. Taylor (H).
Time 10.6 sees.(Reeord).
15. 100 yds.. Open: 1, P. Thorrington-Smith (M); 2, J. Havemann (H);
3, D. Ellman (M). Time 10.6 sees.
16. 880yi/s., Under 14; 1, M. Burchell(M); 2, J. Pigott (H); 3, G. Gill)ertson
(K). Time 2 min. 18.6 sees.
17. 880 yA., Under 15; 1, R. Campbell(M); 2, M. Warner (H); 3, T. Barras
(M). Time 2 min. 13.5 sees.
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18. Discus, Open: 1, R. Downes (H); 2, N. Hermer (K); 3, R. Holmes (H).
Distance 173 ft. 1 in.(Record).
19. 110 yds.. Hurdles, Under 16; 1, P. Turner (M); 2, D. Austin (K); 3, G.
Giles (H). Time 15.7 sees.

20. WO yds.. Hurdles, Open: 1, B. Moon(M); 2, M. Cross(M); 3, N. Huxtable
(H). Time 15.0 sees.
21. Long Jump, Under 14; 1, R. Collins(M); 2, A.Calliafas(H); 3, J. Inglis(M).
Distance 16 ft. 6 ins.(Record).
22. 220 yds.. Under 16; 1, P. Nash (M); 2, A. Bell (H); 3, C. Black (M).
Time 22.8 sees.(Record).
23. 220 yds.. Open: 1, P. Thorrington-Smith (M); 2, B. Moon (M); 3, M.
Glennie(H). Time 23.3 sees.
24. One Mile, Under 16; 1, A. Kluge(K); 2, G. Chennells(M); 3, L. Harding
(H). Time 4 min. 47.6 sees.(Record).
25. One Mile, Open: 1, J. Holley (M); 2, D. Martin (K); 3, M. Truscott(M).
Time 4 min. 49.5 sees.

26. 220 yds.. Under 14; 1, R. Dyer(K); 2, D. Tickton (M); 3, A. Walker(K).
Time 25.6 sees.(Record).
27. 220 yds.. Under 15; 1, H. Lindsay(K); 2, P. Hatfield (M); 3, J. Boyd (M).
Time 24.5 sees.

28. Shot, Under 16; 1, S. Brown (H); 2, S. Larsen (K); 3, T. Keartland (H).
Distance 47 ft. SJ ins.(Record).
29. 440 yds.. Under 16; 1, P Nash (M); 2, A Bell (H); 3, D. Guyer (K).
Time 53.9 sees. (Record).
30. 440 yrfj., Open: 1, P. Thorrington-Smith (M); 2, M. Glennie (H); 3, M.
Cross (M). Time 50.7 sees.(Record).
31. 4 x 110 yds.. Under 14; 1, HC; 2, KC; 3, MHS. Time 50.6 sees.
32. 4 a: 110 yds.. Under 15; 1, KC; 2, MHS; 3, HC. Time 48.1 sees.
33. A X no yds.. Under\f,: 1, HC; 2, MHS; 3, KC (Disq.). Time 47.0 sees.
34. 4 x: no yds.. Open: 1, HC; 2, KC; 3, MHS (Disq.). Time 46.4 .sees.
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RUGBY
1ST XV

Captain: J. W. Shire.
Committee: J. C. Crabtree, H. J. Daykin and J. C. van den
Berg.

The first team did not quite come up to expectations this year,

although certain players maintained a consistently high standard of
play. Injuries played their part in this respect and the fact that only
two players were able to play all the matches, underlines this.
It is also true that in many matches we were very much outsized
and outweighted by our opponents, but that is not the whole story.
In most cases there is an answer to this problem—mobility, and

mobility calls for fitness. As it is schoolboy players we are dealing
with, it is sad to think that there can be reason for expressing
criticism of this nature. Yet there are players who do not realise the

importance of being one hundred per cent fit, and if they do, they
regard it the duty of the coach or captain to get and keep them fit.
Unfortunately lack of numbers and the the resultant limited selection

often prevent one from meting out the only fair form of treatment
to these players.

With a comparatively light pack, lack of possession became one
of the team's main problems. In the matches where we had our fair
share of the ball, the team played bright, open rugby but with the

three-quarters too reluctant to deviate from the orthodox play.
During the July holidays the first team undertook a very
pleasant tour of the Western Province, playing Rondebosch, Wynberg and Bishops. Detailed reports of these matches appear else
where.

On behalf of the touring party and the school, we wish to express
our sincere thanks to the Headmasters and staff of these schools

for making the tour possible and for the wonderful hospitality we
received during our stay there.

Captain, John Shire, led the first team very ably and in-

spiringly, always setting a fine example of conduct andjsportsmanship
both on the field and off it.

Congratulations to the following players on being awarded
their team colours for 1963: J. A. Bester, R. Bickerton, P. H.

Bryan, B. C. Coull, J. C. Crabtree, H. J. Daykin, B. Dooley, R. B.
Heming, A. Levy, J. E. Little, A. S. Marr, J. B. Milne, G. P. Sell,
J. W. Shire, V. N. Stuart and J. C. van den Berg.

We extend special congratulations to B. D. Dooley on receiving
his Honours Award, a distinction which he richly deserves. It was
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most unfortunate for him that an ankle injury kept him out of the
game just at a time when he seemed set for provincial honours.
To the Durban Rugby Referees' Sub-Society we express our
sincere thanks for providing referees for all our senior matches. We

wish to assure them that this unselfish service is much appreciated
by the school.

20th July

vj. Rondebosch Bovs' High School

Away

Lost 0-9

Rondebosch: Penalty and two tries (9); Kearsney:0
Kearsney lost the battle for possession against the much bigger and heavier
Rondebosch pack especially in the line-outs.

The Rondebosch three-quarters however failed to capitalise on this, mainly
due to some excellent tackling round the scrum by Dooley and very effective
covering play by our loose forwards Crabtree, Daykin and Shire.

With Kearsney forced into an almost entirely defensive role through lack of
possession, and the Rondebosch players unable to make better use of their full

share of it the match did not offer much to the spectator.
The only points scored in the first half were from a penalty goaled kicked
by the Rondebosch full-back. Van der Merwe. In the second half the home team
added two tries, the first when their forwards went over in a bunch and the
second from one of the few good handling movements of the match in which
Schreiber scored.

23rd July

vs. Wynberg Boys' High School

Away

Lost 8-9

Wynberg: Three tries (9); Kearsney: One goal and one try(8)

The caption 'Wynberg Boys Scrape Home,' to Maxwell Price's report on this
match in the Cape Times, gives an accurate summing up of this match which was
indeed as close as the score suggests.

It was an exciting and entertaining match in which Wynberg staged a late
recovery to gain victory in the closing minutes.

Kearsney led 5 - 3 at half-time after Wynberg had persistently wasted the
good work of their forwards by fruitless high kicking. Excellent tackling by
Kearsney also helped to keep Wynberg out for a long time.

Barker, centre, scored for Wynberg after five minutes, but although seeing
plenty of the ball, they were unable to add to the tally.

Kearsney went into the lead when Shire and Daykin initiated a good hand
ling movement from the loose, the ball going to Bester, centre, who drew the

full-back well before passing to Sell who went over in the corner. Heming
converted with a fine kick from touch.

In the second half Kearsney took up the attack, and Stuart took the blind

side cleverly for an unconverted try in the corner to put Kearsney ahead 8-3.
This sparked off a sustained Wynberg offensive and the home forwards
stormed to the attack.

In the closing minutes Coetzee, right-wing, scored after a good line move
ment initiated by Barker, who had switched from centre to fly-half. The winning
points came shortly afterwards when a Kearsney defender misfielded and Good
picked up well to score the deciding try.
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25th July

M- Bishops

Away

Lost 0-16

Bishops: Two goals and two tries (16); Kearsney:0

Bishops proved too strong for a Kearsney team which was beginning to feel
the effects of undertaking three matches in six days against three of the strongest
schools in this area.

As in the Rondebosch match the heavier Bishops' forwards secured a major
share of the ball from the scrums and line-outs and forced Kearsney into a
defensive role. In this respect Cabtree and Dooley played a great game around
the scrum and when the Bishops' line got going, Bester and Van den Berg held
up their outside men with dour tackling.
The Bishops handling was uncertain at times and the Kearsney halves were

not combining well, mainly due to the fact that the ball came very slowly from
the scrums and the line-outs, making it very difficult for Dooley to give an
accurate service to his line.

Playing with a strong wind, the home team took up the attack right from
the start. From the first line-out they opened the scoring when Anderson went
over.

Tactical punting by the Bishops fly-half kept them on the attack and Basson
scored their second try from a line-out converting his own try. Half-time score
8-0.

Less kicking by Bishops in the second half brought their backs into the
picture more. Chiddy sent Duncan away on the left wing, Basson converting and
Southern went over in the right hand corner for the final points.

3rd August

v.t. Campbell High School

Away

Won 20 - 3

Kearsney: One goal, three tries and two penalty goals (20); Campbell: One
try (3)

Although Kearsney won by a comfortable enough margin, the team as a whole
did not play well, without wishing to detract from the efforts of a very game
Campbell defence which, unfortunately, faded somewhat in the later stages of
the match. We gained possession of the ball far more often than Campbell but
too much individualism amongst the backs and unnecessary bad handling

generally, squandered many scoring opportunities for Kearsney.
When some of the Campbell players failed to retire the necessary ten yards

after Kearsney had been awarded an early penalty, Heming made sure with
his second attempt at goal. Soon after this Campbell scored a well-deserved try.
Heming kicked another penalty and shortly afterwards Rogers' heel against
the head resulted in a full three-quarter movement with Levy scoring in the

corner. When Westgate joined the line from the full-back position, thus creating

the overlap, Kearsney seemed certain to score but a bad fumble ended the
movement abruptly. From a penalty Kearsney took a short kick and the ball
travelled quickly along the back line for Bester to go over, making the halftime score 12-3.

Soon after the resumption the Kearsney forwards made a lot of ground with
a determined hand to hand movement. The final pass went to Coull who scored
in the corner. From a set scrum Aitchison broke well to find Shire and Daykin

well up in support. Heming converted Daykin's try to make the final score 20-3
in Kearsney's favour.
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10th August

vj. Northlands

Away

Lost 3 - 6

Northlands: Two tries (6); Kearsney; One penalty goal (3)
This was a hard match played in a strong wind which made playing conditions
unpleasant. The defence on both sides was good with the Kearsney centres, Marr
and Van den Berg, tackling particularly well while the covering of the forwards,
especially Daykin and Shire, relieved several dangerous situations. The North
lands scrum-half gave his line a good service but their fly-half was very effectively
marked by the Kearsney loose forwards.
Kearsney came close to scoring early in the first half when Shire and
Heming led a strong forward rush after a loose scrum. However the only score in
the first half came from a penalty goal by Heming which gave Kearsney a slender
3 - 0 lead at half-time.

Early in the second half right wing, Clarke, had a good run for Northlands.
When he was tackled near the Kearsney line, one of their forwards barged over

from the resulting loose scrum.
Kearsney was gaining more possession of the ball now and, although
playing into the wind, they launched several determined attacks.
From a scrum right on the Kearsney line, the Northlands left wing scored
round the blind side to make the final score 6 - 3 in their favour.

17th August

vj. Michaelhouse

Home

Won 6 - 3

Kearsney: Two penalty goals (6); Michaelhouse: One penalty goal (3)
Although at times somewhat scrappy, it was a hard exciting match in which
Kearsney made better use of their more limited opportunities. That in the end
was the measure of the difference between the two teams. Michaelhouse was let

down by uncertain handling amongst their three-quarters and by perhaps over
doing tactical punting when it seemed that they would be better served by running
with the ball. Although there were no tries scored in this match, there was a great
deal of three-quarter play but the defence on both sides proved superior on each
occasion. In this respect the Kearsney centres, Marr and Hester, did particularly
well and loose forwards Shire and Daykin covered excellently.
Kearsney scored first when Heming kicked a 30-yard penalty. At this stage
Kearsney was doing most of the attacking with the players backing each other
up very well. Just before half-time Smith levelled the score with a penalty goal.
Soon after resumption Heming put Kearsney in the lead with an easy
penalty when a Michaelhouse player went offsides in front of the posts. Smith
failed to equalise for Michaelhouse when they were awarded a penalty in a
similar position.
In the closing minutes of the match the Kearsney forwards nearly scored
after a well-placed cross-kick by Van den Berg but the final whistle went with
the score at 6 - 3.
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21 St August

vi-. St. Andrews (Grahamstown)

Home

Lost 3-17

St. Andrews: One goal and four penalties (17); Kearsney: One penalty (3)
The much bigger and stronger St. Andrews forwards dominated all phases of the
set play, giving their three-quarters unlimited possession of the ball. The fact
that they were able to cross the Kearsney line only once, is clear enough evidence
of the calibre of the Kearsney defence. Although confined to a role of dour
defence in the first half, towards the end of the match, the Kearsney team
seemed the fitter and not only held a territorial advantage, but was on the attack
as much as their opponents.

Other features of this match were the enterprising play of the St. Andrews

three-quarters, especially their quick switch of the direction of the attack, and
the prodigious place-kicking of their front-ranker, Ewing.
When Levy was penalised for hanging on to the ball after a tackle, Ewing
kicked the first of his four penalty goals, most of them long and from an acute
angle. Shortly afterwards the St. Andrew's second centre took an outside pass
from his wing to score the only try of the match. Ewing converted and the score
was 8-0. Two more penalties by Ewing made the half-time score 14-0.
In the second half it was not all St. Andrews. Shire was playing an exem

plary game for Kearsney on the attack as well as defence, initiating several
good movements from the loose with his team mates well up in support.
But it was Ewing again, this time from the halfway line and five yards in
from touch. From the moment of contact it was a goal all the way, making

Ewing's personal contribution to the total, 14 points.
Shortly before the end Heming scored Kearsney's only points with a penalty.
24th August

VJ. PlETERMARITZBURG TeCH.

HomC

Lost 3-5

Tech.: One goal (5); Kearsney: One try(3)
Kearsney was unfortunate not to win this match. They held a distinct territorial
advantage and on several occasions came close to scoring from enterprising

three-quarter movements. Full credit must be given to a determined, sometimes
desperate, Tech. defence. Aitchison seemed to have particularly bad luck when,
crossing over from a neat blind side break, the referee ruled all hands and then
ordered a twenty-five drop-out.

Mail put Kearsney on the attack with an excellent break but the rest of
the team did not support well enough and the movement broke down. Van den

Berg held on too long before passing to Levy on the wing and Kearsney lost
another good opportunity of scoring.
The Tech. fly-half pimted ahead for Slabbert on the wing and, with the
ball bouncing just right for him, he had little trouble in evading his opponent
to score a well-engineered try which was converted.
Shire collected the ball after a loose scrum and started a forward rush

which gained a lot of ground. Heming passed quickly to Bester who was pulled
down on the Tech. line. From a loose scrum Bickerton found himself in posses

sion and after making a lot of ground, passed to Coull who played back to the
line enabling Mart to score far out. Heming's attempt at converting hit the
upright.

Kearsney was on the attack right from the start of the second half but

they were kept back, mainly by excellent work by the Tech. full-back.
Attack followed attack but somehow Tech. seemed to keep us out. Heeling

against the head, the Kearsney line went into action again and once again right
wing. Levy, was tackled right on the line. From the resulting scrum, Aitchison
broke round the blind side and appeared to score but the referee ruled all hands.
The final whistle went with Kearsney attacking strongly but the score re
mained at 5 - 3 in Tech.'s favour.
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31st August

w. Hilton College

Home

Lost 3-11

Hilton: Two tries and one goal (II); Kearsney: One try (3)

As in many other matches, Kearsney was heavily outweighted in the forwards
and on several occasions lost possession in the scrum through being pushed off
the ball. Milne however hooked well and secured a fair share of possession for
us. It was a hard yet open match with both teams in turn attacking and defending
well. Kearsney was unfortunate in suffering several injuries during this match
which necessitated reshuffling and this, as well as the increased weight advantage
of the Hilton team, told in the end.

The match started at a tremendous pace with Kearsney very much on the
attack. Van den Berg, on the wing, had a good run and backing up well just
failed to hold a hard inside pass from Mail. Seconds later, from a fbll line move
ment, Van den Berg made the running again and then sent out a well-timed pass
to Hester who scored. Heming failed to convert.
Hilton attacked strongly but Stuart relieved the pressure with an excellent
touch. They were however rewarded soon afterwards when their left wing
kicked ahead, dispossessed full-back. Little, and scored. In a tight scrum Hilton
pushed Kearsney off the ball and a very good line movement enabled right wing.
Bell, to score between the posts. An easy conversion made the half-time score
8 - 3 to Hilton.

Soon after the resumption a good diagonal punt by Stuart had the Hilton
wing kicking for touch very hurriedly to relieve a dangerous situation for them.
From a set scrum, Stuart exploited the blind side and passed to Levy who nearly
scored.

Near the end, Havemann made it 11-3 to Hilton when he scored an
unconverted try.

7th September

vj. The Old Boys

Home

Won 39 -11

This was an entertaining match in which skill and fitness, in the end, triumphed
over skill.

We thank the Old Boys for their continued interest in this match, which
provides a very pleasant and light-hearted end to our rugby season.
Old Boys' team: Peter Francois, Glen Sherrell, Ken Wooller, Ron Zeller,
Bruce Hulett, Neville Polkinghorne, Mike Rodda, O. Beier, A. Pringle, Peter
Warmback, Robin Blamey, Harry Baumann, Roger Lindsay, "Trevor
Polkinghorne, Wyn Rock.

2ND XV

This has been a very happy and successful season as the results
testify. In spite of thirty-three players having represented the team,
replacements did not weaken the side appreciably. The team always
attempted to play open rugby. The backs ran well and the forwards

gained sufficient possession of the ball, especially from the loose.
Backs and forwards combined well and many tries were scored
through good backing-up.
The team had some very good games, but also some in which
nothing would go right. I think particularly of the matches against
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Gleiiwood and Pietermaritzburg Tech. In these two games every
thing went wrong.

Aitchison, who captained the team during the first half of the
season, was lost to the 1st XV in August. Hall, the vice-captain,
took over the captaincy with Austin as his understudy. These three

did a tremendous amount of good work both on and off the field,
and were of great assistance to me. Hermer's kicking was an
invaluable asset, but unfortunately he was inconsistent. I would
class Hipkin and Allen, both of whom started in the 3rd XV, as the
most improved players.
In conclusion, I quote from a school magazine, a schoolboy's
view,"But in the final analysis of a season which none of the team
will ever forget, it was the spirit to succeed which made the team do
well."
2ND XV
RESULTS
vj. PiNETOWN
vj. Harward 1st XV
vj. Glenwood

Won 43 - 0
Lost 3 - 10
Lost 3-23

vi.
vj.
V5.
vj.
vs.

Won
Won
Won
Won
Won

D.H.S
Maritzburg College
Voortrekker
Port Natal
Westville

13 6866-

3
3
3
0
0

vj. Campbell
vj. Northlands
vs. Michaelhouse

Won 36 - 0
Drewl2-12
Won 6 - 3

vs. Maritzburg Tech
v5. Hilton
w. Old Boys

Won 9- 8
Lost 0- 9
Won 27 - 9

final analysis

Played 14, Won 10, Drew 1, Lost 3, Points for 172, Points against 89.
UNDER 15

The Under 15 Teams had a good season. They started off with a
couple of'easy' games and big scores in our favour and then settled
down. Both the 'A' and 'B' teams were without 'stars' whom the

others could rely on to do the work, all fifteen had to share the job
and their success can be attributed mainly to good team work,
unselfish passing and running with the ball.
Congratulations to Campbell (full back) and Edwardes (front
rank forward) who were selected to represent Durban in the Under
15 Intertown match vs. Maritzburg.
UNDER 15 'A'
v.y. Campbell High School
vs. Northlands
vj. Michaelhouse
vi. Maritzburg Tech
w. Hilton
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..

Drew 11 - 11
Ixjst 3- 8
Won 6 - 3
Won 11 - 0
Lost 0-13

UNDER 15 'B'
13 - 0

v.v.

Alexandra High
Northlands
Michaelhouse

V.T.

Maritzburo Tech

V5.

Hilton

v.v.
V.?.

,.

Won 21 - 0

,.

18 - 3
Lost 5 - 8

6- 3

J. w. s.

3RD XV

This year, the 3rd XV played hard and attractive rugby. Although
only winning four out of the 13 games, they were never down-hearted
and week after week came back to avenge their previous defeat.

As always the lower teams are drawn upon to fill places in the
upper divisions and so on many occasions we fielded practically
a fourth team.

However games and practices were always enjoyed by all and
the spirit shown by the 3rd XV boys was excellent.
For the 3rd XV the season ended off on a bright note when
they played a staff team, drawing with them 3-3.
G. A. Y.
THIRD XV

vs.
vi.
vj.
ra.
vs.

Alexandra High 1st
Northlands
Michaelhouse
Maritzburo Tech
Hilton

Lost
Won
Lost
Won
Lost

0-19
8- 3
10 - 16
15 - 8
0- 8

UNDER 13 'A' DIVISION

This year, for the first time, the Under 13 players were divided into
two divisions. This meant that more boys were able to play rugby

and learn something about the game than in previous years. It also
meant that the competition for places in the 'A' and 'B' teams was
stiffer than previously; this proved to be a good thing.

A number of the players showed that they possess the potential
to become very good rugby players even if the team's records for
the season do not seem to indicate this. The teams, at times, played

extremely well and, at times, very badly. The main weakness
appeared to be a lack of confidence in their own strength and com
bined abilities. Greater things can be expected from these players
as they move up into the higher divisions.
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The results of the matches played this year by the Under 13 'A'
and Under 13 'B' teams are as follows:
UNDER 13 'A'

VJ.

PlNETOWN
Harward High School
.
Glenwood High School
.
Highbury Preparatory School ..
Maritzburg College
.
Thomas More School
.
Westville High School
.
Campbell T. H. S
.

VJ.

Northlands High School

VJ.
V5.
VJ.
VJ.
JJ.
VJ.
VJ.

.
..

VJ.

Clifton P. S., Durban, Ists ..

VJ.

Beachwood High School

..

..

VJ.

Clifton, Nottingham Rd., Ists

..

Won 3- 0
Drew 9- 9
Won 18 - 6
Lost 0-31
Lost 0-47

Won 36 - 0

Lost

6-21

Lost

3 - 15

Lost 3-26
Drew 6- 6
Won 6- 5
Lost 3 - 19

UNDER 13 'B'
.
.

Lost
Lost

,

Lost
Won

VJ.

Highbury P. S. 2nds
Highbury P. S. 2nds
Division X
Westville J. S. Ists
Thomas More School

VJ.

Clifton P. S., Durban, 2nds

.

VJ.

Highbury P. S

.

Won 20 - 0
Won 6- 3
Lost 0- 3

VJ.

Clifton, Nottingham Rd., 2nds ..

Drew 0- 0

VJ.
VJ.

VJ.
VJ.

0-11
0-25
0-25
6- 3

UNDER 13 *C' DIVISION

This season the Under 13 'C and 'D' Divisions served primarily
as a source of supply for the 'A' and 'B' teams, but in spite of the
changes the division enjoyed its rugby, and several boys new to the
game showed encouraging progress.

In the second half of the season we had three matches, one

against Westville which we drew 6-6 after a close and keenly
fought game. The second, against Highbury, resulted in a very
pleasing 22-0 win for Kearsney, scorers in the game being Payne
and Scheepers, D., while Pentecost did some good kicking. Our
final game, against Thomas More, resulted in a 6-0 defeat for
Kearsney.
All in all, we have had a successful season and look forward

to further progress next year.
J. A. Hewson
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SWIMMING

A GALA VS. D.H.S. which was to take place on November 16th
unfortunately had to be cancelled because of the weather.

We have, however, had more water polo this term than we have
had for many years. When there are no galas in the immediate

future to train for, waterpolo seems to be the best way to get the
boys into the water and fit when the weather is not always warm
and pleasant. Empangeni brought a team down on Saturday 9th
November, which lost to our 'A' team 7 - 1 and then beat our 'B'
team 3 - 1. It was a most enjoyable day and we hope to have more
schools competing next year.

The Life Saving Teams have been training according to the
old R.L.S.S. handbooks and as soon as the new S.A.L.S.S. hand

books come out we will change to their requirements and take the
tests early next year.
J. W. S.

CRICKET

On the whole this has been a disappointing season, after a
highly successful tour during the September vacation. The talent
has been there, but it has not really come to light.
Bickerton has proved to be an able captain and his batting has
improved of late. He scored 50 in the final game of the Offord Week*
Hipkin has had a good season, scoring over 500 runs. He is by
far the most consistent of our batsmen. Unfortunately he had a

poor Offord Week, but perhaps next year he will have better luck.
Morgan, Aitchison and Rawlins have all had some useful
innings with the bat. Let's hope that they do even better next year.
As far as the bowlers are concerned both Austin and Sell have

worked hard, but have had many catches dropped off their bowling.

Spin bowlers Bland and Awerbuch have together taken the most
wickets. Awerbuch has had more than 50 victims this year. During

Offord Week, Dyer showed promise of becoming a useful left-arm
spinner.

As only two members of this team leave at the end of the year
we can hope for better results during 1964.
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24th September

vs. Zingari C.C.

Home

Match Drawn

Kearsney 1st Innings:
Bickerton, b McKcnzic

.■

Morgan, not out
Hipkin, not out

.. 51
.. 15

Bowling:
Austin
.. ..
Awerbuch
..

52

Extras

10

O.
6
5

M.
R.
0
23
0
22
^ .

W.
1
2

Zingari C.C. 1st Innings; 109 for 4.

Total(for 1 wkt. decl.) .. .. 128

Away

VS. Underberg C.C.

28th Ssptember

Won by 53 runs
Bowling:

O.

M.

R.

31
58

Sell
Bland

.. 159

Ryan

5
15
5

0
1
0
0
0

18
94
35
32
34

Kearsney 1st Innings:
..
..

Morgan, c Heine, b Root

..

34

Bickerton ..

3

Extras

..

24

Hooey

6

Total (for 2 wkts. decl.)

.. 306

Aitchison, not out

Kearsney 1st Innings:

110
25
.. .. 5
45
28

Extras

1
5
1

1

2

Underberg 1st Innings: 253

Home

VS. Creighton
Match drawn

1st October

Hipkin, not out
Neil-Dore, b Smith
Aitchison, L.B.W. Eaglestone
Hooey, b Stokes
Bickerton, not out

.. .

W.

Bowling:

O,

M.

R.

Austin

13
12

2
0

51
67

p.

M.

R.

W.

12
5

0
3

2

47
13
11

4
1
4

Awerbuch

W
4
4

Creighton 1st Innings: 276

7

Total (for 3 wkts.) .. .. .. 218

2nd October
Kearsney 1st Innings:
Hipkin, L.B.W. Fann
Morgan, b Anderson

Won by 149 runs
v^. Eastwolds
Bowling:
39
Awerbuch
78
Bickerton ..

Home

Bickerton, c Stone b Fann
Aitchison, not out

5
85

Bland

6

Ryan, run out
Hooey, not out

1
31

Eastwolds 1st Innings

111

Extras

Total (for 4 wkts. decl.)

21

.. 260

Won by 3 wickets
3rd October

Away

vs. Umzimkulu

Kearsney 1st Innings:

Bowling:

O.

M.

R.

W.

Bickerton, L.B.W. Hulley
18
Neil-Dore, L.B.W. Hulley
8
Aitchison, c Parr b Hulley
4
Hooey, c Hulley b Reynolds
.. .. 2
Hipkin, c Farr b Reynolds .. • • • 10

Sell

13
11
8

3
0
I

26
52
53

]

Awerbuch
Bland

Umzimkulu 1st Innings: 155

Rawlins, c Farr b Strydom .. .. .. 46

Bland, b Hulley
Ryan, not out
Austin, not out
Extras

Tota (for 7 wkts.)

3
31
28
8

158
403

5
3

Won by 112 runs
4th October

vr. Hiohflats

Kearsney 1st Innings:

Away

Bowling:

Hipkin, b Hancock
Morgan, c and b Foster
Aitchison, c Carle b Swift
Rawlins, c Swift b Foster
Ryan, c Huily b Foster ..
Bland, c Dreyer b Hancock .

O.

M.

R.

W.

Austin
Bickerton ..

7
7
6

37
33
13

Awerbuch

5.5

0
1
1
0

1
2
3
4

52
22
34
35
15

Sell

39

Highflats 1st Innings: 115

28

1
10
9
0
0
10

Austin, c Huily b Hancock .
Awerbuch, c and b Hancock.
Sell, not out
Extras

Toul

227

Match drawn
5th October

Away

vr. Umzinto

Kearsney 1st Innings:
Hipkin, run out

13

Bowling:

O.

M.

R.

W.

Morgan, c Cole b Marshal ..
Blckerton, c and b Gradwell
Aitchison, c Ryan b Marshal
Hooey, c Smith b Phillips

23

Sell
Awerbuch
Bland

12
8

]

16

37
34
37

3
2
3

Rawlins, run out
Neil-Dore, not out

Austin, c and b Smith
Bland, L.B.W. PhiUips

Sell, c Cole b Phillips
Awerbuch, not out
Extras

Total (for 9 wkts.)

16

13

0
2

14
..

Umzinto 1st Innings: 168

1
4

9
0

7
2
17

122

Lost by 111 runs
lOth October

Home

vs. Old Boys

Kearsney 1st Innings:
12

Aitchison, c and b Polkinghom
Walker, c Law b Brown..

Hooey, st Hulett b Polkinghom
Rawlins, c Atkinson b Law

12
1
0
0

Bowling:

O.

M.

R.

W.

Austin

5
15

0
0
1
0

15
64
82
24

4
2
1

Morgan
Bland
Awerbuch

..

12
3

9

Ols Boys 1st Innings: 219 for 8 wkts. decl.

22

Bland, L.B.W. Polkinghom
18
Austin, c Procter b Polkinghom .. .. 26
Sell, c Hulett b Polkinghom
3
Awerbuch, not out
2
Extras

3

Total .

108

404

1

12th October

vs. Hilton

Home

Lost by 8 wickets
Kearsncy 1st Innings:
Hipkin, c Att.-Smith b Procter
Morgan, c Slott b Merrick , ,
Bickerton, c Procter b Train
Aitchison, c Johnson b Procter
Walker, c Haverman b Procter
Hooey, b Merrick
Rawlins, c Haverman b Train

0
0
3
7
7
2
0
IS
0

..

Bland, not out

Austin, b Merrick
Sell, L.B.W. b Merrick
Awerbuch, c Att.-Smith b Johnson

O.

M.

R.

Austin

10

0

38

2

Sell .. ..
Awerbuch

6

1
0
1
0

13

]

12

63

3

Morgan

8
3

Bland..

W

25

1

13

1

Hilton 1st Innings: 178 for 9 wkts. dec!.

Kearsney 2nd Innings: 69 for 6 wkts.

0
3

6

Extras

Total

19th October

Bowling:

43

vs. Maritzburg College

Home

Lost by 62 runs
Kearsney 1st Innings;
Hipkin, c and b Hobbs
Neil-Dore, st Bruyns b Albers

Bickerton, c Sharp b Hobbs
Aitchison, c Bruyns b Hobbs
Walker, c Egner b Albers
Hooey, c Fincham b Albers
Rawlins, st Bruyns b Albers

..

..

..

..

.,

Bowling:

O.

M.

R.

73
7

Awerbuch
Bickerton ..

20
14

0
3

115
38

4
2
27

College 1st Innings: 248 for 7 wkts. decl.

12

Austin, c Mclntosh b Albers
Awerbuch, b Hobbs
Sell, not out

26
0
0
10

Total

26th October

3
4

15
10

Bland, c Sharp b Albers

Extras

..

W.

186

Home

vs. Campbell High School

Match drawn
Kearsney 1st Innings:
Hipkin, b Matheson
Morgan, c Matheson b Burchell ..
Bickerton, run out

Aitchison, not out

Walker, b Matheson
Rawlins, not out
Extras

Total (for 5 wkts.)

90
54
1

Bowling:

O.

M.

R.

Austin
Sell
Awerbuch

12

2
0
0

38
35
42

13
15

4

Campbell 1st Innings: 173

18
1
4

172

405

W
3
1
6

2nd November

Northlands High School
Match drawn

Kearsney 1st Innings:
0
0
35

Bickerton, b Blomquist

Extras

M.

R.

W.

12
19
22

2
8
5

28
39
45

I
3
4

Northlands 1st Innings: 156

3
0
2

Total (for 8 wkts.)

9th November

..

O.

Rawlins, B.
Morgan ..
Bland

Aitchison, c Clark b Dennisen .. .. 44
Walker, b Poplett
. 11
Rawlins, not out
23
Neil-Dore, c Deacon b Blomquist
..
1
Bland, L.B.W. Blomquist
2

Rawlins, B., c Deacon b Blomquist
Sell, not out

Bowling;

130

Home

Glenwood High School
Match drawn
Bowling:

O.

M.

R.

Hipkin, b Harding

27

Austin

Morgan, c Alston b Aylwood

58

Bland..

12
14

3
1

28
3

Kearsney 1st Innings:

Bickerton, b Engelbrecht
Aitchison, L.B.W. Aylwood
Walker, c Sclanders b Aylwood ..
Rawlins, c Aylwood b Harding ..
Neil-Dorc, not out
..

Austin, not out

Glenwood Ist Innings: 130 for 8 wkts.

6

Extras

3

Total (for 6 wkts. decl.)

30th November

12
4
6
,. 24
14

w.

154

Home

Westville High School
Match drawn
Bowling:

Kearsney 1st Innings:
Hipkin, not out
Morgan, L.B.W. Ezekc
Bickerton, b Hamilton

60

Austin

15

Sell ..
Bland..

7

3

Walker, not out
Extras

Total (for 3 wkts.)

Awerbuch

O.
.
..

11
14
14

M.

R.

3
5
5
0

28
24
59
44

W

6
Westville 1st Innings: 190 for 8 wkts. decl.

6

97
406

I
2
2
1

OFFORD
9th December

WEEK

vj. Michaelhouse

Kearsney 1st Innings: 47
Michaelhouse 1st Innings: 185 for 2 dccl.
Kearsney 2nd Innings:
Hipkin, st Dyer b Collins
19
Bickerton, b Smithyman
5
Morgan, b Smith

Away

Bowling:

O.

Bickerton

II
15

Bland..

M.

R.

W.

31

I

60

1

0

Aitcheson, c and b Smithyman
Hooey, c Dyer b Niholson ..
Dore, St Dyer b Nicholson ..

Rawlins, not out
Austin, c MacLeod b Collins

9
..

0

Bland, b Nicholson
Awerbuch, not out

2
0

Extras

Total (for 8 wkts.)

10th December

vj. Northlands

Northlands 1st Innings: 160 for 9 wkts. decl.

Away

Bowling:

M.

Kearsney 1st Innings:

Hipkin, c Isbister b Poplett
Morgan, c Johnstone b Blomquist

..

Bickerton, b Magill

9
0

Bickerton
Awerbuch

24

Bland

Aitchison. c Deacon b Blomquist.. .. 13
Rawlins, b Denissen
29
5

Morgan

R.

II

1

15

8
0

29
15
46

1

36

17
11
7

3

5

W.

Neil-Dore, L.B.W. b Blomquist .!
Austin, c Magill b Blomquist
Dyer, c Denissen b Magill
Bland, c Isbister b Poplett
Awerbuch, b Poplett
Sell, not out
Extras

Total

11th December

.. ..

3
0
1
9
4
1

98

vs. Midlands

Midlands 1st Innings: 202 for 9 wkts. decl.

o.

M.

R.

Bland

9
30

2

17

1

7

6!

7

O.

M.

R.

W.

9

3
3
5

18

2
1
4

Kearsney 1st Innings:

Hipkin, b Prinsloo

4

Morgan, b Murch

6

Bickerton, b Smith

Aitchison, L.B.W, Henningway
Rawling, c Wood b Hemingway
Hooey, c Wood b Hemingway
Dyer, c Wood b Hemingway
Austin, b Slaughter

16

3

Bland, b Slaughter

I
3
3

Extras

12th December

9

104

vj. Glenwood

Glenwood 1st Innings: 167 for 9 wkts. decl.

Bowling:

Kearsney 1st Innings:
Hipkin, b Jacobs

Sell

Morgan, not out
Bickerton, c King b Aylward
Aithison, not out

Total (for 2 wkts.) . ^

W.

.. .. 5
..
49
.. .. ]
.. .. 9

Awerbuch, not out
Sell, not out

Total (for 9 wkts.)

Away

Bowling:

Austin

I

47

Dyer

.. 50
0

. .. 99

407

Away
7
22

8

49

SECOND XI

The season started with heavy defeats against Hilton, College and
Alexandra 1st XI. At this stage the bowling was loose, the batting

was unpredictable and the fielding was very poor. Catches were
dropped and many runs were conceded in the field.
However, by practising hard, all departments improved and
the team played good entertaining cricket. The fielding and throwingin improved and catches were held, many of them fantastic ones.
The batting too, became far more reliable.
Rawlins, with Hermer as his understudy, captained the team
well. Hooey, Hermer and Foster developed into reliable batsmen
while Davies and Dyer did most damage with the ball. Davies, in
fact, regained his old guile towards the end of the season, taking
3 for 2, 6 for 45, 4 for 6, and 5 for 8. Few will forget the final ball
of the day in the match against Glenwood. Requiring two runs to
win, Hermer hit a six, which, it is claimed, was still rising as it
cleared the sightscreen!
R. D. B.

RESULTS

vj. Hilton; Lost by 118 runs.

Hilton: 193 for 7 wkts. dec!.(Rawlins 3 for 25, Dyer 2 for 21).
Kearsney: 75(Groom 22, Neil-Dore 22).
vj. College: Lost by 90 runs.
Kearsney: 55 (Nichols 13, Rawlins II).
College: 145 for 9 wkts.(Davies 3 for 20).
vj. Alexandra 1st xi: Lost by 5 wkts.
Kearsney: 128(Hermer 53, Rawlins 23).
Alexandra: 152 for 5 wkts.(Dyer 2 for 31).
vs. Northlands: Won by 5 wkts.
Northlands: 92(Davies 3 for 2).
Kearsney: 152 for 6 wkts.(Hooey 55 not out).
vs. Glenwood: Won by 5 wkts.
Glenwood: 173 (Davies 6 for 45).

Kearsney: 177 for 5 wkts.(Hooey 51, Hermer 43 not out, Foster 26).
vj. D.H.S.: Lost by 20 runs.
D.H.S.: 92(Davies 4 for 6).

Kearsney: 72(Hermer 20, Hooey 13, Mail 13).
vj. Westville: Won by 105 runs.

Kearsney: 187 for 7 wkts. dec!. (Foster 64, Hart 43, Mail 20 not out).
Westville; 82(Davies 5 for 8).
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COLTS

Both teams showed a steady improvement during the term. The 'A'
team won their last two matches, against Glenwood and Westville.
In the Westville game, Sommerville and Fitzwilliam bowled very
well, each finishing with five wickets. The 'B' team, who were very
keen, beat Westville convincingly by an innings.
RESULTS

vj. Hilton: Lost by an innings and 85 runs.
Hilton: 173 for 5 wkts. decl.

Kearsney: 53 and 35.

vs. Maritzburg College: Lost by an innings and 86 runs.
College: 210 for 7 wkts. decl. (Fitzwilliam 3 for 67).
Kearsney: 35 and 91 (Ryan 24).
vs. Campbell High: Lost by 2 wkts.
Kearsney: 181 for 6 wkts. decl. (Wright 53, Sanford 33 not out,
Ryan 30).
Campbell High: 182 for 8 wkts.(Ryan 4 for 74).
vs. Northlands: Lost by 5 wkts.
Kearsney: 132(Fitzwilliam 30, Sanford 22).
Northlands: 179.

vs. Glenwood: Won by 2 wkts.
Glenwood: 190 for 7 wkts. decl.

Kearsney; 194 for 8 wkts.(Sanford 43, Bissett 42, Muir 35).
vs. Westville: Won by 6 wkts.
Westville: 41 (Fitzwilliam 5 for 16, Sommerville 5 for 8).
Kearsney; 112(Sanford 27).

3RD XI

As a result of excellent team spirit, the team has enjoyed a very
suecessful term, winning all of their games. It is difficult to single
out any particular players, however the following appear worthy of
mention:

Dickens: A keen and able captain.
Paul: 167 runs from 4 innings for an average of 42.
Gamble: 152 runs from 4 innings for an average of 38.
Nichols: 15 wickets for 104 runs for an average of 6.9.
Dowse: 16 wickets for 178 runs for an average of 11.1.
RESULTS

vs. Hilton College: Won on 1st innings by 78 runs.
Kearsney: 226 for 5 wkts. decl. (Nichols 60, Gamble 47).

Hilton College: 148 (Nichols 6 for 36).
vj. Maritzburg College: Won on 1st innings by 6 runs.
Kearsney: 129(Gamble 30, Paul 26).
College: 123(Knox 4 for 16).
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V.V. Northlands: Won on 1st innings by 49 runs.
Kearsney: 144(Paul 30).
Northlands: 95(Dowse 8 for 23).

Glenwood: Won on 1st innings by 7 runs.
Kearsney: 204(Dickens 62, Paul 65).
Glenwood: 197.

vi. We.stville: Won by an innings and 2 runs.
Kearsney: 175 (Gamble 75).
Westville: 73 (Nichols 5 for 18) and 100 (Berry 3 for 20).
G. C.

UNDER 13 'B'

Owing to rain most of this term's fixtures had to be cancelled. The
division has taken advantage of sunny afternoons to hold some

exciting internal games, and it has been an enjoyable season. A
bright feature has been the promise shown by several boys who were

really Under 12 this year and should do well in their second year in
Under 13.
RESULTS

vi. Highbury: Match lost.

Kearsney: 42(Milstead 22 in the second innings).
Highbury: 68.

V.5. Maritzburg College: Match lost.
Kearsney: 103(Hurt 21).
College: 105 for 8 wkts.

vs. Thomas More: Match won.
Thomas More: 20.
Kear.sney: 49.

E. R. J.
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOY'S CLUB
EDITORIAL NOTES

Old Boys are reminded that the year 1964 marks the 25th

Anniversary of our coming to Botha's Hill. There will be special
functions to celebrate this fact, including, we hope, a presentation of

Sophocles' 'Oedipus Rex,' and Gilbert and Sullivan's 'H.M.S.
Pinafore.'

Swimming Gala: March 7th.
Athletic Sports: March 21st.

All Old Boys are welcome at these functions.
As usual, may 1 encourage Old Boys to send along news about
themselves, for inclusion in the Magazine. Also, please keep us
advised of changes of address.

The following Old Boys have reached the age of 50 in the course
of 1963:

A. O. Crook, P. H. Hind, F. Hatcher, K. B. Jacques, H. L.

Kruger, A. W. S. Mortifee, N. G. Nilsen, M. F. D. Putherill,
Lt.-Col. C. C. von Keyserlingk.

I have been trying to compose an album,in chronological order,
of the earlier school groups. The following photos are missing. If

any Old Boys have copies (mounted) which they do not want, and
would care to send them to me, they would be greatly appreciated.
Anything before 1923.
1923 School.

1924 Rugger and Cricket.
1925 School.
1927 School and Cricket.

1928 School and Rugby.
1930 School.
1932 Cricket.

1933 Rugby and Cricket.
1934 School and Cricket.

1939 Rugby and Cricket.
1941 Rugby and Cricket.
1942 Rugby.

1943 Rugby and Cricket.

Old Boys items are sometimes reported as inaccurate, owing to
the news being received second-hand. Please send your own news
along if you wish it to be printed!
J. F. Reece, editor
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OFFICIALS 1963-64

President: L. F. Forsyth, Granton Place. Howick Road, Pietermaritzburg.

Vice-President: C. D. Nathan, 42 Park Lodge Gardens, Durban.
Secretary: G. M. Gram, P.O. Box 2, Botha's Hill.
Treasurer: W. L. S. Robinson, P.O. Box 301, Durban.

Committee: P. M. Metcalf, T. Polkinghorns, J. H. Hopkins, J. W.
Howarth, A. N. Chalmers and (ex oSicio) The Headmaster,
The Magazine Editor.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Thirty-three members assembled after Founder's Dinner

for the Annual General Meeting under the Chairmanship of Jimmy
Howarth (24-29) who was ending his year of office as President.
There were 27 apologies.

As the President's Report and the Treasurer's Report were
posted with the Notice of Meeting there is no need to refer to them
here.

The following are the chief points of business dealt with by the
Meeting:
Chapel Window
Approval was given to the recommendation from the Executive
that the Club should pay the cost of the Good Samaritan window
installed in the Chapel last year. A plaque to be provided would
indicate that the gift was a tribute to Mr. R. H. Matterson, Head
master from 1923 to 1946. The sum involved is R650.
Endowment Fund

Ten new policies had been taken out during the year. As at
30th June there were 82 policies in force with a total value, including
accrued bonuses, of R 11,660. This was an increase of R 1,493 over

the corresponding value at the same time last year. The Hon.
Secretary reported that he had temporarily ceased his efforts to
extend the membership of the Fund because of the EpworthKearsney Foundation campaign.
Education Fund

The total amount in hand was Rl,156. This is sufficient for

one boy to receive assistance and an application for 1964 was being
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considered by the Selection Committee. No further fund-raising
efforts were being contemplated because of the Foundation cam
paign.
Representative to Board of Governors
Mr. W. Crofton Hopkins was unanimously re-clected for a

further three-year period. Mr. P. Hind spoke of the valuable services
Mr. Hopkins had given as a member of the Board's Executive.
Election of Officers 1963-64

President: Mr. L. F. Forsyth (42-46).
Vice-President: Mr. C. D. Nathan (40-43).
Hon. Treasurer: Mr. W. L. S. Robinson (31-37).
Hon. Secretary: Mr. G. M. Gram.
Committee: Messrs. J. W. H. Howarth (24-29), J. H. Hopkins,
P. E. Metcalf, T. A. Polkinghorne (52-56), A. N. Chalmers
(56-59).
Ex-officio members: Chairman of Durban Branch: M. J.
Rodda (46-50).
Chairman of Zululand Branch: J. S. Bertram (26-32).
Also Chairmen of other Branches: Chronicle Editor: Mr. J. F.
Reece. The Headmaster: Mr. S. G. Osier.

Branch Reports

Durban reported a very successful Annual Dinner in May when
the attendance of 83 equalled the past record. During the year the
Branch had contributed R102 to the Education Fund.

Johannesburg: Roger Simpson (53-58) reported a good year of
which the highlight had been a dinner given on the occasion of the
visit of Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Oram in June.

Founder's Day
The President reported that the suggestions for the re-ordering
of the programme for Founder's Day had proved highly controversial
and the Executive found itself unable to agree on any recommen
dation to the Meeting. After a somewhat confusing discussion it

was agreed that the new Executive should tackle the question if and
when it felt disposed to do so.
General

Good wishes were sent to Denzil Clark (21-27) for a speedy
recovery from his serious illness.

Jack Bertram (26-32) was congratulated on being invited to
accept the office of National Chairman of the Epworth-Kearsney
Foundation Campaign. Mr. P. Hind, speaking as a member of the
Board of Governors said the choice was unanimous and it reflected
41;

honour on the general body of Old Boys. He thanked Mr. Bertram
most sincerely for accepting the appointment.
Botha's Hill Plot

At a Special General Meeting held immediately before the
Annual General Meeting the sale of the Club Plot to the College
Governors for its cost price of R830 was confirmed.
A further note re Founder's Day

As some Old Boys feel strongly about the need for making

changes in the programme for Founder's Day,I think it will be useful
to publish in the Chronicle the following summary of a letter received
from Bernard Theunissen on the subject. It may provide a useful
basis for discussion among yourselves. He writes:
"I feel that by playing two rugby matches, having the President's
Cocktail Party, the Old Boys' Dinner and the Annual General
Meeting all on one day we are trying to accomplish too much in too
short a time ...

"1 definitely advocate that Founder's Day and the Old Boys'
Reunion be held on different days.

"I feel very strongly on the subject of where the Annual General
Meeting should be and that is in the vicinity of the School. This is
essential if we are to expect our country Old Boys and Old Boys
from other Provinces to attend.

"I submit the following programme for an Old Boys' Reunion:
1. Two Rugger matches at the College.
2. Annual General Meeting at 5.30 at a local hall or
hotel.

3. Buffet Supper and Social from 8 p.m. onwards.
"This letter is written in the hope that a solution can be found
that will be pleasing both to the School and to the Old Boys.
Yours sincerely,
Bernard Theunissen."

Note: At an Executive Committee meeting in November the follow

ing sub-Committee was appointed to go into the matter and make a
report to the next meeting in March: Messrs. J. Howarth, T. A.
Polkinghorne, C. D. Nathan and B. Theunissen. They are to consult
with the Headmaster and the Vice-Principal also. You are urged to
assist them by making known your own views.
Change of Address

Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Oram are now living in a new block of
flats at Gillitts, telephone number 77-9430. The flats overlook the
national highway at the top of the rise on the Durban side of Gillitts
station. The block is called Longwood Hall. Old Boys please call
in when passing!
G. M. Gram
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DURBAN BRANCH

Chairman: M. J. Rodda, P.O. Box 142.
Vice-Chairman: T. Polkinghorne, P.O. Canelands.

Secretary/Treasurer: D. T. Jackson, 12 Constancia, St. George's
Street.

Committee: C. M. Downie, K. B. Jacques, D. Beatty, A. Ramsay.

The following events are planned:
February 7th Usual Social.
February 8th House Party at home of T. Polkinghorne,
Canelands.

May

8th

Annual Dinner.

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT 1962-63

Presented by A. N. Chalmers.
It gives me great pleasure to report on the activities of the Branch for the last
year.

As you know, David Beckett was elected Branch Chairman at last year's
Annual General Meeting, but he left us at the end of November to move to
Swaziland, and so I took over the reins from him.

The first duty of the new committee last year was to organise a Cake Sale
in aid of the Education Fund. This was held at Durban North last October,
and was an undoubted success, thanks to the many generous donations of both

money and cakes that we received, and to the ladies who were present at the sale
to give us considerable support. The entire proceeds of the Cake Sale, some R42,
were forwarded to the Education Fund. This amount, together with the R60
we had previously received from an anonymous donor, brought the Branch's
total contribution to the Education Fund last year to just over R102; so that
we slightly exceeded the RlOO target that had been set.
In November, we were privileged to be hosts to the main Executive and to a
total of 42 Old Boys who witnessed the investiture of Mr. Matterson as an
Honorary Life Vice-President of the Old Boys' Club. It was a lighthearted but
memorable occasion, and a fitting tribute to the 'father' of the Club.
A further successful fund-raising venture of ours towards the end of last
year was the annual Christmas Hamper Competition, This is normally the only
endeavour the Branch makes during the year specifically to raise funds for its
own use, so we were gratified that the total profit amounted to nearly R58,
comparing favourably with the R17 profit of the previous year. We have attri
buted the success of this endeavour to the fact that the books of tickets were

sent out to Old Boys much earlier than had previously been the case, and that
each book contained only ten tickets.
In March we held an informal social evening at the Plaza Hotel. Unfor

tunately there were only 36 people present (of whom 15 were Old Boys) to take
part in a most enjoyable evening's entertainment at the moderate price of 50
cents per head.
At the Annual Dinner held on the 3rd May at the Plaza Hotel, we were very

pleased to note that the total attendance amounted to 83 persons, so equalling
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the attendance record set six years ago. There were several innovations introduced
at this year's dinner:

(а) Printed invitation cards were sent out to Old Boys.
(б) By moving to the Plaza Hotel, we were able to reduce the cost of the
dinner.

(c) The diners sat at small tables, with about 8 to a table.
(d) A free round of wine was served.
(e) The main speeches were held between courses. Except possibly for the
last mentioned item, all these changes appeared to meet with the
approval of the majority of Old Boys.
The monthly socials have been held at the Royal Hotel on the second
Friday of every month, except on the second Friday of April, which was Good
Friday, when the social was cancelled. Apart from the November Social, the
only month in which the attendance at a Social has exceeded 20, was in
December when the Christmas Hamper draw took place. Over the year, the
average attendance at these functions has been 15. I will not deny that the
montWy Socials are very successful from the point of view of fostering good will
and friendship amongst the Old Boys, but I still think that ways and means
should be sought to try to improve the average attendance figure. I hope that
when we discuss this matter imder Item 9 on the Agenda, we will be able to
reach a satisfactory solution.
Other noteworthy activities of the past year are as follows: The Branch
has been represented at the annual dinners of seven old boys' Clubs, viz. D. H. S.,
Glenwood, St. Andrews, Kingswood, Northlands and Michaelhouse. The
Secretary represented the Durban Branch at a meeting with school-leavers at the
College towards the end of st year.
My recommendations to the incoming committee are:

(a) That they should continue with the Christmas Hamper Competition
as a means of raising voluntary contributions to Branch Funds.

(b) That in view of the success enjoyed at this year's dinner, and the

extremeiy cordial relations currently existing between the Branch and
the management of the Plaza Hotel, the 1964 dinner be held at the

Plaza.

(c) That at future dinners, the Branch bear the cost of one round of wine
and soft drinks.

Finally, to my committee, I would like to say thank you for the support
you have given me, and for all the hard work you have put into om- various
functions during the past year. In particular — and I am sure the other com

mittee members will share my sentiments —I would like to express my thanks

to the Secretary, Colin Downie, for doing a first-class job. To the lifeblocd of
the Branch, the Old Boys' themselves, I would like to express the committee's
thanks for your support in all our activities; and to the incoming committee.
Good Luck!
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DEATH
DAVID WADE

David Wade (54-56) was a quiet boy who spent three years at

Kearsney; well-liked, reliable, he unobtrusively went about his work
and games, not shining in any particular manner, but always an
example in behaviour and character. After leaving school he worked
in Maritzburg for a while, but later joined his father in business and
became a partner with him in the Impco Quarry. His hobbies were
mechanical, and he was keen on flying. Those who have flown with
him have commented on his skill, and his care and judgment. While

he was flying with a friend near Ladysmith his plane struck a hightension wire and crashed. We cannot understand why young and

promising lives are taken in this way, but to his parents and their
family, and to his fiancee we offer our sincere sympathies. We
rejoice to know that memories will always be pleasant ones.
J. F. R.

ENGAGEMENTS

C. Gray, D. A. Hopewell, P. Rodda, J. Shave, A. van der Post.

MARRIAGES

A. E. Bath, B. S. Chalmers, D. Theunissen, R. Parkes.

BIRTHS

D. Benporath (son), D. Cox (daughter), U. Groom (son), I. Ives
(daughter), D. Murdoch (daughter), J. Pettit (daughter), W. Rock

(daughter), J. Smith (son), W. Tarr (son), D. G. Spargo (son)^

OLD BOYS NEWS
RHODES SCHOLAR

We extend our most cordial congratulations to Gavin P. Williams

(57-60) on being awarded the 1963 Cape Province Rhodes Scholar
ship — Kearsney's first. Rhodes Scholarships are awarded in the
face of very keen competition, and we do indeed feel that this is an
honour shared by the recipient and ourselves! Williams had always
been contesting the top place in his form, and ended as Dux of the
School, obtaining a First Class Matric with distinctions in Latin,
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Maths and History. He had also taken a very active part in Parlia
mentary Debate, showing an increasing grasp of the political
situation, and acquiring a considerable degree of fluency. At Stellenbosch he gained his B.A. Law {cum laude) and will read philosophy,

politics and economics at Oxford. At Stellenbosch he formed a
Branch of the National Union of South African Students, becoming
its Chairman. Good luck to you at Oxford!
EXAMINATIONS

The following results were noted at Natal University. We offer our
congratulations to all.
J. V. Crewe (B.A. Hons. English, First Class), T. W. Downard

(B.Sc. Hons.), F. R. Hagemann (B.A.), S. M. Osier (B.A.), C. E. A.
von Keyserlingk (B.A.), P. C. Coleman (B.A.), P. J. Reece(Teaching
Diploma).

J. S. Bertram (26-32) has had the honour to be appointed National
Chairman of the Kearsney-Epworth School's Foundation Development

Campaign, which aims immediately at collecting R300,000 and ultimately
R865,000. In this capacity he has done much travelling and made numerous
speeches. He took the Chair at the Dinner in Durban on September 11th,
attended by 800 people, of whom over 100 were Kearsney Old Boys.
D. W. Barker (40-46) who recently lost his father, and is farming near
Esperanza, hopes to have a son enrolled at Kearsney before very long.
F. E. S. Borgwardt (50-54) expects to return to South Africa from Oxford
in July of this year, and hopes to practise as an Attorney in Johannesburg or
Cape Town. He writes "Nothing would give me greater pleasure than to see
you at Kearsney again after these ten years."
M. J. R. Castleden (54-57) has qualified as a Chartered Accountant and
gone to the United Kingdom to work for two years.
D. Clark (21-27), a foundation scholar of Kearsney, member of the School
Board, and prominent worker in the Methodist Church, has had to give up his
varied activities, including active cane-farming. He has had a second severe
thrombosis which put him into hospital for a long time, where his health was a
source of grave anxiety.

D. G. Coventry (25-28) won the award presented by an Oil Company for
gaining the most points in the Dairy Section of the Ladysmith Show.
Rev. D. J. Crankshaw (41) has been transferred from the Port Elizabeth
Circuit to the Trinity Church, Stanger, as from the beginning of 1964.
G. D. Dyer (59-61) is vice-captain and secretary of the Natal University
cricket club. He also plays Inter-Varsity baseball.
A. J. C. Daniels (58-61), who has completed his second year at Natal Uni

versity, has been leading a full life. His posts include those of Natal Regional
Director of S.A. Non-Racial Students' Sports Association, Secretary of Cricket,
Political Education Students' Committee, local N.U.S.A.S. Committee Press

Officer, and Sports Editor for N.U.X. for 1963. He has also been playing cricket
and baseball.
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A. Ewing (57-60) is a member of the S.R.C., Natal University. He is in
second year B.A., LL.B.

F. L. Farquharson (49-52) is now working with the Albany Museum,
Graharastown. He is a fisheries expert.

C. H. Garnett(54-56) has returned from a three-year 75,000 mile globe trot

with enough experience to fill a book. His travels took him from America to
Japan and Australia, and all countries en route. He watched an atomic flash at
Christmas Island. He says "We were warned to keep a few hundred rniles away,
but even at that distance the flash was visible, though they turned their backs to

it, and the ship was lit up." Of Saigon he says "The palace was a shambles. There
wasn't a window left. Tanks and gunboats were everywhere." At Mexico City
he saw a bullfight. "One fighter was carried all over the place on a bull's horns.
Incredible how the women scream for blood." Hong-Kong slums were depressing,

and the smell overpowering. Garnett's best job was as a sheep-farmer in Aus

tralia; his worst, a railway labourer in Sydney! He trained at the Royal Agri
cultural College in England.

H. N. Groom (44-47), immediate past National President of the South
African Junior Chamber of Commerce, has been elected to the leadership

training commission. Junior Chamber International, the world co-ordinating
body. He was elected at the world congress at Tel-Aviv, and will attend the next
world congress at Oklahoma City, next October. Congratulations!

U. G. Groom (50-55) has proved a great asset to Zululand cricket since his
transfer as farm-manager at Monzi. He has scored very heavily and attractively,
on one occasion scoring 134 of his side's full total of 180. He and G. Groom
(50-56) were chosen for the Combined Country Districts XI.
J. L. Good (31-35), when not engaged in his capacity as Branch Manager
of the S.A. Mutual, Pietermaritzburg, takes an active interest in Public Speaking,
for which he has prepared a course of lectures. He came to Kearsney to judge
the annual Debate against Durban City Parliament, and paid high tribute to
the quality of the school speeches.

W.H. Groves (36-39)is now on the staff of Capricorn High School, Pieters-

burg. This is a new co-educational boarding school, with already 300 boarders
and 175 day pupils. He speaks of the thrill of starting a new school.
M. N. W. Hulett (53-57), playing for Berea Rovers, scored the first century
of the season (136) in Durban league cricket, and has continued to show very
good form.

B. S. Harrison (48-51) had five years managing a farm at Howick, before

going to London to take a course in Salesmanship. He is now salesman for
Lyons Tea (Pinetown) and includes Kearsney in his 'beat.'
J. N. Hulett (22-29) has been appointed Co-director of Sir J. L. Hulett &
Co. Ltd. It will be remembered that he and his three sons all captained the
school at cricket.

C. D. L. Hemson (57-62) is spending a year at Blue Earth, Minnesota on
an American Field Scholarship. We hear that he has taken part in five intertown debates and won them all. More power to his Parliament training! He is
also achieving high symbols in his studies.

R.E.F. Hartley(58-63) has been accepted by Siemens, London, as a traineecum-pupil in electronics and telecommunications.
I. I. Ives (40-44), who has held our Mile record now for 19 years — time
it was broken! —has handed his magic running spikes on to the school, a free
gift to anyone who needs a pair.

W.M.Jacobs(39-44)scored 150 for Zululand — the day after the Combined
Country Districts team was chosen.
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p. J. Reece (53-59) took part in the Natal University productions 'Julius
Processing Co., and Italia photographic firm based in Milan. His own head
quarters are at Bulawayo, where he has free use of a Mercedes Benz and a

private aeroplane. His company has almost a monopoly of photographic material

in the Rhodesias, and Keen's 'beat' runs from Nigeria to the Republic. As a
keen photographer himself he spent some days at the school with his R700
camera.

H. Lund (45-49) who was for many years Secretary of the Transvaal Branch

of the Old Boys' Club, would like to make contact with Old Boys in the Cape
area. His address is P.O. Box 140, Paarden Eiland.

V. R. C. Lund (56-60) remains unbeaten at butterfly swimming at Natal
University.

A. M. L Morton (58-61) has taken a Leadership Course and has qualified
as a Second Lieutenant with the Vlth S.A. Infantry Battalion. He writes "It is
a rich experience to mix with high-ranking officers and listen to their con
versation."

D. S. Murdoch (51-54) has been knocking at the door of the Natal XI for

some time and after scoring 155 not out for a Natal XI vs. Country Districts
(he and his partner scored 318 for 0 wkts. declared) he was chosen for the Natal

Currie Cup XI vs. Eastern Province. In his first match he scored 76 — a very
fine debut — and put on 138 for the first wicket with McGlew.

B. J. Nieuwoudt (44-45) is a member of the Glenashley Town Board. He
lectures In Pharmacology at the Durban Tech.

M. S. Osier (53-54) is Vice-President elect of N.U.S.A.S. He prepared a
radio statement defending the student organisation against accusations made in
respect of its composition and intent. He also led a debate in the Durban City
Parliament on the motion 'That N.U.S.A.S. warrants the support of all students.'
Osier also had the honour of playing fly-half for Combined Universities against
the Wallabies.

T. A. Polkinghome (52-56) and D. V. Thompson (52-57) have been elected
to the Verulam Town Board.

A. Procter (57-61) has made an auspicious start in Pietermaritzburg cricket
and already has been chosen for the Pietermaritzburg XI and for a Natal XI vs.
Country Districts. He scored 159 against East Griqualand.
P. J. Reece (53-59) took part in the Natal University production 'Julius
Caesar' and 'Make Believe.' He spent a term student-teaching at Hilton College,
where the inspectors awarded him a distinction in class-teaching. He has been
accepted on to the Kearsney staff as from the beginning of 1964, specialising in
Biology.

R. J. Robbins (53-57) has taken first year M.Sc. in Genetics at Stellenbosch

University. He is now off to London University to complete the course.
P. R. Randall (47-52) has been teaching in England for two years, but
returned to South Africa with his wife in November. He has been appointed
English Lecturer and Warden of Men's Residence at Natal Training College,
R. Rolfe (57-60)reports that after taking a Diploma at Cedara, he is gaining
further farming experience in England, Canada, and Australia. He intends taking
a course in agricultural instruments with Massey Ferguson at Coventry, where
M. Bryan (53-58) has recently been working. He spent Christmas with the

Headmaster of Wellington College and saw New Year in in Trafalgar Square.
H. L. Scheffer (39-40)continues to be held in high esteem as the Town Clerk
Clerk of Eshowe.

Dr. H. H. Stott (22-26) gives a great lead in the fight against malnutrition
and personal apathy in his work with the Valley Trust. By broadcasts and news

paper interviews and articles he is keeping the public well aware of the impor
tance of his work.
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B. L. Stewart (43-48) and D. Weetman (47-50) are both with Scotford
Textile Mills, Gatooma.

R. W. Simpson (53-58) will be a permanent member of the St. Stithians'
staff from the beginning of 1964, teaching Maths. He has obtained his B.Sc.
(Wits.).

P. J. Slabbert(28-29) is the Transvaal representative on the Central Council
of Land Surveyors and was this year elected South African President at the
Conference held in Durban.

N. Stott (51-57) has led a full life since leaving Kearsney. After 3 years at
Cape Town University he has continued his Medical studies at Edinburgh and
this year passed his 3rd year M.B., obtaining the Colonel Bigham Memorial
Medal for the highest aggregate mark in Pathology and an Undergraduate
Scholarship for B.Sc. Hons, in Pathology. Part of this past year was spent in
U.S.A., where he had two months full-time at Toledo Hospital, Ohio(540 beds).
At the same time he has been gaining exercise and enjoyment from yachting

and canoeing — the latter down the Duzi from Maritzburg, 150 miles down the
Orange River, and, overseas, down the Tay. He also spent a good deal of tim'
hiking, skiing, and climbing in Europe. A £13 30-year-old car added to the gaiety
of life. Before leaving Cape Town he was appointed Vice-Chairman Welfare
Management Committee of S.H.A.W.C.O.

To A. J. Tedder (46-50) and his wife we offer our deepest sympathies over
the tragic loss of their only son who was killed in a tractor accident. We can
only hope that time will help to relieve their sorrow.

T. K. G. Terblanche (54-59) has been gaining high marks for shoe tech

nology at Northampton College. He and a fellow South African student made a
tour of Europe, including such places as Venice, Rome,Capri, Naples and Monte
Carlo. He had the privilege of attending Evensong at Kings College Chapel,
Cambridge, with Sir Malcolm Sargent at the organ.

O. K. Turner (57-61) and N. Plen (56-61) have represented Natal Uni
versity at Judo.

L. G. van Heusden(54-60) is in his father's garage business at Vryheid.
Col. C. C. von Keyserlingk (27-30), District Commandant of Police.
Eshowe,for many years, has been appointed Divisional Commissioner of Police,
Port Natal, as from January 1st. Prior to his appointment to Eshowe, he had
been District Commandant at Welkom.

W. A. Whitward (51-55), a member of the Surbiton Oratono Choir for some
time, and has gained much pleasure and satisfaction from this experience.
Together with two other choirs they sang the 'Messiah' in the Guildford
Cathedral with the organ and a full orchestra. He is still with Decca Radar but
he will probably be home this coming year.
W. Wilker (41-44) is working with the Group Areas Department of the
Bantu Affairs Administration, Durban.

Rev. B. J. Woods (40-43) has been called to the Presbyterian Church,
Port Elizabeth. On two occasions his services have been broadcast.

Rev. C. E. Wilkinson (25-27), past President of the Methodist Conference,
and now of St. John's Church, Port Elizabeth, will be making an exchange of
churches this coming year with a minister from Tampa, Florida. He hopes to
have three months in the States, and will study race problems there.
T.Yorke-Worthington (45-47) is the current Natal Amateur Golf Champion.

Rev. P. R. Young (42-47) takes up an appointment in Pietermaritzburg
from the beginning of 1964.
The Zululand cricket XI has contained the following Old Kearsney Boys:

R. Foss, G. Groom, U. Groom, B. Hulett, W. Jacobs and N. Polkinghorne.
Half the side!
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Newsfrom Mr. Oram:

G. D. D. Crookes (40-43) is now a 'working' Director of the Pongola Sugar
Milling Co., Ltd. and finds the new job very interesting. He always looks
forward to news of Old Boys in the Chronicle.

C. C. Foxon (50-56) gained the B.Com. Degree at the University of Natal at
the end of 1962 and is now managing the family business at Ndulinde, Zululand. He spends most of his spare time reading and listening to recorded music.
E. A. Hermanson (53-57) enters his final year of study in 1964 and looks
forward to getting out into the missionary work to which he has been called.
In addition to conducting services in European churches he has recently been
preaching in Zulu and Sotho.

F. D, Hugo (60-61) joined the first ship, the Rowallan Castle just before
Christmas 1962. In the course of visits to South African and Mediterranean

ports he and the other cadets did much scrubbing, chipping, painting, greasing
etc., but they 'kept their brains in trim' by a Correspondence Course for the
Merchant Navy Training Board.

D. G. Hudson (36-38) writes from Umtentweni but has bought a house at
Seapark, three miles on the Durban side of Port Shepstone. He is still employed
by Shell.

D. G. Spargo (54-57) obtained a B.Com. Degree at Natal University, is
married and has a son whom he hopes to send to Kearsney later on. He (the
father(!)) is employed at African Explosives, Johannesburg, and still plays
numerous sports.

A. B. van Aardt (40-45) is still working for Shell at Island View and lives
at Brighton Beach on the Bluff. He now has two children.

B. de F. Walter(32-33)after long years of silence writes to say he has recently
been promoted to the position of Chief Surveyor of the West Driefontein Gold
Mining Co. He lives in Carletonville and has four sons, two of whom are at
Pretoria University. Walter and his wife are both keen on 8 mm. cine-photo
graphy and now have some 12,000 feet of film of all sorts. An enclosed newspaper
clipping referred to Brian's many activities on the social, sporting and welfare

side while he was on the Libanon Mine before moving to his present post.

OLD BOYS' LETTERS
Gnr. R. Doidge (57-62) wrote from P.O. Tek:

"This camp is a wonderful time-waster, a real holiday camp. My new life
began on April 3rd, when I was met at Potch. station by a Permanent Force
Gunner who pushed 40 of us into a 3-ton 1943 model Ford truck. Next morning
we were fitted with comfortable uniforms, my only complaint being that the
trousers were a bit tight under the arm-pits. Other items included monkey-suits,
which were a cross between a straight-jacket and waitress' suit. Two days later
we were given convict haircuts and full kit, some 80 lb. altogether.
"We had a week in which to get everything into shape, buttons sewn on
greatcoats, and everything starched and ironed. For a month we worked till

22.30 hrs. and rose at 4.00 hrs. to prepare for inspection at 6.00 hrs. Breakfast

consisted of stodgy slush, drowned in diluted milk, followed by burnt powdered
eggs and two pieces of stale bread, softened in black coffee. A good appetising
start to the day. Thereafter we had square bashing till lunch, rifle drill, and a bit
of sport.

"After basic training we started driving gun-tractors. I was amazed that

they passed roadworthy tests. Not one had a perfect electrical system and very
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few brakes worked. After three months some of us were put on a tank-driving

course, where we had to learn to drive and service Shermans and Stuarts. They
are fantastic vehicles. Only the bare essentials work.
"Now in Pretoria I am servicing and exercising front-line vehicles. The most
modern tanks are the Centurions (10 years old), and the newest armoured cars
are French Panhards.

"However it's all good fun. When this training is over I am hoping to go to
Cedara for two years."
K. O. P. Shires (59-62) wrote in September from Simonstown;
"After reading 'Peanuts' Watson's opinion of the Army life I thought you
might be interested in the Navy life.

"I arrived in Saldanha Bay at the beginning of the year tensed up, ready
for a year of hardships and horror, but by the time we had finished our basic
training and were ready to leave for advanced training we were wondering what
all the fuss was about. There were, of course, days when we could have walked

all the way home but looking back now I realise it was one of the most enjoyable
periods of my life.

"We were then given our choice of which branch of the Navy we would like
to join and by luck I managed to get on to a diving course. Unfortunately the
course only started on the 26th June so we had two months in hand. Taking
advantage ofthis they pushed the eight of us plus a few others on to the President's
guard. This entails eight hours of marching every other day outside his residence
at Westbrooke.

"We were then drafted to the diving school. We arrived in a pretty shaky
condition and were immediately put through a series of medical examinations.
Five weeks later the course started. In the meantime we had assembled lockers

enough to put the Durban Library in the shade, scraped and painted the whole
diving school and all its possessions and assembled several hundred racks on
which to hang our diving gear.

"Then began three of the most exciting and entertaining months of my life.
We spent four hours every day either under the water or in a boat waiting to go
down. We learnt just about everything there is to know about emergency pro
cedures and searching and now we are finished. For all of us the time went much
too quickly. We wrote our final exams last week and now we are doing a bit of
advanced work with surface demand gear, the old standard gear and oxygen
apparatus.

"Soon we shall head for the S.A.S. Good Hope. If you read of the Good
Hope having an accident you need only take one guess as to who was at the
wheel at the time. We shall probably stay on the ships until the end of the year
then back to Saldanha and the Passing Out Parade after which back to Durban
for a rest before next year's University."

D. G. Cox (51-55), writes from Vryheid:
"In particular what I want to convey is that we Old Boys can be proud
that we, at some stage, saw and experienced this Kearsney progress. I wish to
convey also the hope that Kearsney will continue, if not in growth of numbers,
at least to progress as one of the country's leading schools, as I am sure it will
become in time, if it is not one already. I am sure that it will if it goes ahead in
the spirit that it has so far maintained.
"You sometimes, no doubt, wonder whether Old Boys hear of the school•
think of it, and long to visit it again. I am sure they do. I for one, always read the
Chronicle from cover to cover, look out for news items in the press and love to
hear from and see other Old Boys.
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"I do not have much news from this area. Life for us in the Legal game is

very interesting and we are kept very busy. There is not much time left over for
partaking in public activities after work and family demands are satisfied.
Nevertheless I am secretary of a newly formed association called the NorthEastern Natal Development Association which aims to foster and or encourage

development in this area of secondary industries. There is a great deal of work
involved in this as 1 am sure you will appro., ate. I am also the Treasurer of
the Presbyterian Church in Vryheid."
N. Stott (51-57) writes from Edinburgh:
"Pardon the rather odd inclusion (a cigarette packet, Ed.) but it has a

story attached which I thought that you may be amused to hear. Not so long ago
I was wearing my Kearsney Old Boys' blazer up at the university and a fellow
medical student from Morocco caught sight of the badge and rocked with
laughter. I of course couldn't think what could have precipitated this mirth and
asked to be let into the joke. It appears that in his beloved 'Maroc' there is a
huge firm which deals in alcohol and cigarettes and believe it or not their motto
is 'carpe diem.' However their interpretation is not quite as sober as ours at
Kearsney — they take carpe diem to mean 'live for the day' in the sense of,
'eat, drink and be merry for tomorrow we die,' so our motto appears on all

their cigarette packets and numerous bottles as well — hence the enclosed.
I'm quite sure that the idea of this would tickle the sense of humour of numerous
Kearsney boys if not the board!"

C. M. Downie (52-57) writes:

"I have applied for a full-time job with the Safari company which I have
already worked for for two and a half years in a part-time capacity. If transferred
to the full-time staff, I shall be on call to leave for any part of the country at a
minute's notice.

"Last weekend I was away in Northern Natal on a motor rally. In this

particular rally, any three cars could form a team, but they had to have something
in common. At Derek Beatty's suggestion, we formed the K.C. Old Boys'

Rally Team! The team consisted of Derek, Lionel van Heusden from Vryheid,
and Chris Jewitt and myself. Ano'Vier car manned by a K.C. Old Boy was
Wilfred Hodsdon's. Unfortunately, Lionel van Heusden's car did not finish

the rally, so our team came nowhere. However, we managed 7th position, and
Derek followed us in 9th position. We have another rally this week-end.
P. J. Reece (53-59) writes from Natal University:
"I gave a lesson at Edendale Institution this morning together with another
U.E.D. friend. It went off very well, with only one experiment not working.
When it was over, Mr. Ngobane, the Biology teacher, gave us a long and flowery
vote of thanks for the time we had given up, for bringing out the apparatus,

and for giving such a good lesson! He told the class that we were 'experts' and
that they were very fortunate to have us, etc. Then the headmaster eame through
and did the same, calling for a round of applause from the class! One of the
masters took us back to the university in his car. They certainly were apprec
iative. We started the lesson at 8.00 and ended at 11.30, with a short break for
tea.

"I am most grateful for my university career, not simply for the sake of the
B.Sc., but because it offers the opportunity for developing of rationality,
objectivity, accuracy, and ability to adjust. I have tried to develop all these,
especially in my last year. I do feel better orientated, and I am sure I have put

my university career, and all that has happened in it. into perspective."
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J. Sclby Smith (63) who spent six months with us as American Field
Scholar, writes from California:

"The tour of South Africa that the twelve of us (A.F.S. students) went on
was superbly planned, and a complete joy. We saw all four provinces, and also
Swaziland, and spent about a week in Cape Town and Johannesburg. While
staying in homes around the Republic, we heard many dilferent opinions and
convictions, and obtained what we hoped was a broad view of South Africa from
the personal point of view. We had tea with Mrs. Verwoerd, and found her to
be very charming. Our stay in South Africa ended with a week of lectures on
various aspects of South African economy, politics, and culture. When we left
with the seventy South Africans who will spend a year in America, we were
eager to be home, but sorry to be leaving your wonderful country.
"Again, as I look back on the last six months, I am filled with gratitude for
what you all did for me. 1 gained much from my stay at Kearsney, and I hope
that[ was able to in some small way be of some service to the college."
R. J. Crawford (28-33), for many years Headmaster of Llewellin High
School, Ndola, Northern Rhodesia, writes;
"My future movements, as you may have guessed, are uncertain and largely
dependent on my experience over the 'secondment' period from January to
May, 1964. The Federation is dissolved at the end of this year and many Federal
Officers are continuing to serve in a seconded capacity for five months. At this
moment it is not possible to predict the future but from certain portents it seems
that education is in for a grim time. We shall give it a trial and see what results
but I am very disturbed that this school will lose 12 of its staff including many
key teachers at the end of this term. The chances of suitable replacements are
meagre.

"Now that the old order up here is to undergo fundamental changes it is
probable that even if life is bearable I shall serve the minimum period and then
set off for Natal to teach and see my two girls through their High School careers."
Mrs. T. Michell, widow of the late Rev. W. S. Michell (25-31), writes:
"I thank you so much for the Kearsney Magazine. I was glad to get it, and
noted the page about Willie. I'm sure his contemporaries were shaken to read of
his death. I often have moments when I just can't believe it's true. Willie and I
used to go right through the magazine, he was always interested in the staff
members of his day, and also in the Old Boys whom he remembered. He would
have been so thrilled if one of his sons could have gone to Kearsney, but we
were nearer Kingswood and you know what it is with fares etc. Lance is in
Std. 7 there, and John (I hope!) going next year, when he'll be in Std. 6. But
there are still the twins who have only begun school; perhaps with the aid of
an Old Boys' bursary they may be able to go five or six years hence, depending
on where I live and what I do next year."
G. D. H. Hill (40-45), who is Public Relations Consultant at Chingola,
Northern Rhodesia, writes:

"Northern Rhodesia's transition to independence is going smoothly with
little in the way of upset. From the European point of view there is, up to now, no
difference, although I expect in the years to come many of us are going to have
to knuckle down to situations which, in years gone by, we would not have tol
erated. From the business point of view I have every confidence in the country,
and in the African men who have assumed roles of leadership. There is no doubt
that they have studied the situations which have arisen in Ghana, Nigeria,
Congo, Tanganyika, Kenya, and Nyasaland, and are determined that similar
problems will not occur in Northern Rhodesia.
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"They are going all out to encourage the European to stay, and although
there was a massive fluttering in the dove-cote as a result of the announcement
of multi-racial education, subsequent assurances that the standard will not in
any way drop have settled thousands of Europeans who at first were determined

to clear out. The Ministry of Education realises full well that the majority of
African children have a long way to go before they are able to take their place
in European schools. Thus they have imposed a fee of £40 a year per child for
any one attending what have up to now been European schools. Meanwhile

they are making all out efforts to build additional schools for African children,

to train top staff and to recruit staff from Overseas. In industp' here all of us in
anticipation of future demands are making every effort to train up African staff
to assume roles of responsibility in skilled work and in administrative ability.
"The mining industry has introduced large scale multi-racial training for
Engineering and Mining Apprentices. From all accounts these are working
successfully.

"As I see it we will in a short time build up a vast 'middle class population'
which will gradually assume the roles of responsibility and take over the work
of unskilled Europeans.

"Since the decision to break up Federation (sad but necessary) business in
this territory has become brisker and there is now a tremendous bouyancy and
optimism in the country's future."
J. Redgment (39-45) writes from Gatooma, Southern Rhodesia:
"Court work has been heavy of late, but it always is in the hot weather. I
am now Magistrate of the district and we do nothing but Judicial work now, and
a lot of travelling. Only one of our periodical courts is way off the beaten track
being 60 odd miles into a native reserve. Fortunately our business is on the main
road.

"We have an old home but it is big]enough for our four children and has a
huge verandah. The garden is nearly two acres, and looks rather dry now. We
need rain badly. No one enjoys these hot spells, but we should get the rains this
week.

"I have many happy memories of the school, and regret that I can't visit
it. Last time I was there I was amazed at the changes, but enjoyed meeting
everyone even though there were so many that I had not known."
J. D. Raw (28-37) writes from Empangeni:

"Last time I wrote we were contemplating building an ark. We have had
no rain since and are really suffering. Sugar is so scarce that I do hope something
happens soon.

"In 1958 we bought a very large irrigation plant and I had a new toy to play
with. I wrote to you and you published in the Chronicle that I said 'now hurry
up, come the drought.' I have always regretted those words. I am tired of my
new toy; it gives a lot of work in supervision and the boys lose all the parts —
it is so much more pleasant to lie in bed and listen to the rain.
"But you gave me some advice which I have always regretted too. You

remember I wouldn't or couldn't read books at school — so you in desperation
said, "Well, then, read the newspaper every day; it's full of good English and
keeps you up with events in the world." Well, 1 have been doing that for years —
until the last election when I knocked on a door while canvassing. A lady came
to the door Just as the 6 p.m. news came over the radio. She stamped her foot
and said "I have enough troubles of my own without having to listen to other
people's" and turned the wireless off. I think she's got something there, for

today's news gives one ulcers, a thrombosis and a headache. If only they'd have
some good news for a change! I now read books instead!"
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F. E. S. Borgwardt (50-54), who is studying Law at St. Edmund Hall,
Oxford, writes a very long letter full of news and views. Inier alia he writes;
"I have perhaps dwelt at length on the positive aspects of the Oxbridge life.
You may be interested to hear what I consider to be the anachronisms. Most

serious of all must surely be the wastage of brain-power among the dons. I
should have thought that the more eminent the academician, the greater should
be the opportunity for the students to benefit from his erudition. The Oxford

system works in reverse. The lower echelons, i.e. the dons, are the ones respons

ible for nearly all the teaching and supervision. It is from them that one acquires
one's approach or lack of it, from them that one learns or fails to learn all

about one's subject. Yet these tutors are usually youngish men, heavily overloaded
with work, and often specialists in a particular field, with no marked general
ability. Higher up the academic hierarchy are the Readers and Professors,
the real experts, frequently world-renown. Their brains are wasted on the general
student population, for these hallowed individuals do not take tutorials at all.

Their field is almost exclusively research and they are only rarely seen emerging
from their ivory towers.
"In other ways also Oxford deserves censure. To my mind the academic year
of only 24 weeks is far too short. The work just cannot be covered in that time,

although students naturally work diligently on the whole during vacations. I
think the terms should be extended to ten weeks each. This would relieve pressure
on dons and students and also enable students to take a more active role in the

many extra-curricular activities which the University has to offer. Another
criticism concerns the absurd garb in which we are required to sit for our First
Examinations.Candidates must wear a black suit, white bow-tie, and a short
academic gown. How I long for the rules which prevailed at Kearsney — we
could write only in underpants if we wished I

"Last week-end I went over to Tangier. This is a fascinating city which
retains its allure to the present day. The Arab quarter is easily the most interesting.
Here veiled women and picturesquely-clad Arabs, robed in white from head to
toe, are everywhere to be seen. The market was really like Petticoat Lane, offering
second-hand clothes for sale. I repaired thence to the casbah. What a fas
cinating place, with its winding streets, leading who knows where, and its infinite
variety of stalls and shops. It was difficult to believe that this was the 20th
century! I think it would be foolhardy to venture there alone at night."
D. M.Watson (57-62) writes: I finally survived the A.C.F. training and when
we left on an early train, it was a relieved group of officers which returned to
camp.

Our survey training was most interesting. We learned how to poach native

fowls in the veld and also how to roast these on a makeshift spit. I had the first
chance to catch a fowl when we returned from the veld one afternoon. As Caesar
would say, I came, I saw, I pursued. I also dive tackled it, missed and lost the

skin on my elbows. Pretoria's veld is hard and dry in the winter. I found that out
the hard way, believe me.

Further down the road (three of us were in the jeep) we spotted our next

victim. Les, the lance-corporal of our group, kept the get-a-way jeep revved up.
Dave (the originator of the scheme) and myself encircled it. It dashed ofl

squawking (a word I've never been able to spell) and Dave followed it on to a
ploughed land. With ease of experience he pounced on to it amidst a cloud of
dust.

He emerged from the dust with the chicken under his arm and the irate

owner in pursuit. My lawyer wasn't available to plead my innocence so I also
joined the mad dash for the jeep. We won by ten yards, luckily for us. The owner
had a big kerrie. Not quite so fortunate was the fowl for it got its neck wrung.
Next day we set off armed with a kitbag (borrowed) full of coal from the

boiler room. One fowl belween three, not a very encouraging thought — Dave
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andfLes are notorious cormorants. En route we spotted two fine, fat specimens
of poultry. Three between three, was far more appealing. We employed our tried
and tested technique of yesterday. It yielded the same result. Dave bagged his
and I lost yet more skin from my elbows.
The gods smile down on those who persevere. My fowl got intangled in a
thorn-bush so I made a desperate lunge at it. That smile turned out to be a
cynical sneer for I merely collected a handful of thorns.

We plucked them and then, using the aerial photos of the area which had
been provided so that we could fix beacons, we located a secluded and remote
dam. We finally arrived there at about one o'clock.
Using a survey flag reed, we spitted the fowls and while I lay back for my
midday siesta, Dave and Les endeavoured to ignite the coals. They stripped the
rubber tubing from the hand pump(we quickly swapped this for another one on
our return)and used this to syphon off" three cool drink bottles full of petrol.
Three impressive black columns of smoke roared up but to no avail. Eventually
we gathered twigs and bits of bark and started the fire — as well as a veld fire.
We decided that we should fix at least some beacons to show the captain.
Dave and Les decided that I should volunteer. I generously declined the honour.
They insisted and swung the motion in their favour by pointing out their two
thirds majority. Being democratically minded I had to concur. Actually I had
no option. They were both bigger than I.
I drove seventy odd miles, lost the map, failed to locate any beacons and
finally got lost myself. At five o'clock I wended my way back to the dam. The
fowls were now roasted and we set off back the thirty odd miles to camp,
devouring the chicken en route. We got back then minutes after the captain had
left. An excellent bit of timing.
We spent three weeks on a three day exercise which entailed mapping about
half an acre per group. We lazed in the sun and got a good tan but no contours.
Finally we stitched a couple of wavy lines on the drawing board and filled in the
blank patches (about 80 per cent of the drawing board) with an excellent
cartographic series of fish, elephants, giraffes etc. The sergeant almost threw a
fit and while I was endeavouring to explain that it was the fossilized remains
of three animals which formed the crust of our earth (the sergeant is not too
bright by the way), word came round that the new army commander was
coming to inspect the section.
1 didn't believe it, but the door opened and I looked up right into a mass
of red tape and glistening brass. The general had arrived. I have experienced
more comfortable moments in the past.
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB

BALANCE SHEET

and

INCOME and EXPENDITURE

ACCOUNT

For the Year Ended 30th June, 1963

R.c

4.00

R828
R883.54

.. .. 397.57

Rates

4

500

Excess of Income over Expenditure

13.00
7.61

12

24.38

Wreaths and Presentations

Founders'Day Expenses
Addressograph Equipment

36.00
77.35

14

.. ..

26

Travelling Expenses — Committee
Printing Costs

Contribution to Cost of Magazine
.. .. 140.00
Donation — Kingswood Chapel Fund
.. 100.00
Postages, Stationery, Telephone and Sundries 83.63
K. C. O. B. S. Bursary
50.00

20

30

82

140

1962

R828

208
Less

to

Education
35.60

247.14

R.c

M. J. RODDA, Hon. Treasurer

Accrued
Fund

Interest and Dividends ..

620 Subscriptions

1962

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED, 30th JUNE, 1963
R.c

R883.54

211.54

672.00

R5,351

181

365

4,805

1962

..

R830.00.

The Selling Price is

cation of the A.G.M.

ferred subject to ratifi

School and will be trans

Note: The Fixed Property has
been disposed of to the

..

35.60

Interest Accrued 5% ..

SUNDRY CREDITORS

365.00
701.40

397.57

4,804.47

R.c

Add Contributions received

Balance at 30th June, 1962..

EDUCATION FUND ..

Expenditure

Add Excess of Income over

Balance at 1st July, 1962 ..

ACCUMULATED FUNDS:

R6,501.65

197.61

5,202.04
1,102.00

R.c

R5,351

69

136

815

900
200

1,500

900

1962
829

addition

there

re

mains R84.00 not col
lected but not written off.
CASH ON HAND
.. ..

Note: In

FIXED DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
SUNDRY DEBTORS .. ..

Southern Building Society ..

SAVINGS ACCOUNT:

Natal Building Society

Southern Building Society ..
S.A. Permanent Building So
ciety
United Building Society

Paid-up Permanent Shares:

At Nominal Value
INVESTMENTS;

MENT

ADDRESSOGRAPH EQUIP

FIXED PROPERTY—At Cost
Lot 193 Botha's Hill

BALANCE SHEET AT 30th JUNE, 1963

KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB

900.00

1,700.00

1,400.00

R.c

R.c

R6,501.65

54.78

900.00
94.50

621.31

4,000.00

2.00

829.06

EDITORIAL NOTICES

We thank our contemporaries for their school magazines.
The life subscription for the Kearsney Chronicle is R10.50,
payable to the Treasurer or to the Magazine Editor.
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Finalists Inter-School Debates:

Top: Kearsney — D. . Brothers, S. Lindsay, 1. LBerry.
Bottom: Russell Girls' High — Heather Scott, Faith Stafford,
Fiona Cheesman.
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